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Companies are always searching

for new technology that can provide

benefits to their operations or strategic management. The success of intelligent
research has introduced computers and has brought tremendous benefits to the
business environment. This new technology has evolved from data processing

in the 1950s to Decision Support Systems (DSSs) and Expert Systems (ESs) in
the 1980s.
ES is designed to replace the expertise of experts in a narow domain by

using domain specific knowledge.

It can solve problems that are not well-

sffuctured and do not have well-defined goals and constraints.

It is well suited

for implementation where experts are scalce, so as to lower the production
as well as to increase the productivity.

cost

It has been applied in many different

domains, including computer configuration, medical diagnosis,

etc. ES also

provides great interest and investment potential in the business area. Examples

of commercial ESs on financial planning are reviewed. However, little details
are avaTlable because the companies involved want to maintain the competitive
advantage.

The objective of this research is to develop an expert system for personal
investment planning, so as

to

assist experts and non-experts

in the financial

environment. In this research, an ES prototype for personal investment planning
has been developed using simplified assumptions. The motivations for simplicity

is to avoid complex and uncertain information from the investors,
11

and

consequently

to minimize the errors due to the inappropriate

response

of

investors. In this prototype, subjective characteristics are inferred by
objective characteristics, which are different from most

the

other

of the other ESs on

financial planning, where subjective input information is required.
The prototype is intended to provide advice for small investors with a low

to medium level of investment, and is basically for investors with less than
$100,000.

It will

perform the task of constructing investment portfoiios for

investors based on their personal situation and financial information. The
environmental information

will be built into the system so that the users of the

system can be expefts or non-experts in the financial area. The recommended
investment portfolio

will include relevant information on paying off

keeping reserve funds and on investing

debts, on

in types of vehicle and their relative

distributions.
The recommendations made by the prototype under various test cases have

been found

to be acceptable, suggesting simplified

assumptions and inferring

subjective characteristics by objective characteristics are quite acceptable for our

target users.
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[NTR.ÛÐUCT'TON

Recent survey on the use

of

expert systems (ESs)

in the Canadian

financial services industry has shown that the number of financial institutions
actively involved in ES research or development has doubled from IlTo

to

22Vo

in

1987, and nearly doubled again to 427o

Lybrand, 1989

U2l).

in

in

7986

1988 (Coopers and

The actual numbers are believed to be much higher

as

for strategic reasons.

some companies might avoid disclosing their activities

The applications of ESs in the business environment has generated a great
deal of interest because of the potential to enhance productivity and to augment

work forces in many specialty areas where human expefts are difficult to find
and retain (Turban, 1988

[5ll).

Some

of the coûunon areas of

applications include loan processing and credit analysis

financial

in the deposit or credit

institutions, trading and portfolio management in the security industries,
underwriting

in the insurance companies, and personal

telemarketing support tools, and cross selling systems

financial planning,

in the sales support

and

customer service systems.

In this thesis, we investigate the application of ES on personal investment
planning. To this end, a prototype ES is produced.

1_.X.

Ðxpert Svstems
Expert systems is one of the Artificial Intelligence (AI) research areas.

It is a set of computer

programs designed to solve problems

in a narrow domain

by using domain-specific knowledge at a level of performance that is comparable
to that of an expert (Waterman, 1986 l5Zl). Feigenbaum (1983 [19]), one of the
leaCing researchers

in expert systems, defines expert

systems as follows:

of an expeft

system consists of facts and heuristics.
The facts constitute a body of information that is widely shared, publicly
available, and generally agreed upon by experts in a field. The
heurístics are mostly private, little-discussed rules of good judgment
(rules of plausible reasoning, rules of good guessing) that charactenze
expert-level decision making in the field. The performance level of an
expert system is primarily a function of the size and the quality of a
knowledge base it possesses.

The knowledge

All

expert systems are knowledge-based systems but the reverse

Knowledge-based systems incorporate strict regulations or rules

is not

true.

of a domain.

They have in-depth knowledge of the related domain or the problem, and can

provide detailed explanations during the problem solving processes.
incorporate the skills

ESs

of the domain experts, and make use of heuristics or

intuition of the experts, they do not have in-depth explanations on the problem

solving process (Aeh, 1988 [1]; Waterman, 1986

t52l).

Feigenbaum and

Feldman (1981 [18]) defined heurislics as follows:

A heurístic is a rule of thumb, strategy, trick, simplification, or any other
kind of device which drastically limits search for solutions in large
problem spaces. Heuristics do not guarantee optimal solutions; in fact,
they do not guarantee any solution at all; ali that can be said for a
useful heuristic is that it offers solutions which are good enough most
of the time.

2

The distinct features of ES presented by Waterman (1986 [52]) and Luconi,
Malone, and Morton (1986 l32l) are

(X)

F{igh-level Expertise:

An ES contains high-level expertise in a specific domain which help in
problem-solving.

(2)

Fredictive Modelling Fower:
The predictive modelling power of ES can explain how information is
processed

(3)

in problem solving.

Institutional Memory:
The knowledge

in the ES reflects high-level

pennanent record

(4)

opinion and provides

a

of the best strategies and methods used by the staff.

Training Facilities:
With its expert knowledge and its ability to explain its reasoning process,
ES can also provide the training facility for staff members.

(5)

{Jnstructured Froblems:
ES is designed to solve problems that do not have well-defined goals or
constraints.

L.2

FersonallnvestmentManagement
Personal investment planning

is a process that reviews an individual's

assets, liabilities, tax position, investment goals, insurance protection, monthly

and annual budgets, and cash flow needs, and creates a plan for capital
accumulation, minimizing taxes, optimizing protection

for the family

against

catastrophic loss, as well as retfuement planning and estate disposition (Donnelly,

1985

t14l).

assets,

Individuals invest their money so as to increase their financial

by receiving a growing flow of income from sources such as interest

from bonds and dividends from shares, or by gaining capital appreciation in the
value of investment owned (Canadian Securities Institution, 1986 [2]).
Individuals can carry out their investment planning themselves or with the

help of financial expefts. Milne (1983 [39]) presents that individual investors

with limited investment amount can usually invest directly via institutions such
as colrunercial banks and brokerage houses, or indirectly via agents or brokers.

The investment funds are being managed by financial experts. Investors with
larger amounts for investment might seek investment advice from investment
advisors, who might have

full, part, or no control over the investment

strategy

undertaken by the investors.

1-.3

Expert Systems for Financial Management
Behan and Lecot (1987 [7]) point out that the applications of ES

financial services industry are necessary as the number
products provided
accounting firms

by

in the

of new investment

banks, insurance companies, brokerage houses, and

is increasing. Also, the number of

customers that require

financial advice is growing in recent years. The following explains why ESs are
becoming popular in the financial service industry (Behan and Lecot, 1987 Ul;
Gbosbal and

Kim, 1985 l22l; Harmon and King, 1985 l23l; Keller, 1988 l27l;

Porter and Millar, 1986 [43]; and Ryatt, 1988 [45]):

(1)

ES is designed to deal with numerous types of input data (for example,
market data and stock prices) that are changing regularly. Experts may

panic under stress and therefore may not be able
appropriate task
(2)

if

to perform

the

the market data change rapidly.

Data in the financial, area are often incomplete and consequently a variety

of investment strategies can be applied to solve a given financial planning

problem. ES can provide more consistent and complete financial advice
or projections.
(3)

Expertise can be preserved, while experts might leave their jobs, become

ill, or die.

ESs are able to capture the unique characteristics of heuristic

knowledge and personal insight of the experts, and transform them into

a set of computer programs that mimic the experts in certain

domains.

They are particularly suitable for professions that provide consulting and
advice.
(4)

Expertise can be distributed within the company at a lower cost and more
customers can be assisted by the expertise of financial experts in a shorter

period of

time. Thus, ESs bring competitive advantage

and change the

way business operates. Experts can devote more time to other types of
research while the ES can assist lower level management with their jobs.

According to the survey conducted by Cooper and Lybrand (1989 LI?)),

of all the companies that have ESs in use, thirty-one percent reported that

ESs

have above expert's performance, while forty-six percent reported that ESs have

below expert's performance but have above non-expert'S pedoffnance.
survey shows that ESs can assist
experts alike.

in performing the task for experts

The

and non-

Examples
presented

of

commercially available ES

in Chapter II. Most of these systems

on financial planning aÍe

are designed for investors with

high annual income. They tend to obtain a lot of detailed information from the
investors. Furthermore, some of the inquiries are subjective in nature, and are

difficult for investors to respond to appropriately. Consequently,

the

reconilrendations on the investment strategies from the ES are compromised.

x."4

Froblem Ðefinition

In this research work, we will develop a simple expert
assist financial planners

system that can

or investors in carrying out their financial

planning.

The system is intended for small investors with low to medium level of
investment.

It will perform the task of constructing investment

investors based on the information provided by them.

It will

portfolios for

avoid questions

that are subjective in nature, and will instead derive answers to these questions

from other objective questions. The investment strategies
system

will include the type of

suggested

by

the

investment vehicles that the investors should

consider, and their relative distribution.
The objectives of our research in developing the ES prototype on personal

investment planning are to demonstrate the usefulness

of ES in the financial

planning industry, and to develop a prototype for small investors who have

limited financial knowledge. The domain knowledge contains in the ES will
make use of heuristics knowledge from experts

development

in the financial area. With

the

of ES on investment planning, this type of knowledge can be

available to a larger class of customers, including both experts and non-experts

in the financial area. Individual investors will be able to have easier
6

access to

the opinion of financial experts.

V/ith the use of simplified assumptions throughout the system, we develop

a simple expert system that is easy to use, and at the same time satisfies
needs

of

small investors. By avoiding detailed information and complex

processing, the ES

n_.5

the

will

be more receptive to the unsophisticated, small investors.

Thesis Oreanization

In Chapter II, a surnmary of the characteristics of ES and related research

in implementing expert systems in the business
general characterisúcs of investment planning

Chapter

IV

presents an overview

area

is being reviewed.

will be discussed in

The

Chapter III.

of the methods of implementing the expert

system prototype on personal investment planning. The conceptual design of the

prototype

will

be presented in Chapter

information used
prototype

in

V which includes the identifîcation of

the

prototype. Structured design of

the

constructing the

will be illustrated in

Chapter

VI

which includes the details of the

methods used in the prototype to arrive at the appropriate investment decisions.

The validation and the analysis on the implementation results is summarized in
Chapter

VII.

The research results on the tested domain and the performance on

VIII. Finally, the conclusions
for future research will be presented in

the computing tool used are presented in Chapter

of our research and the directions
Chapter IX.

Chapter nI
EXPÐR.T SYST'ÐMS F'OR. TF{E F'TN,ANCNAH, SER.VICES TI{D{jSTR.Y

The role of information systems has changed since the early 1960s. It
evolved from those that support

fully

structured problems using traditional

programming techniques to those that solve partially structured problems using
expert systems (Luconi, Malone, and Morton, 1986 t32J). With the introduction

of Expert Systems to the financial services industry, there is great potential in
gaining competitive advantage through the integration of information processing
technology (Gallagher, 1988 l21l).
This chapter will briefly outline the evolution of information technologies

from the traditional data processing to the recent information technology on ESs.

An overview of the characteristics, development criteria and development

stages

of ESs will be presented. The potential benefits and pitfalls in using knowledgebased systems

in the business environment are also discussed. Finally, examples

of ESs on financial planning will be presented.

2.1-

Evolution of [nformation Systems
The three eras of the application of information technology range from

using information technology for operation processing to gaining competitive
advantage among companies

in the

same industry (Gallagher, 1988

era is associated with different types of problems.

tZll).

Each

Era n:
In the early

1960s, the information technology basically involves traditional data

processing. The problems have well-defined goals and input data, and are solved

by conventional programming techniques.

Era trI:

In this period, decision making is supported by the Decision Support

Systems

(DSSs). Managers use thefu knowledge to interpret the results produced by

the

DSSs.

Era

trIX:

Beginning

in the early 1980s, the focus on the use of

information to gain

competitive advantage. By encoding human heuristics and strategies into ES, we

mimic management consultants in using rules of thumb to identify the clients'
problems and the potential solutions (Michaelsen and Michie, 1983 t37l).

,, ,,

Overview of Expert Systems

2.2.1, Components of Ðxpert Systems
Expert Systems consists of three basic components: a knowledge base,
an inference engine and the user-interface (see Figure 2.2).

(n)

Knowledge Base

(KE): It

specifies what is known about the domain.

It contains facts, rules and judgement
(2)

information.

[nference Engine (IÐ): It specifies how to solve a problem. It contains

a mechanism that determines the strategies to be used in the problemsolving process. The two searches strategies that expert systems use

forward chaining and backward chaining (Rich 1985 I44l).

are:

(a)

Forward Chaining:

This is also referred as data-directed reasoning, that is, the search

for the goal state by using the initial data available. New data will
generated

be

until the goal state is obtained or no more data can be

generated.

(b)

Backward Chaining:

This is also referred as goal-directed reasoning. Starting from the

goal stage, new data will be generated so as to prove the goal state.
This will be continued until the initial state is generated.
The KB is strictly separated from the IE, making the development process

of expert
(3)

systems easier.

{.Jser Xnterface (trnput

link

and Output System): This is a corununication

between the users and the system.

commands

It interprets the questions

from the users, and presents information generated by

or
the

system using a natural language interface.

2.2.2 Expert Systems Ðevelopment Team
The development of ES involves experts in the knowledge domain,
knowledge engineers (KEs), programmers and end-users (see Figure

2.2).

The

knowledge engineers need to extract the domain knowledge from the experts,

which is known as the knowledge acquisition process. Programmers will then

formulate the conceptual knowledge
representation

of the domain using an expert

system

tool. The end-user may or may not be an expert in

knowledge domain.
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F''igure

2"2: Structure of an Expert

System
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(Source: Feigenbaum and McCorduck, 1983 [19])
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2.2.3 Criteria in tsuildins Expert Systems
Bobrow, Mittal and Stefik (1986 [10]) outlined six criteria in building
expert systems:

(t)

Froblem's Value: The application domain chosen must be worth solving

with promising payback in the future. Management will then be happy
to commit human and material resources.

(2)

,Alternative Solutions:
algorithms, and can

If

the problems have well-defined goals

and

be solved by conventional programming, then

Artificial Intelligence technique should not be used.

(3)

Task Ðifficulty: The implemented task should be of appropriate length.

It should not be too complex so that ES is not capable of handling it or
too simple so that ES is not required to solve the problem.

(4)

Test Cases: The test cases chosen should be suitable in testing

the

validity of the system.

(5)

Expert Availability; The real problem-solving process and the
knowledge that

is required is better

understood

actual

by having the experts

demonstrate the reasoning process.

(6)

Knowledge Engineering: The knowledge engineer should make sure that
the knowledge base is consistent.

2.2.4 Stases in ÐevelopÌns Expert Systems

The five stages in developing expert systems (ESs)
'Waterman and Lenat, 1983
L24l) include

(Hayes-Roth,

(1) the identification stage, (2)

the

conceptualization stage, (3) the f.ormalization stage, (4) the implementation stage
T2

and (5) the testing stage.

(l)

Identification Stage:

The important aspects of acquiring the knowledge for expert system
development should be

clarified. These include identifying the problems,

resources, and goals. The participants in the development process, including the

experts and knowledge engineers, should be identífied. The availability of the
knowledge resources, time, computing facilities, and financial support must also

be dealt with.

(2)

Conceptualization Stage:

This is the most time-consuming stage because

it

involves continuous

interactions among the knowledge engineers and the domain experts. The initial

knowledge acquisition process should start with

a single expert who can

demonstrate the solution process. More than one expert can also be used

initial development process,

if

in

the

we want to avoid the conflict resulting from

different problem-solving styles of different experts (Bobrow, Mittal, and Stefik,

1986 t10l).

A

well-defined conceptual model makes implementation and

handling of future modification of the problem easier.

(3)

Formalization Stage:
The key concepts, sub-problems and relationships that have been identified

in the conceptualization

stage can now be represented using the chosen

knowledge-engineering tool.

(4)

[mplementation Stage:
The formaTized knowledge is mapped into the chosen representation tool

and then organized into an executable program.

t3

If

no existing tool is appropriate

for the problem, then a new ES building tool has to be developed.

(5)

Testing Stage:
The performance of the ES developed in (4) and the suitability of the

representation tool are evaluated. Test cases generated should include a typical
cases, and should cover most feasible situations.

2.3

Eenefits and Fitfalls of ESs

23.n

Advantases of the Application of ÐSs

ESs can have significant advantages over traditional

information

technology because they can (1) provide competitive advantages, (2) process
voluminous information simultaneously, (3) handle uncertain information, (4)
increase productivity, (5) preserve expertise, (6) distribute expertise, (7) provide

consistent decision making and (8) have economic benefits.

(1)

Competitive Advantages of ESs:
ES can bring competitive advantage. This point is best summed up by

the following quotes. Gbosbal and Kim, 1986 1221, presented that "information

is a principal source of power and recognition in an organization." Porter

Miller, 1985

and

L43l presented that

Information technology is creating many new interrelationships among
businesses, expanding the scope of industries in which a company must
compete to achieve competitive advantage.

(2)

Frocess Numerous Information Simultaneously:

In financial planning,

investors have to combine numerous market data

with their own investment potential to construct the appropriate investment
portfolio. When the investors make decisions, they will concentrate on the most
t4

likely possibility

because humans are incapable

of combining and processing a

vast amount of information. Decision makers usually resist changes
information accumulates (Martin, 1986
accuracy

in

t36l).

as

Thus, this detracts from the

decision making. ES can be helpful as

it

can overcome the

limitations of the amount of information that can be stored in the memory of
humans, and can integrate numerous data from the complex environment (Hong,

1983 126l).

(3)

F{andle Uncertain Information:
The market data available might not be accurate, and also, the information

can accumulate very quickly. Under these situations, the investors

ry to ignore uncertain information in

will

usually

making decisions. ES can handle

problems that contain uncertain information, and those that are not well-defined.

(4)

trncrease Froductivity:

Leinweber (1988 [30]) presented that financial experts should be able to
process informaúon faster, and be able to act upon new facts and discard useless

facts so as to provide accurate solutions. ES is particularly useful in dealing

with "real-time" management

(5)

because

it can Íeact to the changes quickly.

Ðistribute Expertise:
Expertise is a valuable resource

of a company. If the serving time

the frequency of access are critical issues of the expertise, then making
accessible

it

and

more

is of benefit to the company. With the innoduction of ES, the

expertise can be distributed throughout the company.

(6)

Consistent Ðecision Making:

ESs can provide consistent advice on the portfolio by pooling the
15

expefiise of different financial experts.

(7)

Ðconomic Benefits:

The th¡ee options

in replicating the experts include (1) hiring

more

experts, (2) training more employees and (3) building ES (Bauer and Griffiths,

1988

t5l).

The cost for building ES should be compared to the other two

options. Hiring more experts may not be an easy task. If the expertise is really
scarce, then

it

may be difficult to find someone who has the required skill.

Training another employee will be time-consuming

if an one-to-one session is

required. Bauer and GriffTths stated that:
The demand for expertise replication is affected by monetary considerations.
The amount of replication needed depends on the revenue potential of the
expert's knowledge and the cost of replication expertise.

The amount of investment in ES is the amount that the company is willing to
pay for insuring the loss of expertise due to an expert's retirement, quitting or
becoming

ill.

The cost of buying off-the-shelf ES should be compared with

the cost in building an in-house ES.

2.3.2 Limitations of

ESs

Denning (1986 [13]) and Dreyfus and Dreyfus (1986 [15]) raise several
issues on expert systems. They presented that ESs are capable of reproducing
human expertise within a specific domain, but not capable of capturing everyday
human understanding.
(1)

Experts solve problems by intuition. Rule-based computer programs

cannot represent intuition, which

is

based

experience because computers cannot learn.

t6

on practice

and

(2)

Daily skills of humans are too complex to be encoded by IFTHEN rules. Humans tend to learn through trial and error but

a

computer cannot learn on its own.
(3)

ESs aÍe restricted to specific domains and cannot react to

a

changing environment.
(4)

ESs can only make inferences from a list
uses images

(5)

of facts while a human

in understanding and responding to some situations.

The knowledge in the ES is elicited, programmed and tested by
using the trial and error process, and this

is likely to produce

inconsistent and incomplete data.
(6)

ES is limited by the information contained in the knowledge
and also by the methods followed

(7)

in implementing the data.

Computers cannot recognize the emotions of human beings.

Examples of ÐSs

2"4

base

for Financial

Management

Examples of ESs on personal financial management

will be presented in

will

be presented and the

the following cases. The methods used by these ESs

input requirement on each of them will be briefly discussed.

CASÐ

l-:

"F/ønPorver" for Fersonal Financial Planning

PlanPower is developed by Applied Expert Systems,

Inc. It

assists in

fînancial planning for individuals with over $75,000 annual income, and provides

long-term investment advice for the investors. It requires a maximum of up to
80 pages of input information for each individual investor, and provides financial

plans ranging from 20 to 120 pages. The three processing stages of PlanPower

L7

(Stansfield and Greenfeld, 1987 [48]) are: before-planning observations, planning
and recommending and plan document production.
Financial and personal information of the clients, their attitude to risk, and

their investment goals or objectives are used as the input data for the

ES.

The

system first analyzes the client's financial situation, projects this into the future,

and sums up all positive and negative aspects of the investors. The second
stage involves evaluating

all possible actions on all investment vehicles

and in-depth studies on the appropriate vehicles are carried

types,

out. The system

interacts with numerous subsystems that contain information on insurance, tax

planning, retirement planning, real estate,

etc. The final process generates

a

projection of the clients' financial situation over a five-year period, assuming all
investment recommendations have been implemented.
Ðiscussion:

PlanPower is designed for high annual income investors. Although not

all 80 pages of input are required for every investor, the questionnaire might still
be too lengthy. Subjective input information such as the risk-tolerant level is
obtained. The investors might not have the appropriate knowledge in providing

recommendations

If the input is in

of

the

on the investment strategies might not be suitable for

the

accurate answers.

doubt, then the outcome

investors.

The financial projection of the investors' financial situation is very useful
because

the investors can obtain the "what-if' analysis

investment decision is carried out.
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if any particular

C,ASE,

2:

"fnvesl" for Fersonal Financial Flanning

The expert system Invest is developed jointly by the Volksbank Muenster
and the V/estdeutsche Genossenschafts-Zentralbank Muenster.
use by experts and non-experts

It is designed for

in the financial management area. It

provides

investment advice concerning specific securities that meet the investors' short
and long term objectives (Heuer, Koch and Cryer, 1988 125D.
The inference mechanism used by Invest is hypotheses matching through
several cycles. The hypotheses prototype contains ideal customer

profiles. It

obtains financial and investment objectives information from the investors, and

tries to match the investors' investment profiles with the ideal profiles contained

in the hypothesis prototype. The process is repeated until no new
hypotheses can be found,

successful

or when the specific investment proposal can be

presented to the investors.

Ðiscussion:

Invest

is

designed

investment objectives

to

provide investment advice

for the investors'

in the short and long terms. It also obtains subjective

information from the investors, for example, their risk-tolerant levels. However,

investors can reconsider the input information

if

they feel the investment

is not suitable for them. For example, the
may find the recommended investment strategies too risky. Some

proposal suggested by Invest
investors

investors might not be able to determine whether the recommendations are
reasonable

for them. This will make the consultation results less valuable.

The method Invest used is hypothesis matching. Through each matching
stage, questions are generated so as

to obtain the required information
t9

for

carrying out the appropriate investment decisions. Input information is not
obtained all at once from the investors. The length of the questionnaire depends

on how well the customer profiles match the ideal profiles in the prototype.

CASÐ

3:

FM/ÐSS for Fortfolio Manasement

PMIDSS

is an expert system used for portfolio

management and was

developed at the New York University (Lee and Stohr, 1985

l29l). It contains

domain-specific knowledge on the investment vehicles and includes the stock
market information at the time of its development. The authors are planning to
include other variables in their ES. The domain knowledge of PMIDSS basically

includes the information on the general econr-ny and stock market, industries,
companies and selected stocks.

Portfolio management by PMIDSS is carried out

in two phases: the

investment timing and the vehicle selection. The first phase includes an analysis

of economic conditions. It determines whether the situation is favourable for
different types of investment, for example, stocks, bonds, etc. The second phase

involves individual vehicles selection. PMIDSS will fust determine the risk
profile of the investors by formulating questions on the investor's objectives. It

will then select particular

stocks, bonds, etc.

in each type of investment and the

corresponding amount to be invested in each vehicle.
Discussion:

The methods used by PMIDSS include both analysis on the economic
conditions and investor information.

It requires subjective input information

on

the economic variables and the preferences of the investots, for example, their
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risk profiles. As discussed in the earlier case, subjective information might not
provide sufficiently accuate input data and might lead to incorrect decision
making.

CASE

4:

Frototvpe on Fersonal Financial PlanninE

Another ES prototype on personal financial planning uses
strategy

a

special

in determining the investment characteristics that is used for testing

the

basic concept as well as the structure of the larger system (Mockler, 1989 t40l).

It

uses personal and financial information

of the investors, and matches this

information against the environmental conditions in arriving at an appropriate
investment

portfolio. The risk attitudes or the willingness of the investors

towards investment

is obtained

through questions raised

by the prototype.

Examples of the questions include "when at school, did you ever take interesting
courses that were hard and might have lowered your grade point average?" and

"late at night, when there is no naffic, do you ever go through traffic lights?"

It will also obtain information on the environment from the investors. The
recommended investment portfolio

will only

consider particular portfolios with

predefined vehicle types as well as the predefined proportion

of

investment

allocated in each of the chosen vehicle types.
Ðiscussion:

The methods used in

the above proposed prototype

obtain the risk-

tolerant levels of the investors by inferring the value of this variable from the
psychological point of

view.

This method is quite subjective and

reflect the actual risk profiles that suit the investors.

2t

it might not

In the recoûunended portfolio only

predefined investment portfolios

a.re

included, and the choices are limited. The investment portfolio should be va¡ied
according to different investment potentials of the investors.

?<

Summary
Despite the shortcomings of ESs (Denning, 1986 [13]; and Dreyfus and

Dreyfus, 1986 [15]),
benefits

it is clear from above that ESs can bring significant

to the financial

management

services industry because they can assist financial

for both experts and non-expefis. The four examples of

ESs in

financial management presented in this chapter illustrate that different
implementation processes can be used

to computerize the task of

financial

planning. The examples also show that some of the information required

is

subjecúve in nature, and investors might not be able to provide correct answers

to those questions. The first two examples show that the systems require much
detailed information from the investors. Too much input information can make

a problem very complex and difficult to handle.
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Chapter

III

CHAR,ACTER.{STTCS OF' POR.T'F'OT,TO CONSTR.{JCT'TTN

The main components of an investment portfolio include the investment
vehicles and any relevant investment strategies that are applicable

to

the

investors. This chapter will present some of the coûunon types of investment
vehicles suitable for investors with low to medium levels of investment.

It will

also illustrate the basic procedures for constructing an investment portfolio.

Types of [nvestment Securities

3"L

3.1.1 Investment in Financial Xnstitutions

(1)

Savings Accounts:

This is the most conunon type of investment and is provided mainly by
banks or trust companies. Savings accounts have a low level of risk and a high

level of liquidity. Although the amounts guaranteed by them are not unlimited,
one can withdraw whatever one has at any time and can deposit any amount of

money

in one's savings accounts,

unless the institutions involved are

in

serious

financial trouble.

(2)

Term-Ðeposits

or Guaranteed {nvestment CertifTcates (GIC's):

This is another cornmon type of investment in the financial institutions
such as banks, trust companies and insurance companies.

It

offers a higher

interest rate than savings accounts and the interest rate can vary according to the
23

amount of investment. The money is usually invested for a fixed period of time,

but depending on the redemption feature, one may be able to liquidate

the

investment before the maturity date. The term of investment can range from

thirty days to six years or more.

3"L.2 Government Bonds or

F{otes

Government bonds are issued by the Governments

of

Canada, provinces

or municipalities. This type of bonds is very safe. Canada Savings
(CSBs) represent the most conunon type

of

Bonds

government bonds. They can be

classified into regular interest or compound interest bonds, and are issued up to

twice every year, in the denominations of $100, $500, $1000, $5000 and $10000.
Treasury bills represent another cornmon type of investment vehicle issued

by the Government of Canada. The differences between Treasury bills

and

CSBs include the denominations available and their issue dates. Treasury bills
are available

in larger denor'

.:ations, usually $1000 and are issued weekly.

3.L.3 Investment Funds
Investment funds are managed by a company or trust that pools together

the capital of a group of investors. The company or trust

or units to investors on a fee basis

will then sell shares

(Canadian Securities Institute, 1986 i2l).

Mutual funds represent the most common type of investment funds.
issues, offers for issuance or has outstanding
shares or units that entitle the holder to receive, on demand, or within
a specifîed period after demand, an amount representing the holder's
proportionate share in the net assets of the mutual funds (Canadian
Securities Institute, 1986 I2l).

An organization which
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Investors can receive dividends from the investment funds on a regular basis and

can also avoid keeping track of individual securities because the fund is being
managed by financial experts. There are different types

of mutual funds with

varying risk levels and return characteristics; they include income funds,
balanced funds and equity

funds. Income funds offer high income and safe

principal returns. They are usually invested

in high yielding term-deposits,

government and corporate bonds, or high yield stocks. Balanced funds provide

both income retuÍn and capital appreciation. This type of funds is usually
invested

in fixed income securities for

income return and

in

stocks for capital

gain. Equity funds are primarily

invested

All of them are available in small

denominations ranging from $50 to $200 for

in common stocks for capital

gain.

small mutual funds and from $200 to $1000 for large mutual funds.

3.1.4 Corporate Bonds
Bonds are issued by corporations to raise capital for their companies.
There are numerous types of bonds including mofigage bonds,

fkst mortgage

bonds, second moftgage bonds, debentures, etc. The bonds can also be classified

according to whether they are registered, whether they are backed with open-

end or closed-end mortgages, whether they are callable, whether they
redeemable,

are

etc. The rating of corporate bonds depends on the rating of the

orgarizanons that issued them. They can range from the highest quality (A++)

to the default quality (D) bonds. Bonds are usually issued for face values close

to $1000. Investors receive regular interest payments in addition to the face
value on the redemption date. The term of investment can range from one year

to over ten years.
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3.X-.5 Stocks

Stocks can be bought and sold

in stock exchanges or in

"over-the-

counter" markets. There are different classes of stocks such as common stocks
and prefer¡ed stocks. Stocks may be issued by different types of industry and
can be classified into different categories depending on the stage of the industry

cycle. The different types of industries include emerging industries, growth
industries, speculative industries, stable industries, cyclical industries and
declining industries.

Growth stocks are issued by new, emerging companies and usually no
dividends

will

be paid as earnings are normally retained for the expansion of the

businesses. In this type of investment, investors are investing for capital gains.

If

one is buying stocks in a brand-new company, one is speculating in
Speculators are willing to take a big risk for the sake of making a
big profit as a result of increase in the price of stocks in a short-period
of time (Engel, 1957 [17D.

it.

Blue-chip stocks, defensive stocks and income stocks are issued by stable
companies. The companies have a high rating because they can maintain stable
earnings

in good and bad times.

Investors can anticipate to receive dividends

regularly.

If

one is buying stocks in a high-reputation company, one is investing
in it. Investors are willing to take a moderate risk for a moderate return
in investment for a longer period of time @ngel, 1957 U7l).

Risk stocks are issued by companies which are in volaúle businesses and
usually involve a high degree of

risk.

Examples are companies

in the mining

or mineral exploration industries, and those that issued very low-priced stocks,
known as "penny" stocks.
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3"2

Construction of Investment Fortfolio

Portfolio management

is an on-going process. The objective of

investment management is to seek assets that would grow
income return (Maginn and Tuttle, 1983

t33l). Every

the

in value or provide

investment institution, or

any individual investor, has its own investment principles which

includes

(Bauman L975 16l, Kritzman 1987 1281, and Maginn and Tuttle 1983 [33]):
(1)

the identification of the investor's objectives, constraints

and

preferences, and the economic conditions;
(2)

the definition of the investment policy or investment strategy, and
the expectation of the capital market;

(3)

the construction of the investment portfolio; and

(4)

the monitoring process on the investor's and the
ci¡cumstances, and

the adjustment process of the

market

investment

portfolio (see Figure 3.2).
The basic investment characterístics that are used to construct the portfolio

include at least (1) risk, (2) return, (3) diversification, (4) market variance, (5)

liquidity and (6) time horizon (Block 1977 l9l).

3"2"î Objectives of lnvestment
The perforrnance objectives of investment management are (1) to achieve

the investment objectives of the investors; (2) to recognize the amount of
investment risk that the investor is willing or able to afford; and (3) to study the
investment potential under the environmental conditions.
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(n)

lnvestor's ûbjectives on Goals:
Investors might have (a) personal

or family goal(s), such as cash

requirement or retum on investment that they want to achieve

(2)

in the future.

lnvestor's nnvestment Constraints:
Donnelly (1985 [14]) presented the opinion that the investment policies

of investors is affected by the degree of risk that they can afford. The level of

risk will reflect the ability and the willingness of the investors

towards

investment. This can be affected by the investment constraints imposed on them,

which include (1) age, (2) family circumstances, (3) source and amount of
íncome, (5) wealth position, (6) insurance coverage and (7) tax considerations
(Anderson and Snyder (1986 [3]), and Andersen (1986 t4l)).

(3)

Environmental Circumstances:
External factors on the investment market can influence the investment

decision and play an important role in the portfolio construction. Based on the
present or forecast environmental factors, financial planners can decide whether

and to what extent the investment policy should be modified (Donnelly, 1985

t14]).

Some of the basic environmental factors that can influence the investment

strategy, as presented by Donnelly, include the relative cost of equity investment,

cyclical position of the market, overall economic trends, interest rate trends, the
market momentum, ffid investment in foreign markets. Other economic factors

that can affect the investment market include the economic trends and prospect

for the whole economy, corporate earning Íends, changes in the industry trends,
changes

in the interest rate trends, changes in taxation law, etc.
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3.2.2 lnvestment Folicies and Investment Strategies
The consÍuction of the investment portfolio in investment management
based on both portfolio strategies and portfolio policies used

is

in achieving the

performance objectives (Bauman 1975 [6]).

(n)

Fortfolio Folicy:
Portfolio policy is defined

as the

current plan for investment

in order to

achieve investment objectives under the investment characteristícs that are used

to construct the portfolio.

(2)

Fortfolio Strategy:
Portfolio strategy consists of various investment plans that will be

over a time horizon

in order to achieve the investment

used

objectives of the

investors. The sfategy will consider the different investment characterístics that
are used to construct the investment portfolio.

3"2,3 Portfolio Construction
The investor's objectives, constraints and preferences will be integrated

with the investment strategies and policies in order to construct the investment
policies that meets all the investment characteristics for the portfolio.

If

there

is signifîcant amount of investment available, the portfolio should be sufficiently
diversifïed to reduce

risk.

Markowitz (1959 [35]) has shown that there is

an

interrelationship among individual asset holdings, and true diversification consists

of a group of

securities with

securities contained

low

covariances

in the portfolio

criteria. According to the Canadian

in their rate of return.

should be weighted according
Securities Institute (1986
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to

The

certain

[2]), there

are

different ways

of

diversification that one can consider. These include

diversifîcation by types of securities, by maturity dates, by issuer's credit rating,

by securities'

features,

by types of industry, by different issues in the

same

industry, by degree of risk, by income received, or by location or country of
operations.

3"2.4 Monitorins and Adiustment of the Investment Fortfolio
The investment characteristics used to construct the portfolio are subject

to change; the investment portfolio should therefore be continuously monitored
and adjustments made to reflect those changes. The investment portfolio should
be evaluated against the objectives of the investment managers and the objectives

of the clients. Also, the stated performance objectives have to be compared with
the realized performance objectives (Bauman 1975 l6D.
Another main reason for continuous monitoring and adjusting the portfolio

is that the actual stage of investors will change over time. Periodic review of

the investor's circumstances, ongoing monitoring of the investment
conditions, regular review

of the effectiveness of the portfolio

market

strategies and

policies, and monitoring of the portfolio management process should also be
carried

out. These are necessary

preferences

of the investors,

because

changes

of changes in goals, objectives or

in the market conditions,

and changes in

investment strategies used by the investment managers (Maginn and Vertin, 1983
1341;.

3l

After having presented the different stages in building an expert system
ín Chapter II, and the procedures in constructing an investment portfolio in this
chapter, we

will in the following chapters

illustrate the different stages in

building an ES prototype for personal investment planning.
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Chapter lV
OVER.VTEW OF' TF{E PR.OTOTYPE ÐÐVEå.OPMENT

The important aspects
prototype

of the development process of the research

will be identified in this chapter which include the scope of

the

research prototype and an overview of the development process. The definitions

used, the role of the participants, the knowledge resources, the computing tools
and the validation process

4"n

will

be identified.

Scope

The ES prototype is intended to provide advice for small investors with
a low to medium level of investment (less than $100,000 of investment) as the
commercially available ESs on personal financial planning are for high level of

investment. Based on the personal and financial information of the investors
and on the environmental circumstances, the prototype

will

suggest possible

investment strategies.

The information on the investors and the environmental circumstances
should be kept simple. The investment portfolio

will include the possible types

of investment vehicle and their distribution and other investment strategies, such
as paying

off the investor's liabilities or retaining part or all of their investment

amount as reserve

funds.

Recommendations on specific investment vehicles,

consideration of tax deductions on the interest payment on loans, high tax rates

on the interest income, and the future inflation rate are beyond the scope of this
5J

thesis.

4.2

Ðefïnitions
The following definitions are used

(1)

in the prototype.

lnvestors:

(a)

Fersonal Criteria:

The investment constraints imposed on the investors

are

referred to as personal criteria of the investors, which include age,
amount of investments, etc. Each personal criterion of the investors

can be allocated to one of a set of different personal categories.

For example, the age of an investor has three categories, and can
be classified as either young, middle-aged or old.

(b)

[nvestment Frofiles:

The investors can be categonzed into diffeÍent investment

profiles such as risk and liquidity profiles, depending on

the

personal criteria that are imposed on them.

(2)

{nvestment Vehicles:

Each investment vehicle can have different
characteristics associated with

it

investment

such as the risk levels, the types of

income return, etc.

(3)

Ðnvironment Circumstances:
The information on the environment that affect investment decisions

is known as the set of environmental factors.
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4"3

Clverview of the Ðevelopment Frocess

The development process of the prototype includes both studying how
investment planning works and organizing the planning process

way. The procedures used in

in a systematic

developing the prototype are as follows

(see

Figure 4.3):

(1)

identify the knowledge acquisition method and the computing tools
available;

(2)
(3)

identify the types of invesrment vehicle to be used;
identify the personal criteria of the investors and the environmental
factors;

(4)
(5)

determine the investment profiles of the investors;

determine the types

of

income return that

is

favourable for

investment under the current market conditions;

(6)

match the investment profiles of the investors to the environmental
conditions and the characteristics of the investment vehicles in order

to construct the investment portfolios for the investors;

(7)
(8)

validate the ouþut from the prototype;
refine and adjust the personal categories and the investment profiles

of the investors, or the methods used in constructing the portfolio

(if

(9)

necessary);

repeat (7) and (8) until the output from the prototype is acceptable;
and

(10)

present the recommended investment strategies.
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F''igure

4.3: ûverview of the Ðevelopment

Frocess
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The preliminary information required for the prototype

development

includes the knowledge acquisition method, the computing tool used, and the

validation process which

will be discussed in the following sections.

The

identification of the relevant information required for building the prototype in
sreps

(2) and (3) will be presented in Chapter V while the methods used in

manipulating these information

in steps (4) to (6) will be presented in Chapter

VI. Steps (7) to (9) on the validation of the prototype

are discussed

in

Chapter

vII.

4.4

Freliminary Requirement

4"4.tr Role of Farticipants
Dr. Erbach and Dr. Seah are the experts to be consulted, and I (the author

of this thesis) will play the role of knowledge engineer and programmer for the
development of our prototype.

4.4"2 Knowledse Acquisition
The domain of knowledge required for building the prototype will
obtained from the literature and consultation with the financial experts.

4.4"3 Computine Tools
The expert system shell used for developing the prototype is Personal
ConsultantrM Easy (PC

Easy). PC Easy is an expert system building

suitable for developing small to medium-sized expert systems.

It

provides an

interactive developing and testing environment with a full-screen editor.
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tool

It

can

access external

files including DOS files, LotusrM

databases created by dBASE

1,-2-3rM worksheets, and

IfM, dBASE IIflM and dBASE III PlusrM. PC Easy

is a rule-based shell, its rule-entry language is similar to English and is easy to
understand. PC Easy can use either of the two search strategies, the forward and

the backward searches, to arrive at the specified goals of the expert system. It

is also capable of displaying graphic information.
PC Easy can run on Texas Instruments computers and IBM@ computers.

A hard disk is required if PC Easy is to be used in conjunction with any of the
above mentioned database software packages [49, 50].

4.4.4 Validation Frocess

At the end of each stage of development, the financial experts will
to refîne the strategies used in the prototype. They

will

help

also help to ensure that

the oulput in every stage of the prototype is reasonable (O'Keefe, Balci and
Smith, 1987 l42l).

(r)

Test Cases:
Test cases representing typical individuals with various combinations of

personal and fînancial backgrounds are generated and used
performance

of the prototype. The choice of

to test the

test cases used should be made

with great care and should consider most of the typical investors with low

to

medium levels of investment. Otherwise the validation results may be biased.

(2)

.A,cceptable Ferformance Range:

To test the results of the prototype, we need to establish an acceptable
performance range for the validation process.
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In every

stage

of

development,

the prototype

will be tested by test cases and advice regarding the test results

from the financial experts will be obtained. The intermediate as well as the final
results

of the prototype will be validated by the opinion of the experts

Chapter

VIII for sample test results). The validation

process

is

(see

incorporated

within the development cycle. An advantage for this type of validation is its
ease

for management because each subsystem is less complex.

If

the test results from the prototype fall within the range recommended

by the experts, then the development process proceeds to the next stage. The
validation of final results should also be carried

be reviewed and adjustment to the prototype
repeated until the results are acceptable

out. Abnormal

will

will be made. The process is

to the expefs.
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test results

Chapter V
CONCÐPT{.J^AX. MOÐEX-

The conceptual design of the prototype deals with the studies of the
variables that are crucial in determining the appropriate investment portfolios for

investors. Assumptions will be used so as to simplify the development process.

The input information from the investors is kept simple and is carefully
designed. The information used to construct the investment portfolio includes

the investment criteria of the investors, the envi¡onmental factors, and

the

investment characteristics of the types of investment vehicle.

5"X.

Strategy on [nvestment Flanning
The investment strategies used in building the prototype are consewative.

Investors are generally better off paying their liabilities provided they are allowed

to do so rather than investing the money. This is because the interest earned on
the investment may not be high enough to pay for the interest on the liabilities.

In addition, investors

also need to pay cornmissions or service charges to their

brokers for investments made.

The recommended investment strategies include paying off any liabilities
that the investors have or keeping paft or all the investment funds for emergency

purposes. To further reduce the risk, diversification of investments

among

different investment vehicles is required. The objective of diversification of
investment amount

is to

reduce

risk by avoiding to invest too much in
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any

particular type of securities.
The selectíon críteri¿ used to choose the investment vehicles include (1)
the investment profiles of the investors, (2) the amount available for investment,

and (3) the environmental factors. Rather than taking all considerations at the
same time, these selection criteria

will be considered

one after another,

to ease and simplify the development process. The following

in order

sections will

identify the information used in the portfolio construction.

3"¿

Freliminary Ðesisn
The major criterion for the research prototype is simplicity. In any case,

one can always modify the system to include more complex situations later on

if

so desired. The input design is an important aspect of the development

process. The relevant input information for the prototype includes the investors'

information and the environmental information.
Investors will only need to provide their personal and financial information

but not the environmental information. The environmental information is already

built-in to the system, and the users of the expert system do not need to be the
experts in the financial area as stated in the objectives of developing

the

¿search

prototype.

To avoid complexity of the development process, complex computations
such as calculating the net income available for investment, or the investment
income for reinvestment are avoided when direct information can be obtained

from the investors so as to satisfy our simplified approach. Also, input

on

subjective information from the investors is avoided. This can avoid uncertain

information provided by the investors which might lead to inaccurate results, in

4L

contrast to the examples of ESs discussed
assumptions

in Chapter II. Instead, the following

will be made for constructing the portfolio. This can be done by

inferring the subjective information from other objective information so as to
provide accurate input.

5.2.f. Assumptions
Assumptions on some of the variables used in building the prototype have
been identified so as

to simplify the development process. These include

(1)

the investment profTles, (2) the investment goals or objectives, (3) the types of
investment sources available to the investors, and (4) the independence

of

the

investment profiles, the investment characteristics and the economic indicators.

(t)

f,nvestment Frofiles of the lnvestors:

The risk and liquidity profiles of the investors are determined based on
their personal and financial information. The risk profiles will determine whether

the investments should be conservative or venturesome. They are used
determine the expected return level on investment; higher levels
associated

to

of risk are

with higher rates of return on investment. The liquidity profiles

determine the holding period of investment.

(2)

lnvestment Goals or Objectives:

Different investors have different personal

or family

goal(s),

cash

requirements and expected returns on investment. These goals and objectives can

be very complex.
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Investment objectives of an investor can only be determined by a
complete and exhaustive analysis of an individual's financial position and
requirements in both short and long terrn (Canadian Securities
Institutions, 1986 l2l).

The prototype assumes that the common goals or objectives of the investors
depend on their personal and financial situations, rather than their preferences

and subjective wishes.
(3)

[nvestment Á.mount:

The amount available for investment is another important aspect on
investment planning. V/e consider four types

of investment sources:

lump-

sum fund, monthly take-home income, monthly investment income and current
investment assets. Although some or all of the current investment assets may

not mature in the near future, we include them as one of the investment sources,

so that the investors may compare what the system recotrunends against what
they actually hold.

(4)

lndependence Studies:

The validation process of the system is carried out in three independent
stages. The th¡ee stages include:

(a)

the validation on the personal categories of the investors and the
investment profiles for the investors;

(b)

the validation on the investment characteristics of the vehicle types;

(c)

the validation on the recommendations on the investment strategies

for the investors.
Although the above three stages interact with one another, they are studied
independently of each other for simplicity.
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5.2"2 0uestionnaire Ðesisn
The personal and financial information of the investors is obtained through

a questionnaire. This information can either be obtained directly from

the

or indirectly by inference from other variables. In designing

the

we try to avoid subjective questions which might give

the

investors

questionnaire,

investors difficulties

in providing the correct answers. Instead, they will

inferred by the system. We also make sure that the questionnaire
reasonable

length.

If

is

If it is too short, useful information might

missing. In either case, the prototype may not be able to provide

3.J

of

the questionnaire is too long, irelevant or overlapping

information might have included.

appropriate answers.

be

be

the

A listing of the questionnaire is shown in Appendix A.

Characteristics of Input Information
The input information for constructing the investment portfolio includes

the information on the investors, the environmental information and the
information on the investment vehicles (see Figure 5.3).

5.3.X- Fersonal and Financial Frofiles

The investors' information can be classified into personal and financial

profiles. The personal profiles consist mainly of personal and family information

of the investors, which include (1) the age-$oup, (2) the health condition,

(3)

the family circumstances, (4) the employment status and (5) the retirement
savings plans. The financial profiles consist of the investors' personal balance
sheet which include (1) the liabilities and (2) the amount

M

of investment funds.

These seven categories of personal criteria are used to determine the investment

profiles for the investors. The personal categories for each of the personal
criteria are discussed in the following sections.
(x)

.{ge-Group:

The age of investors are classified into th¡ee age-groups, namely,
young, middle-aged and old.
(2)

F{ealth Conditions:

The health conditions of the investors are classified as excellent,
good, fair or bad.
(3)

Ðmployment Status:
The employment status of the investors are classified as (1) steadily

employed

or with

steady business, (2) part-time employed

or

with

unsteady business and (3) no job or business.
(4)

Retirement Savings Flans:
Investors

will have different types of retirement savings plans which

may or may not provide an adequate amount of retirement income in the

future. For simplicity, we only check

if

the investors have retirement

savings plans and avoid detailed information on those plans.
(s)

Family Circumstances:

(a)

Spouse Information:

If the investor is married, information on the age-group, health
condition, employment status and retirement plans of the spouse is also
obtained, and used

to determine the investment profiles of the spouse.
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(h)

Ðependents' lnformation:
Other dependents of the investors a¡e classified as (1) parents or

senior dependents, (2) older children and (3) younger children. The
dependents' information

will be considered if any of them still

depends

on the investors for financial support.

((t)

[nvestment Sources:

(a)

H.ump-Sum Funds:

A lump-sum fund is any accumulative amount of money ready for
investment. Investors might obtain this amount from the maturity of any
type of investment or from any type of cumulative fund.

(b)

Take-F{ome Fay:

Monthly take-home pay is the amount of net income after all types

of deduction. By obtaining this information from the investors, questions
on budget expenditures can be eliminated from the questionnaire.

(c)

[nvestrnent lncome:

Monthly investment income is the amount of income that
investors receive from any type

the

of investments which is available for

reinvestment.

(d)

Current Investment:
Current investment includes any type of investment securities that

the investors currently have. Only the total value of the

culrent

investment is obtained while the detailed information on them is ignored

for simplicity.
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(7)

T'ypes

of E iabilities:

For simplicity, the liabilities included in our studies will

be

classifîed as (1) short-term loans, (2) long-term loans, (3) mortgage
payments and (4) car loan payments. Depending on the term payment of

each

of the above loans, the liabilities can then be classified into two

categories: (1) short-term liabilities to be paid

off within two years, ffid

(2) liabilities amortized over a period of more than two years. The openend and closed-end liabilities

will

also be considered. Investors can pay

off their open-end liabilities in lump-sum funds if they prefer this method
but they cannot pay off their closed-end liabilities even

if they are able

to do so. For each of these four types of liabilities, the total amount of
liabilities of the investors and the total number of years for paying off the
liabilities are also considered.

5.3.2 Environmental Circumstances

In the prototype, we only consider a few environmental factors on the
economy referred to as economic indicators. The three economic indicators used

in the prototype are: (1) the current inte¡est

rate, (2) the current inflation rate

and (3) the current price to earnings ratios of the stock market in the Toronto
Stock Exchange. We have only considered the current condition

economic indicators, while forecasts

of

of the

above

these economic indicators, other

economic indicators and environmental factors are ignored

for simplicity.

Only the current condition of the above two economic indicators are used
so as to preserve the simple approach of developing the prototype and to balance

the simple use of personal criteria as described
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in

Sections 6.1.1 to 6.1.7.

(1)

Xnterest Rate:
Interest rate

is the fundamental element of investment. Nominal

interest rate is meaningless

if the inflation rate is not considered. High

interest rate does not necessary provide high rate of return on investment
unless the inflation rate

is also considered. Since there is a correlation

between inflation rate and the interest rates, the real rate of interest return

should be considered instead

of the nominal

interest rate (Light and

V/hite, 1979 [31], and Nelson, 1987 t4ll).
(2)

Frice to Ðarnings R.atio:
The PÆ ratio used in the prototype

will

consider the PÆ ratio of

the Toronto Stock Exchange. One should note that different industries,
companies and stock exchanges have different PÆ ratios. The PÆ ratio

is considered as a timing device for

common stock transactions. It

indicates the confidence of investors in the stock market.

determining a reasonable value

It

can assist in

for a common stock at any time in

a

market cycle.

This indicator is a general rule of thumb and should not be relied
on exclusively. The highs and lows of P/E ratio may not be consistent

in different market cycles due to the changes of values of input over time
such as growth in share value and growth in earnings (Canadian Securities

Institution, 1986 [2], Beildleman, 1971 [8], and Elton and Gruber,
t16l).
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Figure

5.3:
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5.4

Characteristics of lnvestment Vehicles
Common investment vehicle types are used

in the research prototype.

They should cover the broad spectrum of risk and liquidity levels, so as to
satisfy the investment needs of investors. To choose the appropriate investment
vehicles for investors, we consider the following investment characteristics of the

investment vehicles: (1) the risk and liquidity levels, (2) the minimum amount
required, (3) the denominations available or suitable for that type of investment
and

( ) the types of income

rerurn (see Table 5.4).

The nine classes of common investment vehicles used in the prototype are:

(1) savings accounts, (2) term-deposits or Guaranteed Investment

Certificates

(GIC's), (3) Canada savings Bonds (csBs), (4) Treasury bills, (5) murual funds,
(6) corporate bonds, (7) blue-chip stocks, (8) growth stocks and (9) risk srocks.

5.4.L Risk and Ï-iquiditv Characteristics

(1)

Risk-Free Securities:
Savings accounts, redeemable term-deposits, CSBs and Treasury bills are

of low risk and high liquidity. As term-deposits and GIC's are available with
longer terms of investment as well, they also satisfy the needs of investors with
medium and low liquidity profiles.

(2)

Mutual Funds:
Mutual funds are quite safe because the funds are managed by financial

experts. Their risk levels can range from medium-low risk in the case of
income funds to medium risk in the case of equity funds. Balanced funds have

risk levels between medium-low and medium. The liquidity levels generally
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tange from medium to

high.

Investors can usually liquidate their investment

funds at any time.

(3)

Eonds and Stocks:
Corporate bonds are relatively safe as they are generaliy backed by large

corporations, but they also depend on the reputations

of the companies

that

issued them, and the types and grades of the bonds. Stocks are usually riskier
than bonds because buying stocks means buying a part of the company. Interest

is paid to bondholders before dividends are paid to stockholders. Bondholders
receive a fixed amount of interest semi-annually. Depending on the earnings of

the companies and the environmental factors, stockholders may or may not
receive dividends.

(a)

Corporate Bonds:

In our studies, corporate bonds are divided into high-grade

bonds

(A-type bonds) or investment-grade bonds (B-type bonds) for simplicity.
High-grade bonds are issued by companies with very good reputations,
they have medium-low to medium level of

risk.

Investment-grade bonds

are issued by companies with reputations not as good as those issuing
high-grade bonds. The risk level of investment-grade bonds lies between

medium and high. The term of bonds can range from one year for shortterm bonds to over ten years for long-term bonds.

(b)

Stocks:

Three general types of stocks are included

chip stocks, growth stocks and risk stocks.
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in the studies:

blue-

(i)

Blue-chip stocks aÍe issued

by

companies

with

high

reputations, and therefore, have medium risk level.

(ii)

Growth stocks are issued by new, emerging companies with
reputations not as well established as those companies that
issue blue-chip stocks.

(iiÐ

Risk stocks are issued by companies which are in a business
that does not have good prospects for return and which will

only provide investment return

if

they are successful.

Both growth and risk stocks are in the high risk category, with risk
stocks more

risky. The liquidity levels of these types of stocks

can range

from low to high.

5.4.2 Amount for investment
To select the applicable types of investment vehicle, the minimum amount
required for investment and the denominations available

of vehicles are also taken into

in any particular

type

account.

There can be different denominations issued for each type of investment

to suit the different investment levels of the investors. The investment vehicles
may only be available in certain denominations, and usually a certain minimum
amount must be available before any particular type of investment is considered.

For example, bonds are generally issued with a face value of $1000, with the
price fluctuating after issue.

If

the investment vehicle is available in more than

one denomination, the smallest denomination

will be considered, since the

prototype is intended for investors with low to medium level of investment.
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(n)

lnvestment in

F

inancial lnstitutions:

Usually there is no fixed denomination or minimum amount required for
investment

in

savings accounts

or term-deposits. GIC's usually require

a

minimum amount

of a thousand dollars but no fixed denominations.

A

reasonable amount

is used for our pu{poses. Ten dollars is used for both

the

minimum amount required and the smallest denomination for investment in
savings accounts.

For simplicity, five hundred dollars is used as the

denomination and a thousand dollars is used as the minimum amount required

for both term-deposits and GIC's because these two types of investment vehicle
are similar.

(2)

Canada Savings Bonds:

The smallest denominations in CSBs, a hundred dollars, is used as its
denomination. Investors will need approximately five hundred dollars before
considering this type of investment.

(3)

"freasury Bills:

The denomination

for Treasury

bills is a

thousand dollars, and

approximately three thousands dollars is required as the minimum amount for
investment.

(4)

Bonds:

Bonds are usually issued in face values

of

approximately

dollars, which we assume to be the smallest denomination.
investors

will probably

investment

a thousand

It is assumed that

need at least three thousand dollars before considering

in corporate bonds.
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(5)

Stocks:

The price of each share of stocks can vary according to its class or
features and the companies that issue them. Since the prototype does not make
recoûunendations

on specific type of stocks, the denomination of stocks

unknown. In the prototype, five hundred dollars will be used as
denomination

is

the

for each of the three types of stocks and three thousand dollars

will be used as the minimum amount required for investment.
5.4.3 Types of lncome R.eturn
The investment vehicles may be classified according to whether they
provide fixed income return, variable income retums or both.

(X)

Fixed [ncome Securities:
Savings accounts, terrn deposits, GIC's, CSBs and corporate bonds

investment provide fixed income retums. These types of investment are popular

if the interest rate is high.

(2)

Variable Income Securities:
Stocks

will provide

variable income returns depending on the market

conditions. Usually one would invest in stocks when the curent real interest
rate is low.

(3)

Fixed and Variable Income Securities:
Mutual funds give fixed or variable income return, depending on the type

of funds.
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Table

Types of Investment

5.4:

Characteristics of Investment Vehicles

Risk [-evel

Vehicles

Liquidity

Denomination

Minimum Types of
Investment Income
Amount Return

Level

Savings Accounts

Low

High

$10

$10

Fixed

Term-Deposits/GIC

Low

Low

$sm

$1m0

Fixed

Medium

High
Canada Savings Bonds

Low

High

$100

$sm

Fixed

Treasury Bills

Low

High

$1000

$3000

Fixed

s1m

s3mo

Fixed

MediumLow
Medium

Low

Medium
High

Low

$50

$sm

Fixed

Bonds:

[Iigh-Grade

InvestmentGrade

Medium
High

Medium

High

Mutual Funds:
Income Funds

Medium-

Low
BalancedFunds

Medium-

Medium
High
Medium
High

Fixed
Variable

Medium

Medium
High

Variable

Medium

Low

Low
Medium

Equity Funds
Blue-Chip Stocks

$500

$3m0

Variable

Medium

High

Growth Stocks

Medium-High Medium

$sm

$3000

Va¡iable

Risk Stocks

Medium-High Medium

$500

$3m0

Va¡iable
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This chapter has summarized all the information required in building the
prototype. The methods used in manipulating this information will be presented

in the following chapter.
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Chapter VI
STR.{.JCTTJR,EÐ ÐESTGN

OF PR.OTOT'YPE

Details of the structured design of the conceptual model that has been
identified in the previous chapter will be presented in this chapter. This includes

(1) the determination of the risk and liquidity profiles of the investors; (2) the
determination of the types of income return deemed acceptable under the current

market conditions; (3) the selection

of the appropriate types of

investment

vehicle; and (a) the presentation of the investment vehicles based on the risk
levels and the term conditions of the vehicles.

6.L

Personal Criteria of Investors
The seven personal criteria of the investors are identified in the conceptual

design stage. For each personal criterion,

it

can be classified into different

personal categories (see Chapter V).

The investment potentìal of the investors is thei¡ ability to invest and is
affected by all

of the seven personal criteria. The personal categories of

personal criterion have their corresponding risk and liquidity

each

levels. They are

individual indicators of the investment potential of the investors (see Sections
6.1.1 to 6.1.7). The seven personal criteria are combined together to determine

the investment potential of the investors. The investment potential can
calculated

by pooling all the risk and liquidity information on the

be

personal

criteria by using the weighted-average method (see Section 6.1.8). To facilitate
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computation, numeric values are defined

for the different risk and liquidity

levels, and are referred to as rísk and liquidiry factors. The risk and liquidity
factors are linear functions of the degree of risk and liquidity (see Table 6.1).
Note that the values are equally spaced. High risk level is excluded because

if

the investors are in this category, they probably require special investment advice

rather than consulting the prototype.
Table

Risk Level

6.1: Risk and Liquidity

Risk Factor

Factors

Liquidity Level

Liquidity Factor

Low

1

Low

I

Medium-Low

2

Medium

2

Medium

J

High

J

Medium-High

4

The following sections illustrate the different categories of the seven personal

criteria. The reasons for assigning the risk and liquidity levels corresponding to
the personal categories are also presented. Broad ranges of classification are
used

to

categonze the personal

criteria. We have purposely avoided finer

classification of risk and tiquidity levels

in order to keep the prototype simple.

Therefore some categories within the same personal criteria have the same level

of risk and liquidity.

6.L.1 .{se-Group
The investors' ages can be classified into (1) young, (2) middte-aged and

(3) old (see Table 6.1.1).

If

the investors are young, they probably can afford

high risk and low liquidity because they have years of working life ahead of
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them. They can afford to rebuild their capital should there be any serious

If

loss.

they are old, they are likely to be more conservative and prefer low risk and

high liquidity. Any serious loss of investment will have a significant effect on

them. If they are middle-aged, they can be less conservative than the old
investors and less aggressive than the young investors. They can probably afford

medium levels of risk and liquidity.
Table 6.1.L: Risk and Liquidity Levels of Age-Groups
Age-Group

Risk Level

Liquidity Level

Young

(18 - 35 years old)

Medium-high

Low

Middle-aged

(36 - 55 years old)

Medium

Medium

ord

(over 55 years old)

Low

High

6.1..2 [trealth Conditions
The health conditions of the investors can be classified as (1) excellent,

(2) good, (3) fair and (a) bad (see Table 6.L.2). If the investors have excellent
or good health, they can take on higher risks and lower liquidity. In contrast,

if the health conditions of the investors

are not good, they probably need to keep

part or all of their investment liquid, so that funds are readily available for
emergency uses.
Table 6.1,.2: Risk and Liquidity Levels of Health Conditions

tlealth Condition

Risk Level

Liquidity Iævel

Excellent

Medium-high

Low

Good

Medium

Low

Fair or Bad

Low

High
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6.f..3 Ernplovment Status
The employment status of the investors is classified into (1) steadily
employed

or having a

steady business, (2) part-time employed

or having

If

unsteady business and (3) having no job or business (see Table 6.1.3).

an

they

are steadily employed or have a steady business, they can be more venturesome
and can take on higher risks and lower

liquidity. If they suffer significant

loss

on their investment, they can still fall back on their jobs or businesses. They
should be more conservative if they are part-time employed, have unsteady
business, or have no

job or

business.

Table 6.1.3: Risk and Liquidity Levels of Employment Status
Employment Status

Risk Level

Liquidity Level

Steady Job or Business

Medium-high

Low

Business Low
No Job or Business
Low
Part-time Job or Unsteady

High
High

6.X,.4 Retirement Savines Flans
Investors

will either have or not have contributed to retirement

savings

plans (see Table 6.L.4). This information is only used to determine the risk
levels of the investors.

It is used to determine the investors' financial outlook

on the future and has a minimal effect on the liquidity level of the current
investment.

If

the investors do have some form of retirement savings plans, they

probably can afford higher risk.
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Table 6.1.4: Risk and l-iquidity I-evels of Retirement Savings Plans
Retirement Savings Plans

Risk

V/ith retirement savings plans

Medium

No retirement savings plans

Low

n-evel

6.1"5 Familv Circumstances
The dependents of the investors are classified as (1) parents or senior
dependents, (2) older children, (3) younger children and (4) spouses (see Table

6.1.5). Older children are those over sixteen years old, while younger children
are sixteen years old or younger. Older children have earning potential, and
usually do not need to be fully dependent on their parents. On the other hand,
younger children or senior dependents have limited earning potential.

If

the investors are married, the risk and liquidity profiles of the spouses

are determined by their age-Broup, health conditions, employment status and
retirement savings plans.

If

the investors are single or they do not have any

dependents, they probably prefer more venturesome investment and vice versa

if

they are married or need to suppotr dependents.

If

the investors have to

support senior dependents or younger children, they would probably prefer low

risks and high liquidity.

If

the investors have to support older children, then

they can probably afford medium risks and medium liquidity. The following

illusÍates the risk and liquidity levels associated with different types of
dependent.
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T'able 6.1.5: Risk and Liquidity Levels of Famity Circumstances

Family Circumstances

Risk {,evel

Liquidity l-evel

Parents or Senior Dependents

Low

High

Younger children (< 16 years otd)

Low

High

Older children (> 16 years old)

Medium

Medium

Spouse

Depends on the age-group, health
conditions, employment status and
retirement savings plans of spouse.

The risk and liquidity levels associated with each of the above categories

of

dependents are

first determined separately. The highest risk level and

lowest tiquidity level

will be chosen as the overall risk and liquidity

associated with the family circumstances. Thus,

both young and old children, they

if

the

levels

the investors have to support

will prefer low risk and high liquidiry.

6"1"6 Liabilities [nformation
The four types of liabilities are (1) short-term loans, (2) long-term loans,

(3) mortgage payments and (4) car loan payments. The liabilities can also
classified as open-end and closed-end. These amounts

will be included if

investors have not reserved a lump-sum fund for paying

If the investors

have liabilities,

the

off the tiabilities.

it is usually better for them to pay off

these amounts immediately rather than maintaining
amount of liabilities due

be

them. The

in short-term (two years) is calculated
Short-term liabilities

add: Open-end liabilities
add: Portion of the closed-end liabilities
Total amount of liabilities due in short-term
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approximate

as follows.

The approximate amount of closed-end liabilities due in two years is calculated
as

follows. This ignores the interest

amounts or tíme value

Remaining amount

of

money.

of closed-end liabilities

Porrion of the
closed-end

Number of years need to pay off the
remaining closed-end liabilities

liabilities

If

the investors do not have liabilities or

if

the total amount of all short-

term loans and open-end loans is less than the total amount to be invested, then
they probably can afford higher risks and lower

liquidity. For

the closed-end loans, the associated risk and liquidity levels

each category of

will be considered

separately. The remaining amount for each type of closed-end loans after the
deductions for the payments in the first two years is classified as large or small
(see Table

6.1.6). If this amount is large, investors would probably prefer lower

risks and keep the liquidity of investment in the medium level so that they can

pay off the liabilities on future due dates.

If the liabilities amount is small,

investors can afford higher risks and lower liquidity.
Table 6.1.6: Risk and Liquidity Levels of Liabilities Information
Types of Liabilities

Risk Level

Liquidity Level

Closed-end loans:
Large amount (over $5000)

Low

Medium

Medium-high

Low

Medium-high

Low

Small amount
(ess or equal $5000)

No liabilities or the total amount of
liabilities (short-term loans and openend loans) have been deducted from the
amount to be invested
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If

there is more than one type of liabilities applicable to an investor, rhe

lowest risk level and the highest líquidity level of the liabilities

will be used as

the overall risk and liquidity levels associated with the liabilities criterion. Thus,

if

one type of liabilities has low risk level while another type has high risk levet

associated with

it, the low risk level is assumed.

6"L"7 Xnvestment Sources
The total amount available for investment includes the amount from (1)
lump-sum fund, (2) monthly take-home income, (3) monthly investmenr income

and (a) current investment, and the net investment amount is determined

as

follows.
Total Investrnent Amount

less: Amount of Reserve Funds
less: Total Amount of Liabilities due in Short-Term
Net Invesgnent Amount

If the investors

have not saved up any reserve funds for safety or emergency

puq)oses, reserve funds

will be deducted from the total amount of investment.

The amount of reserve funds for the investors depends on family circumstances
as well as on the total investment amount (see Table

6.I.7a). A higher level of

dependent support points to the need of larger amounts of reserve funds.

If

the

investors have a significant amount of investment, they might also want to keep
some portions as reserve funds. We use the larger amount of these two options

as the amount of reserve funds.
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T'able 6.1.1a2 Amount of Reserve Funds

Amount of Reserve Funds

Family Status
Single or with no

dependents Larger of $10ffi and 5Vo of the total
investnent amount after liabilities
deductions

Married or with

dependents

Larger

of

$15@

nd 7.5Vo of the total
after liabilities

investrnent amount
deductions

Married and with

dependents

of $2000 and l07o of the total
invesünent amount after liabilities
Larger

deductions

If

the net investment amount is greater than zero, this amount can be classified

as small, medium-small, medium or large with the corresponding risk

and

liquidity levels illustrated in Table 6.1.7b.
Table 6.1..7b: Risk and Liquidity Levels of Net Investment Amount

Net Investment Amount

Small

(A <

(A)

$10000)

Medium-small ($10000 < A <

Medium
Large
If

($20000

(A >

Level
Low
Risk

$200m) Medium-Low

< A < $40000)

M0000)

Liquidity Level
High
High

Medium

Medium

Medium-high

Low

the remaining amount for investment is less than zero, the risk and liquidity

levels of the investors associated with the investment are not used.

6"f..8 R.isk and tr-iquiditl¡ Frofiles

After identifying all the risk and liquidity levels associated with
personal categories

the

of the investors, the risk and liquidity profiles of the
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investors can be determined (see Figure 6.1.8). The risk and liquidity profiles
are used to determine the investment potential of the investors, that is, the risk-

tolerant levels and the holding period of the investment.

The risk profile
personal criteria and

will be calculated by using all seven categories of

will be determined by the weighted-average method.

The

risk profile is classified into low, medium-low, medium and medium-high while

the liquidity profile is classified into low, medium and high
research prototype, equal weights are assigned

level. In

the

to all personal criteria of

the

investors. The risk profile is determined by adding the risk factors associated

with different personal criteria together and then dividing the sum by the total

of the risk weights. The resulting values will fall within certain

risk-factor

ranges. Similarly, the liquidity profile is determined in the same way

by

excluding the criterion on retirement savings plans. These risk-factor and
Iiquidíty-factor ranges will be used to assign the investors into the appropriate
rìsk and líquidíty

profiles. The assignment of different range will be determined

by the mid-point between two
average

adjacent

factors. Table 6.1.8 illustrates the

risk and liquidity factors and the corresponding risk and liquidity

profiles.
Table 6.1.8: Risk and Liquidity Profîles
Average Risk
Factor (R")

Risk Profile

Average

Liquidity Profile

Liquidity Factor
(L")

1.0<RF<1.5

Low

1.0<tf<1.5

1.5<RF<2.5

Medium-Low

7.5

2.5<RP<3.5

Medium

2.5<tfS3.0

3.5<RF<4.0

Medium-High
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<r,F<Z.S

Low
Medium
High

Figure 6.1.8: Investmen$ Frofiles of an [nvestor
MARITAL STATUS

AGE

GROUP

HEALTH
CONDITIONS

- Lump-Sum Fund

Spouse's åge-group,
heelth conditions,
emplogment status,

-

pension plan.

- Current lnvestment

-

Take-Home lncome

lnvestment lncome

EMPLOYMENT

PENSION

DEPENDENT

NET INVISTMENT

LIABILITIES

STATUS

PLAN

CIRCUMSTANCES

AMOUNT

INFORMAT¡ON

-

TOTAL INVESTMENT AMOUNT

Excellent

- Mortgage
- Car-loan
- Short-

Senior

Dependent

-

Older
Children

Good

Fair

-

Bad

term loan

-

Younger

Children

Risk ¿nd

Liquiditg
Levels of
Age-Group

Long-

term loan

Risk and

Emplogment

Risk and
Liquiditg
Levels of
lnvestment

Status

Amount

lnfomation

Risk ¿nd

Liquiditg
Levels of

Liquiditg
Levels of

Health
Conditions

VEIGHTED-AVERAGE METHOD
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Liquiditg
Levels

of

Liabilities

Environment Effects on [nvestment Ðecisions

6"2

The environment conditions are also major selection criteria for
appropriate types

of

environment used

in our studies are the current real rate of

investment

vehicle. The economic indicators of

the
the

investment return

(which equals the nominal interest rate minus the inflation rate) and the current

price to earnings ratio (PÆ ratio).
Each of the economic indicators is then classified into three investment

levels: high, medium and

low.

Based on each investment level, the suitable

types of investment retum on fixed and/or variable income investment
determined individually (see Figure

method, the type

of

it is referred
Table

Types of
Income Return

be

6.2). Similarly, using the weighted-average

investment return

envi¡onmental conditions;

will

6.2:

Return
Factor

will be determined under the present

as the economic profile (see Table 6.2).

Economic Profile
Average

Return Factor

(R.n)

Economic
Profîle

Fixed

1

1.0<RA<1.5

Fixed

Fixed and Variable

2

1.5<RA<2.5

Fixed & Variable

Variable

3

2.5<RA<3.0

Variable

6"2"tr R.eal Rate of lnterest R.eturn
The real interest rate (R,.) is determined by the difference of the nominal
interest rate (R,) and the inflation rate (I,):

R,*=Rr-I,
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In our studies, the real interest rate is
namely, high, medium and

low. If

categorrzed

the curent real rate of interest is high,

investment in fixed income securities is preferable and

interest return

into th¡ee levels,

if the current real rate of

is low, investment in variable income securities is

preferable.

Table 6.2.1 illustrates how the three levels of real rate of interest return are
determined as well as the corresponding appropriate types of investment return.
Table 6.2.1: Level of ReaI Interest Rate
Level of Real Interest Rate (R.,.)
High

g.r" >

Medium

(37o

Low

(R,. < 37r)

Types of Investment Return
Fixed Income Return

7vo)

<ai

<Wo¡

Fixed and Variable Income Return
Variable Income Retum

6.2.2 Frice to Ðarninss Ratio
From the historical studied conducted by Cohen, Zinbarg and Zetkel (1982

[11]),

if the investors

have confidence with the future market, the PÆ ratio is

if the investors do not feel
about the future market, the PÆ ratio is tikely to be around 7. In

likely to be around 17. As opposed to the above,
confident
general,

if this ratio is high, then it is favourable for investment in fixed income

securities, and

if

the ratio is low, then

it will

be more favourable for investment

in equities. As a result from the above studies, the appropriate types of
investment corresponding to different levels
6.2.2.
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of PÆ ratio are shown in

Table

Table

6J.2:

I-evel of Frice to Earnings Ratio
Types of Investment R.eturn

F/E Ratio

High
Medium
Low

Figure

6.2:

times)
(13 to 17 times)
(þlow 13 times)
(over 17

Fixed Income Retum
Fixed or Variable Income Retum
Variable Income Retum

Economic Conditions and Éhe Types of Investment Return

NOMINAL

INFLATION

INTEREST RATE

RATE

TYPES OF INCOHE RETURN

PRICE TO
EARNINGS RATIO

DETERMINE
THE TYPES OF

VARIABLE

INCOME
RETURN

FIXED
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& VARIABLE

6.3

Screening Frocess
The risk and liquidity profiles of the investors and the economic indicators

presented

in the previous two sections are matched against the investment

characterisúcs of the investment vehicles so as to select the appropriate vehicles.

The investment vehicles will first be ranked according to the selection
criteria before the screening process to select the appropriate ones is applied.
The selection criteria include (1) the risk and liquidity profiles of the investors,
(2) the environmental factors and (3) the minimum amount required for that type

of investment.

6.3"X- Assignment

of Characteristics to Investment Vehicles

The risk and liquidity matrix as shown in Figure 6.3.1 is used to classify
the investment vehicles according to their risk and liquidity levels as identified

in Chapter V. Each cell of the matrix

has different risk and liquidity levels

which are the sarne as the ones used to classify the investment profiles of the
investors, that is, the risk level includes low, medium-low, medium and medium-

high while the liquidity level includes low, medium and high.

Figure 6.3.L: Risk and Liquidity Matrix

RISK
¡-lQU!DITV
!.EYEL

L0v

LOV
CELL

1

¡.EWE[-

MEDIUM-

FIEDIUM.

LOV

l.lEDlUM

HICH

CELL 2

MEDIUM
CELL I 2

HIGH
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In our studies, the types of
appropriate

Section

investment vehicle are categoized into the

risk and liquidity levels according to the studies as discussed in

5.4. The types of

investment vehicle are then assigned

to

the

appropriate cells according to their risk and liquidity levels (see Table 6.3.1a).
Other investment vehicles with lower risk level and higher liquidity levels than

the risk and liquidity levels of the cell are also assigned to the cell. Thus, the
investors with the high risk and low liquidity profiles can also be considered

for investment in securities with lower risk and higher liquidity levels (see Table

6.3.1b). Note that the reverse is not true.
However,

in theory of finance, the relevant risk in portfolio

formulation

is the effect of an asset's return on that of a diversified portfolio. This risk,
formally referred to as systematic or non-diversified risk, is a measure of
sensitivity of a given asset's retum to the return on the market portfolio. (An
example of a proxy for market portfolio is TSE 300 index.) This systematic risk

is generally measured by a volatility

parameter called Þ (beta) (Sharpe, 1964

146l). For simplicity and

of the diversity of

because

considered, our study does not follow this approach

investment vehicles

of measuring risk of an

investment. An example of the F approach is illustrated by Sharpe (1973 l47l).

6"3"2 Rankins of Types of [nvestment Vehicle

In

each cell

of the risk and liquidity matrix, the investment vehicles

are

flust classified into groups based on their risk and liquidity levels. Then, in each

group, the investment vehicles Ne classified into subgroups based on the
economic factors. Finally, in each subgroup, the investment vehicles are ranked
according to the minimum amount required for investment.
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Table 6.3.Xa:

Risk and

tr

iquidity Levels of Types of trnvestment Vehicle
R,TSK

[,IQ{JnÐnrY

[,ow

X-ow

Term-deposits or

Mediurn

F{iglr

Term-deposits or

GIC

GIC

Savings Accounts
Canada Savings Bonds
Treasury Bills
Term-deposits or GIC

Medium-Low

Mediurn

Medium-F{igh

Bonds

Bonds

Bonds

Mutual Funds

Mutual Funds
Blue-chip Stocks

Growth Stocks
Risk Stocks

Bonds

Bonds

Mutual Funds

Mutual Funds
Blue-chip Stocks

Bonds

Bonds

Bonds

Mutual Funds
Blue-chip Stocks

Growth Stocks
Risk Stocks

Bonds
Mutual Funds

13

Growth Stocks
Risk Stocks

Table 6.3.1b:
Revised Risk and X,iquidity Levels of Types of Investment Vehicle
RISK
LIQI.IIDNTY

Low

Medium-I-ow

Medium

Medium-ÍIigh

[,ow

Term-Deposiß/GIC

Bonds

Bonds

Bonds

Treasury Bills

Blue{hip

Canada Savings Bonds

Mutual Funds
Treasury Bills

Savings Accounts

Term-DepositslGIC

Treasury Bills

Growth Stocks
Risk Stocks
Blue-Chip Stoclcs

Caruda Savings Bonds

Term-DepositslGIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts

S¡ocks
Mun¡al Funds

Savings Accounts

Mwual Funds
Treasury Bills
Term-DepositslGIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts

Medium

Term-Deposits/Glc
Treasury Bills

Bonds

Bonds

Bonds

Caneda Savings Bonds

Mutual Funds
Treasury Bills

Risk Stocks

Savings Accounts

Term-DepositslGIC

Mutual Funds
Blue-Chip Socks
Treasury Bills

Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts

Term-DepositslGIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts

Growth Stocks
Blue-Chip Stocks

Mwual Funds
Treasury Bills
Term-DepositslGIC

Canada Savings

Bond.s

Savings Accounts

fligh

Savings Accounts
Canada Savings Bonds
Treasury Bills
Term-Deposits/Glc

Bonds

Bonds

Bonds

Muural Funds
Treasury Bills

Mutual Funds
Blue-Chip Stocks
Treasury Bills

Risk Stocks

Term-Deposits/GIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts

Growth Stocks
Blue-Chip Stocks

Term-DepositslGIC
Canada Savings Bonds

Maual Funds

Savings Accounts

Term-DepositslGIC

Treasury Bills
Canada Savings Bonds
Saving,s Accounts

14

In

each level

of the ranking

chart, the suitability

of the types of

investment vehicle, based on each of the selection criteria or the combination of

all the selection criteria, will

decrease as one moves across from the

left to the

right. The ranking of types of investment vehicle in each cell of the risk and
liquidity matrix is explained as follows (see Figure 6.3.2).
X,EVET, 1:

Types of investment vehicle ín Group

/

has the same risk and liquidity

levels as the cell of the matrix. Types of investment vehicle

in Group 2

has

lower risk and higher liquidity levels than the cell of the matrix.

ï-EVE[.

2:

The subgroups of types of investment vehicle Íìre ranked according to the
economic factors as shown in Table 6.3.2a.
Table 63.2a2 Ranking of Vehicles based on Economic Factors
Economic factors for the types of income retum

Subgroup of
fnvestment Vehicle
Fixed

Variable

Fixed & Variable

A

Fixed

Variable

Fixed

B

Fixed

C

Variable

&

Fixed

Variable

Fixed

&

Variable

&

Variable

Fixed
Variable

X,ÐVE[, 3:

In each subgroup of
vehicle

will

investment vehicles, indivídual type

of

investment

be ranked according to the minimum amount required for investment

with the largest amount ranked flust.

If

the investors have larger amounts

available for investment, they can consider investment vehicles with larger initial

requirements. The ranking of the investment vehicle types based on the three
selection criteria are illusnaæd in Tables 6.3.2b, 6.3.2c and 6.3.2d.
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Figune 6.3.22 R,anking of Types of Investment Vehicle Ín Cells of Risk and Liquidity Matnix

RAWKING CRITERBA:

I:
2:
LEVEL 5:

LEVEL
LEVEL

RISK&LIQUIDITY

LEVELS

ECONOMIC FACTORS
l'4lNll'4UM AMOUNT REQUIRED

.l

CELL OF
RISK & LIQUIDITY

MATRIX

8-EVE8- r

s_EwE8_

Tgpe

2

mrurururuffi

I

ß-EVE8-Swhere:lsnlklP(q,arethe{gpesofinvestmentvehicle
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Table 6.3.2b2
Ranked {.ist of nnvestment Vehicles favouring Fixed Income nnvestment
RISK

I,IQI.IIDITY

Low

Medium-I-ow

Medium

Medium-

Low

Term-Deposits/GIC

Bonds

Bonds

Bonds

Treasury Bills

Mutual Funds
Treasury Bills

Blue{hip

Stocks
Mutual Funds

Risk

Term-DepositslGIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounls

Treasury Bills
Term-DepositslGIC
Canada Savings Bonds

Mutual Funds
BIuc-Chip Stocl<s
Treasury Bills

Savings Accounts

Term-DepositslGIC

Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts

Growth Stocks
S¡ocks

Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts

Medium

Term-Deposits/Glc
Treasury Bills
Canads Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts

Bonds

Bill¡ds

Bonds

Mutual Funds
Treasury Bills

Mutual Funds
Blue-Chip Stocks
Treasury Bills

Growth Stocks

Term-DepositslGIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts

Term-DepositslGIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts

Risk Stocks
Mutual Funds
Blue-Chip Stocks
Treasury Bills
Term-DepositslGIC

Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts

Fligh

Treasury Bills
Term-Deposifs/GIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts

Bonds

Bonds

Bonds

Mutual Funds
Treasury Bills

Mutual Funds

Growth Stocks

Blue{hip

Term-DepositslGIC

Treasury Bills
Term-DepositslGIC
Canada Savings Bonds

Risk Stocks
Mwual Funds

Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounls

Stocks

Søvings Accounls

Blue-Chip Stocks
Treasury Bills
Term-DepositslGIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts

11

Table 6.3.2c:
Ranked List of Investment Vehicles favouring Variable Income Invest¡nent
RISK

LIQUIDITY

I-ow

Medium-Low

Medium

Medium-High

Low

Term-Deposits/GIC

Bonds

Blue-Chip Stocks

Treasury Bills
Canada Savings Bonds

Mutual Funds
Treøsury Bills

Bonds

Growth Stocks
Risk Stocks

Savings Accounts

Term-DepositslGIC

Mutual Funds
Treasury Bills

Blue-Chip Stoclc

Cannda Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts

Term-DepositslGIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts

Bonds

Mwual Funds
Treasury Bills
Term-DepositslGIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts

Medium

Term-Deposits/GIC
Treasury Bills
Canada Savings Bonds

Mutual Funds

Blue{hip

Bonds

Mutual Funds

Treasury Bills

Bonds

Bonds

Savings Accounts

Term-DepositslGIC

Treasury Bills
Term-DepositslGIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts

Blue-Chip Stocks

Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts

Stocks

Growth Stocks

Risk Stocks

Muual Funds
Treasury Bills
Term-DepositslGIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounls

High

Treasury Bills
Term-Deposits/GIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts

Growth Stocks
Risk Sfocks

Bonds

Blue-Chip Socks
Mutual Funds

Treasury Bills

Bonds

Bonds

Term-DepositslGIC

Treasury Bills

Canada Savings Bonds

Term-DepositslGIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounls

Blue-Chip Stocl<s
Mutual Funds

Mutual Funds

Savings Accounts

Treasury Ilills
Term-DepositslGIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts

?ô

to

Table 6.3.2d:
Ran}<ed

List of trnvestment Vehicles favouring Fixed and Variahle Income nnvestment
RISK

LIQI.IIDITY

l-ow

Medium-Low

Medium

I-ow

Term-Deposits/Glc
Treasury Bills

Bonds

Mutual Funds

Bonds

Mutual Funds
Treasury ßills

Bonds

Growth Stocks

Blue-Chip Stocks
Treasury Bills

Risk Stocks

Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts

Term-DepositslGIC

Canûda Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts

Medium

Term-DepositslGIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts

Medium-High

Mutual Funds
Blue-Chip Stocks
Treasury Bills
Term-DepositslGIC
Canoda Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts

Term-Deposiß/Glc
Treasury Bills
Canada Savings Bonds

Mutual Funds

Mutual Funds

Bonds

Bonds

Bonds

Growth Stocks

Treasury Bills

Blue-Chþ Stocks

Savings Accounts

Term-DeposirslGIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts

Treasury Bills

Risk Stocks
Mwual Funds

Term-DepositslGIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts

Blue-Chip Stocks
Treasury Bills
Term-DepositslGIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts

High

Treasury Bills
Term-Deposiß/GIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts

Mutual Funds

Mutual Funds

Bonds

Bonds

Growth Stocks

Treasury Bills
Term-DepositslGIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounls

Blue-Chip Stocks
Treasury Bills

Risk Stocks
Mutual Funds

Term-DepositslGIC

Blue-Chip Stocks
Treasury Bills

Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts
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Bonds

Term-DepositslGIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts

6.3.3 Methods of ChoosinE lnvestment Vehicles

The net investment amounts are classified as small,

medium-small,

medium, medium-large and large, and are used to determine the number of types

of investment vehicle that the investors should consider. If the investors

have

a small amount of investment funds, it is better for them to concentrate on a
srnall number of types of investment vehicle.

If

they have a larger amount of

it will be wise for them to diversify in more investment
vehicle types. The maximum number of investment vehicles used in the
investment funds,

prototype is limited to five, as we are dealing with small investors. Table 6.3.3

illusftates the appropriate number of vehicles to be used and their investment
distributions according to the amount of investment.
Table 6.3.3: Investment Distributions
Number of

Net Investment Amount (A)

Vehicles

Small (A s

Investment Distributions to
Vehicle Types

1234

5

l0O7o

$3000)

Medium-small

607o

407o

Medium

50Vo

30Vo

20Vo

Medium-large

40Vo

30Vo

ZOVo

l0Vo

30Vo

307o

207o

lOVo

($3OOO<A<$1ooo0)

($10000<A<$200m)

($2oooo<A<$4oom)
Large (A >

$40000)

In the prototype, we

use fixed ratios

to be invested in the various

in the distributions of the

707o

amounts

investment vehicles. As the vehicle types are

ranked with the more appropriate ones first according to different selection
criteria, the distributions should therefore be slightly heavier for the first two
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vehicle types chosen. We decided that at least 60Vo to 707o of the investment
amount should be distributed to the first two vehicle types. The proportions of
the investment amount should decrease for the subsequent vehicle types as it is
obvious their suitability declines as one goes down the list of appropriate vehicle

types. The following illustrates the steps in constructing the investment portfolio:
(1)

Based on the net investment amount, the number

of investment

types to be used and the percentage of distributions

vehicle

in each type of

the

investment vehicles are obtained from Table 6.3.3.

(2)

The amount allocated in each type of investment vehicles is calculated
and is referred to

as:

DISTI, DIST2, ... , DISTN
(here N is the number of types of investment vehicle required).
(3)

Choose the appropriate

list of investment vehicle types according to the

risk and liquidity profiles of the investors and the environmental factors
from Tables 6.3.2b, 6.3.2c or 6.3.2d which has been organized in different
databases as shown

in Appendix

E.

The minimum ¿unounts required for

investment in each of the vehicle types chosen from the above tables are

referred to

as:

MINI, MIN2, .... , MINK
(here
(4)

K is the number of vehicle types in the list).

Starting from the top of the list, choose the first applícable vehicle type

whose MIN, < DISTI, where i is the applicable vehicle type in the list.
Once the vehicle type is chosen,

(s)

it will

be excluded from the list.

The actual amount distributed to vehicle type 1 is calculated as the largest
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integer

it

(6)

in multiples of the denomination of the chosen vehicle

should not exceed the amount desired

Repeat steps (4) and (5)

6"4

in (1), that is, DISTI.

for vehicle type 2, 3, and so on until all

investment vehicle types are dealt
determined

type, and

the

with. The investment amount

in (2) is used for each of the subsequent vehicle

types.

[nvestmenf Recommendations

After selecting the appropriate investment vehicle types for the investors,
the investment portfolio is presented to the investors as follows.

6"4"L Xnvestment Fortfolio

(1)

Fay off l-iabilities and Keep Reserve Funds:

In the recommended investment portfolio,

strategies

in

paying off

liabilities and keeping reserve funds will flrst be presented to the investors where
applicable. Investors can invest the reserve funds in short-term investment with
low risk and high liquidity, such as savings accounts, redeemable term-deposits,
Canada Savings Bonds or Treasury bills.

(2)

Types of [nvestment Vehicle:
The appropriate types of investment vehicle, the investment distributions

as well as the approximate amount of investment

will be presented to

the

investors. Since the amounts distributed to the investment vehicles are in
multiples of the denominations of the vehicles, there might be some remaining
amount left after the distribution to the vehicle types. The investors can either

keep that amount as part of their reserve funds or can invest
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it in any of the

recormrended vehicle types.

6"4.2 Á,dditional lnformation on the Chosen Vehicle T'ypes
Additional information on the vehicle types chosen will also be presented

to the investors and this is illusfrated as follows.

(3)

Term Deposits or GIC:
The investment term chosen by the investors for term-deposits or GIC's

depends on their liquidity

profiles. If the investors can afford low liquidity, they

should consider investment with longer

term. Otherwise, they should

consider

short-term investments or those that are redeemable (see Table 6.4.2a).
Table 6.4.2a2 Investment Terms of Term Deposits or GIC's

Liquidity Level

Terms of fnvestment

High

Redeemable
Qess than

(4)

2

or Short-Term
years)

Medium

Medium-Term (2 to 5 years)

Low

Long-Term

(over 5 years)

[nvestment Funds:
Mutual funds are further classified into income funds, balanced funds and

equity funds. The risk levels and the economic conditions are used to
recommend which of these three types of mutual funds should be presented

as

illusfated in Table 6.4.2b. Note that income funds are suitable for medium-

low levels of risk, equity funds for medium levels of risk, and balanced funds

for

some level

in

between.
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Table 6.4.2b2 Types of Xnvestment Funds

R.eturn
Fixed Income
Types of

Fixed

Risk I-evel

Investment Funds

Medium-Low

Income Funds

Medium-Low

Balanced Funds

(lower end)

Income

(upper end)

Medium
High
Va¡iabie

Income

Medium-Low

Balanced Funds

Medium
Qower end)
Variable

Income

Medium

Equity Funds

(upper end)

High

Medium-Low

Variable
Income
Fixed or Variable
Income
Fixed or

Income Funds

Qower end)

Medium-Low

Balanced Funds

(upper end)

Medium

(ower end)

Medium

Va¡iable
Income

Fixed or

Equiry Funds

(upper end)

High

(5)

Corporate Bonds:
The risk level of bonds can range from medium-low to high (see Table

6.4.2c). If the risk profiles of the investors lie in medium-low risk level or the
lower range of medium risk level, they should consider high-grade bonds.
investors have a high risk level or their risk profiles lie

If

the

in the upper portion of

medium risk, they should consider investment-grade bonds.

If

the liquidity levels of the investors are low, they can consider a longer

matudty term of bonds, and

if

the liquidity levels of the investors are high, they

can consider a shorter maturity term of bonds (see Table 6.4.2d).
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Investors with higher liquidity levels can also consider a longer maturity

term of bonds. Usually, one can liquidate the bonds easily
companies with good reputations. For simplicity

if they are issued by

of our studies, we will ignore

the above consideration.
Table 6.4.2c2 Types of Corporate Bonds

Risk l-evel

Types of Bonds

Medium-low,

High-Grade Bonds

Medium (upper range),
High

lnvestment-Grade Bonds

Medium (lower range)

Table 6.4.2d2 Maturity Terms of Corporate Bonds

Liquidity Level

Maturity Terms of Bonds

High

Short-term

Medium

Medium-term

Low

Long-term

bonds
bonds

bonds

(ess than 3 years)
(3 to 10 years)
(over 10 years)

The following chapter will present the analysis and the validations of the

prototype based on the knowledge identified
described

in this chapter.
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in Chapter V

and the methods

Chapter Vl{
VAå.TÐAT'TONS ANÐ AN. T.YSTS

The methods used in manipulating the information on the investors, the
economic indicators and the investment vehicles are tested using PC Easy. The

input to the prototype is validated and analyzed by the experts. This includes
the risk and liquidity levels of the personal categories of the investors and the
investment characteristics

prototype

of the investment vehicles. The ouþut from the

in every development stage is

opinion. This includes the

also validated against the expert's

investment profiles

of the investors and the

investment strategies recommended by the prototype. The analysis on different
categories

of the personal criteria

associated

with the investment profiles, and

the distribution of the investment profiles are also carried out.

1"L

Validations

(1)

Input nnformation:

The different personal categories of the personal criteria and

the

investment characteristics of the vehicles used are first validated by the experts.
The development process can proceed to the next stage

is

acceptable

to the experts.

If

if

the above information

any of the above information is not accepted,

the input to the Fototype is reviewed and adjustment should be made until
acceptable.
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it

is

(2)

Investment Frofïles:

After encoding this knowledge in PC Easy, the oulput on the investment
profiles from the prototype is again validated against the experts' opinions. The
ouqput

from the prototype is validated by the experts. Refinement and

adjustment are made on the methods used in the prototype

if

necessary, until the

output is acceptable.

The risk and liquidity characteristics associated with different personal
categories and the investment vehicles, and also the investment profiles produced

by the prototype, might be different from the experts' opinions: for example,

it

may be difficult to agree on whether or not the level of risk is low, or

whether the level

of liquidity is medium or high. As long as there is

no

significant difference between the output from the prototype and the experts'
opinions, the input or output

(3)

will be accepted.

R.ecommended Fortfolio:

The last stage in the validation process is to verify the

investment

portfolio recommended by the prototype. The recoffunended investment strategies

and the distribution

of

investment vehicles chosen aÍe examined. Since

validations are carried out
accepted

in every stage of development and the results are

by the experts, it can be expected that the recommended investment

portfolios for test cases are also acceptable, at least to a certain extent. It should

be noted that there are many ways in which an investment portfolio can be
constructed to suit the investment profiles. Thus,

if

the recoûImended investment

portfolio is deemed reasonable by the experts, the portfolio will be accepted.
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7.2

,&nalysis

The analysis of the frequency of occurrence of the investment vehicle
types

in different investment cells of the risk and liquidity matrix will

analyzed

with Statistical Analysis System (SAS) after the validation of

be

their

investment characteristics by the experts. Also, after implementing the methods
used to determine the investment profiles of the investors, the personal categories

of different personal criteria associated with the risk and liquidity profiles

and

the correlations between the risk and liquidity profiles aÍe analyzed (see
Appendix B).

7

"2"L Types of [nvestment Vehicle
Investment vehicles can have different risk and liquidity levels. The risk

and liquidity levels of most of the investment vehicles could theoretically spread

over a certain range, but they also depend on other investment characteristics

of the investment vehicles and the economic conditions. For example, highgrade bonds can assume medium-low to medium risk level, but as the investment

term increases, its risk level might also increase due to uncertainty in future
interest rates and economic factors. The frequency of occurrence of the different

types

of investment vehicle in different investment cells (see Table 6.4.1b) is

being analyzed (see Graph 8.1 in Appendix B). The results show that the
occwrences

of

savings accounts, term-deposits

or GIC's, CSBs and Treasury

bills are the highest, as opposed to the frequency of occurrence of growth stocks
or risk stocks. For example, a typical profile generally has a savings account

with a financial institution. On the other hand, the investment profiles that
include growth or risk stocks are norrnally associated with medium-high to high
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risk levels and low liquidity levels, and the frequency of these profiles is lower.

7

"2.2 Investment Frofiles
The combination of all possible investment profiles and the distributions

of the risk and liquidity profiles produced by the prototype are analyzed by
gcnerating conilnon combinations of risk and liquidity profiles. The prototype

only applies to typical individual investors and assumes the most reasonable risk
and liquidity profiles for them according to their personal

some

criteria. Consequently,

of the investment profiles might not be applicable in our research (for

example, high risk and high

liquidity). The results of the statistical analysis on

the investment profiles show that some combinations
profiles

of the risk and liquidity

will not be produced by the prototype. This should be expected,

as we

assign the most reasonable personal categories to different personal criteria of the

investors, and as a result exfteme cases on the investors are excluded (see Table

7.2.2). The table shows the percentage of

investment profiles

in

each

combination of risk and liquidity profiles.

As shown from Graphs B.2a and B.2b in Appendix B, most of
investment profiles have

the

a medium-low level of risk and a medium level of

liquidity, or a medium level of risk and a medium level of liquidity. Both
distributions of risk and liquidity levels from all cases generated appear to be
normally distributed.
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Table 7.2.2: Correlation of Risk and L,iquiditv Profiles

Level of Liquidity
PERCENÎ

Lewel of Risk
I

I

Low
Risk

I

I

Medium- | Medium I High
Low Risk I Risk
I Risk

I

I
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TOTAL
7

.I2

86.63
3
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I I _.f

0.78

6

.25

100.00

7.2.3 Risk and Liquiditv Frofiles
Each of the personal categories of different personal criteria in association

with the investment profiles are being

analyzed

individually. This is used to

show the changes in the risk and liquidity profiles in respond to the change in
the personal categories of the investors. The analysis shows that each personal
category and the investment profiles have strong correlation.

A brief discussion

on the correlations between the personal criteria and the investment profiles is
presented

(n)

in the following sections.

.Age-Group:

As the age-groups of the investors change from young to old, their risk
profiles will gradually shift from the peak level of medium risk to the peak level

of

medium-low risk (see Graph B.3.1a) while the liquidity profiles

investors

will

also gradually shift from the peak level

in the lower

of

the

end of

medium risk to the upper end of medium risk (see Graph B.3.1b). The liquidity

levels increase as the investors get older.
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(2)

F{ealth Conditions:

As the health conditions of the investors change from excellent to fair
or bad, their risk profiles also gradually shift from the peak level of medium
to medium-low (see Graph 8.3.2a) while their liquidity profiles will gradually
shift from low to high (see Graph 8.3.2b).

(3)

Ðmployment Status:
As the employment status of the investors changes from steadily emptoyed

to unsteady or no employment, their risk profiles will shift towards lower risk
(see Graph 8.3.3a) and their liquidity profiles

will shift towards higher liquidity

(see Graph 8.3.3b).

(4)

Ðependent Circumstances:

As the dependents of the investors shift from fully dependent to partly
dependent, their risk profiles also shift towards higher

risk (see Graph 8.3.4a)

while their liquidity profiles will shift towards lower liquidity (see Graph 8.3.4b).

(5)

Liabilities [nformation:

If

the investors have liabilities, their risk profiles

will

be lower and their

liquidity profiles will be higher than those of the investors without liabilities

(see

Graphs 8.3.5a and 8.3.5b).

(6)

Investment Amount:
The risk profiles of the investors

will gradually increase

as their amount

available for investment also increases (see Graph 8.3.6a), while their liquidity

profiles will gradually decrease (see Graph 8.3.6b).
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(7)

Retirement Savings Flans:

If

the investors have retirement savings plans, their overall risk levels

will

be higher than those without retfuement savings plans (see Graph 8.3.7).

Having presented the observations on the analysis results, we will present

the research results in the following chapter. Some examples of typical test
cases

will also be briefly discussed.
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Chapter VXII
R.ÐSE.AR.C

X{ R,ES{.]X.TS

The conceptual knowledge as described in the previous chapters can be
represented

in PC Easy as IF-TI{EN rules. The information on the

characteristics

of the investment vehicle types will be organized in

databases by using dBASE

III Plus. A complete list of all rules in

and the information in the databases are shown

in Appendices D

different

the prototype

and

E.

The

tool perforrnance and the test results on some typical test cases ¿re presented and
discussed

8.L

in this chapter.

Tool Ferformance
The important features as a successful financial ES building tool should

include good explanation features, clear representation of the problem structure,

ability to analyze a variety of alternatives and the ability to switch between
cases (Friedman and Jain, 1986

addition,

it

t20l).

test

PC Easy has most of these features. In

can also be integrated with spreadsheet and database packages.

8.L.L User-Friendliness
Generally speaking, PC Easy is user-friendly. V/hen

it

prompts for user

input, instructions for answering the questions are shown at the bottom of the
Screen. Also, the "why" function is available when the users want to know why
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that specific information is required for processing. The on-line "help" function
explains and elaborates on the prompt that appears to the users. The "tro,ce"

function can also explain to the users how PC Easy arrives at its consultation
results by tracing different parameters. As

it

turns out, the "trace" feature is

very helpful in debugging errors in the programs. It can also maintain test

cases

for later use. For any of the test cases, PC Easy facilitates "what-if' analysis
as

it

allows changing the values of some variables.
The input screens appears to the users one after the other, with only one

question on each screen. This can be made more user-friendly

if

the screen is

in a "form-líke" format so that the users can view all related information all at
once. When using PC Easy to access the database software, PC Easy can only
disable the display

dBASE

of the objective

III Plus. This makes

screen

of dBASE

II

automatically but not

the consultation process less user-friendly.

8.X..2

The processing speed of PC Easy on the prototype is generally acceptable.

Its speed depends on the number of variables that are to be traced. As

the

number of variables that needs to be traced increases, the processing time also

increases. The use of dBASE functions

will slow down the consultation

this is especially so with our prototype as it needs to access dBASE

time;

III plus at

least once during the consultation process.

8.L.3 Integration F eatures

An useful feature of PC Easy is its

ease

of integration with

other

software. Since PC Easy can access external database files, the implementation
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of retrieving relevant types of

investment vehicle can therefore be simplified.

Also, data can be n'ansferred between PC Easy and external DOS files, therefore
recommended investment strategies can be transported to a DOS file, which can

be used to report the results. The "report" feature in dBASE

III

Plus can also

be used to report results. PC Easy is also capable of accessing

database

programs that are written in dbase.

As mentioned in Chapter VI, four selection criteria are used to identify
suitable investrnent vehicles

for the portfolio. These selection criteria refer to

a number of investment characteristics, which include four risk levels, three
liquidity levels and three types of investment returns for nine types of investment
vehicle. By using database queries to select the appropriate results, we eliminate
the need for another three hundred or so rules.

8.1-.4 Efïïciency

Although the integration feature and the ease of use in PC Easy are of
benefits to the development process, there are also limitations in PC Easy. It
does not provide any built-in function to find the maximum or minimum values

for a given list of values. Thus, when the risk and liquidity levels

associated

with the dependents' cfucumstances and the liabilities information are determined,
several rules have

to be used to simulate these simple functions, causing

consultation process

to slow down.

Instead

databases are used to store the information

of a

the

single database, several

of the investment vehicles; the reason

is that the dBASE III Plus education version used can only handle thirty records

in

each database. As the number

used to refer to those databases

of

databases increases, the number

of rules

in PC Easy increases as well. This also makes
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the prototype less efficient.

E.f-.S Memory Size
The major problem encountered in using PC Easy is the limited memory
size

it can handle. The consultation process

stops abruptly

if

there is insufficient

nìemory. Also, errors occur when too many parameters are being processed in
the same rule.
[Jnfortunately, the size of the knowledge base (KB) of our prototype is
more than what PC Easy can handle. Consequently, the KB is separated into

two KBs, namely PLANNERI and PLANNER2 (see Figure 8.1). Plannerl
used

to obtain input information from the investors and to

is

determine their

investment profiles as well as part of the consultation results. This

will

include

recoûunendations on paying off liabilities or on keeping reserve funds, provided

this information is applicable to the investors. Planner2 uses the oulput from

Plannerl as its input. Relevant types of investment vehicle will be retrieved

by

searching the appropriate databases. The users do not need

to input

any

information to Planner2 because it will automatically get the required information

from an external text file. The information in the text file is obtained during the
consultation process associated with
consultation is only necessary

if

Plannerl. The

second

half of

the

the net investment amount is greater than zero.
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Figure

8.1: Consultation Process frorn Flannerl and Plnnner7

TEXT FI!.E î
PERSONAL & FINANCIAL
¡NFORMATION OF AN
INVESTOR

NOMINAL INTEREST RATE
¡NFLATION RATE
PRICE TO EARNINGS RATIO

TEXT FILE 2

PLAruruER

T

RISK PROFILE
LIQUIDITY PROFILE
INVESTMENT AMOUNT

PLAS{A{ER2

¡NVEST¡îEruT PORTFO¡- !O

TYPES OF INVESTMENT VEHICLE &
THEIR RELAT IVE DISTRIBUTIONS

PAY OFF DEBTS,
KEEP RESERVE FUNDS
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8.2

T'est Results

The results of four different typical test cases where the investors have
investment potential under the curent economic conditions are presented

following. The current economic conditions comprise a
rate, a 57o inflation rate and an average PIE ratio

of

in the

l3%o nominal interest

10 times. These conditions

are favourable to both fixed and variable income investment.

In addition,

a

surnmary on each of the test cases under three different economic scenarios that

favour fixed, variable and fixed and variable income investment is also presented.
Moreover, a test case in which the investment potential of the investor is limited

is also presented. An example of a typical investor and the detailed procedures
used

(1)

in arriving at the consultation results is illustrated in Appendix

C.

Case tr:

A young married couple with a Z-year old child,

has $30,000 lump-sum

fund available for investment. Both of them have steady jobs and have
invested in RRSP. They just bought a house which cost $150,000 and
the mortgage is to be paid over the next 20 years.
Consultation record

for:

Personal Financial Planning

the name of the investor
the age of the investor
the marital status of the investor
the health condition of the investor
the employment status of the investor
the investor has pension plan
need to support dependents
the types of dependents
the age of spouse
the health condition of spouse
the employment status of spouse
spouse has pension plan

I

- PLANNERI

Case

1

30

Married
Excellent
Steady Job or Business
YES
YES

Younger Children
30
Excellent
Steady Job or Business
YES
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the types of investment sources
amount of lump-sum funds
investor has liabilities
the types of liabilities
the remaining amount of mortgage payment
the number of years left for paying mortgages
open-end mortgage payments
reserve funds for safety purposes

Consultation record

for:

:: Lump-Sum Fund

:: 30000
:: YES
:: Mortgage
:: 150000
:: 20
:: NO
:: YES

Personal Financial Planning

Financial Planning for Case

Payments

I - PLANNERI

I

Your total investment amount is : $30000
The risk level which is appropriate for you is : Medium
The liquidity level which is appropriate for you is : Medium
Investment Strateqv
'We

recommend you to keep approximately $15000 for paying
liabilities in short-term.

off your

You can invest the above amount in savings accounts, Canada
Savings Bonds or redeemable term-deposits.

It is usually

better to pay off your liabilities directly provided
you are allowed to do so.

The following summarized your liabilities information:

Your total amount of long-term liabilities which cannot be
paid in lump-sum is: $150000 , and
you need to pay off approximately $15000 of this amount in
short-term.

We recommend you to invest 815000 in the following types of
investment vehicle with their investment distributions.

Consultation record

for:

Personal Financial Planning

Financial Flanning for Case

tr - PI-ANNER2

n

Your net investment amount is : $15000
The risk level which is appropriate for you is : Medium
The liquidity level which is appropriate for you is ; Medium
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nnvestment Ðistributions
W'e recommend you to distribute approximately 814500
investment vehicle.

in 3 rypes of

You can keep the remaining $500 as part of your reserve funds in
savings accounts, Canada Savings Bonds or redeemable term-deposits.
You can also invest the remaining amount as an additional amount in
any of the following types of investment vehicle.
Invest approximately $7500 ín Mutual Funds
Invest approximately 84000 ín Bonds
Invest approximately 83000 ín Blue-Chíp Stocks

fnformation on Investment Vehicle Tvpes
The type of corporate bonds that suits your investmenr profile is:
M edium-Term Hígh-Grade Bonds

The type of mutual funds that suits your investment profîle is:
Balanced-Funds

Investment Distributions for Case

Economic Conditions favour
Types of trncome Investment
Fixed Income Investment

Investment Vehicles

Investment
Amount

Bonds

$7000
$4500

Mutual Funds
Blue-Chip Stocks

Variable Income fnvestment

Fixed and Variable Xncome
Investment

L

$3000

Blue-Chip Stocks
Mutual Funds

$7500

Bonds

$3000

Mutual Funds

$7500
$4000
$3000

Bonds

Blue-Chip Stocks

100

$4s00

(2)

Case 2:

A university professor who receives $50,000 from maturing corporate
bonds investment has $1,000 monthly income available for investment.

He does not have to support any dependents. The amount of mortgage
debts that he still owes is $100,000 which has to be paid over rhe nexr
10 years.

Consultation record

for:

Personal Financial Planning

the name of the investor
the age of the investor
the marital status of the investor
the health condition of the investor
the employment status of the investor
the investor has pension plan
need to support dependents
the types of investment sources

Case 2
45
Single
Excellent
Steady Job or Business
YES

amount of lump-sum funds
the monthly take-home income for investment
investor has liabilities
the types of liabilities
the remaining amount of mortgage payments
the number of years left for paying mortgage
open-end mortgage payments
reserve funds for safety purposes

Consultation record

for:

I - PLANNERI

NO
Lump-Sum Fund
Take-home Income
s0000
1000

YES
Mortgage Payments
100000
10

NO
YES

Personal Financial Planning

Financial Flannine for Case

I - PIANNERI
2

Your total investment amount is : 851000
The risk level which is appropriate for you is : Medíum
The liquidity level which is appropriate for you is : Inw
Investment Strateqv
Vy'e recommend

you to keep approximately 820000 for paying off your

liabilities in short-term.
You can invest the above amount in savings accounts, Canada
Savings Bonds or redeemable term-deposits.

It is usually better to pay off your liabilities directly provided
you are allowed to do

so.
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The following summarized your liabilities information:

Your total amount of long-term liabilities which cannot be
paid in lump-sum is: 8100000 , and
you need to pay off approximately $20000 of this amount in
short-term.

We recommend you to invest 831000 in the following types of
investment vehicle with their investment distributions.

Consultation record

for:

Personal Financial Planning

Financial Flanninq for Case

f

- PLANNER2

2

Your net investment amount is : $31000
The risk level which is appropriate for you is : Medium
The liquidity level which is appropriate for you is : Low
Investment Ðistributions
'We

recommend you to distribute approximately $30400 in
investment vehicle.

4 types of

You can keep the remaining $600 as part of your reserve funds in
savings accounts, Canada Savings Bonds or redeemable term-deposits.
You can also invest the remaining amount as an additional amount in
any of the following types of investment vehicle.
Invest
Invest
Invest
Invest

approximately
approximately
approximately
approximately

612400 ín Mutual Funds
89000 ín Bonds
$6000 in Blue-Chip Stocks
$3000 in Treøsury Bills

Xnformation on Investment Vehicle Tvpes
The type of corporate bonds that suits your investment prof,rle is:
Long -T erm I nv estment-Grade B onds
The type of mutual funds that suits your investment profile is:
Equiry-Funds
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Investment Distributions for Case

2

Economic Conditions favour
Types of Income Investment

Xnvestment Vehicles

lnvestment
Amount

Fixed Income Investment

Bonds

$12000
$9000
$6200
$3000

Blue-Chip Stocks
Mutual Funds
Treasury Bills

Variable Income Investment

Blue-Chip Stocks

$12000
$e000
$6200
$3000

Bonds

Mutual Funds
Treasury Biils

Fixed and Variable Income
Investment

Mutual Funds

$12400
$9000
$6000
$3000

Bonds

Blue-Chip Stocks
Treasury Bills

(3)

Case 3:

A middle-aged couple run their own food business, crrrrently have a total
of $100,000 available for investment. Their two children are no longer
dependent on them.

Consultation record

for:

Personal Financial Planning

the name of the investor
the age of the investor
the marital status of the investor
the health condition of the investor
the employment status of the investor
the investor has pension pian
need to support dependents
the age of spouse
the health condition of spouse
the employment status of spouse
spouse has pension plan
the types of investment sources

I - PLANNERI

:: Case 3
:: 50
:: Ma¡ried
:: Excellent
:: Steady Job or Business
:: YES
:: NO
:: 50
:: Excellent
:: Steady Job or Business
:: YES
:: Lump-Sum Fund

::
::
::
::

amount of lump-sum funds
the current investment amount
investor has liabilities
reserve funds for safety purposes
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Current Investment
50000
50000
NO
NO

Consultation record

for:

Personal Financial Planning

FinancÍal Flanning for Case

I - PLANNERI
3

Your total investment amount is : $100000
The risk level which is appropriate for you is : Medium-High
The liquidity level which is appropriate for you is : Inw
Investment Strategv
You have not kept any reserve funds. Therefore, according
to your personal and financial profiles, we recom.mend you to keep
approximately $7500 for emergency or safety purposes.
You can invest your reserve funds in savings accounts,
Canada Savings Bonds or redeemable term-deposits.
We recommend you to invest 892500 in the following types of
investment vehicle with their investment distributions.

Consultation record

for:

Personal Financial Planning

il - PIANNER2

Financial Planning for Case 3
Your net investment amount is : 892500
The risk ievel which is appropriate for you is : Medium-Hígh
The liquidity level which is appropriate for you is : Low
trnvestment Distributions
'We recommend you to distribute approximately
691250
investment vehicle.

in 5 types of

You can keep the remaining 81250 as pafi of your reserve funds in
savings accounts, Canada Savings Bonds or redeemable term-deposits.
You can also invest the remaining amount as an additional amount in
any of the following types of investment vehicle.
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Invest
Invest
Invest
Invest
Invest

approximately
approximately
approximately
approximately
approximately

827000 in tsonds
827500 ín Growth Stocks
$18500 ín R.ísk Stocks
$9250 in Mutuøl Funds
89000 in Blue-Chip Stocks

{nformation on Investment Vehicle

T'vpes

The t¡.pe of corporate bonds that suits your investment profile is:
Long-T erm I nve stment-Grade B onds
The type of mutual funds that suits your investment profrle is:
Equiry-Funds

Investment Distributions for Case 3

Economic Conditions favour
Types of Income Investment
Fixed Income Investment

Investment Vehicles

Investment
Amount

Bonds

$27000
$27500

Growth Stocks
Risk Stocks
Mutual Funds
Blue-Chip Stocks

Variable Income fnvestment

Growth Stocks
Risk Stocks
Bonds

Blue-Chip Stocks
Mutual Funds

Fixed and Variable Income
Investment

Bonds

Growttr Stocks
Risk Stocks
Mutual Funds
Blue-Chip Stocks
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$18s00
$92s0
$9000

$27s00
$27500
$18000

$9000
$92s0
$27000
$27500

$18s00
$92s0
s9000

(4)

Case 4:

An old retired couple have $5,000 available for investment. Their health
conditions arefatr, and they have not saved up emergency funds for safety
purposes.

Consultation record for:

Personal Financial Planning

for:

PLANNERI

:: Case 4
:: 60
:: Married

the name of the investor
the age of the investor
the marital status of the investor
the health condition of the investor
the employment status of the investor
the investor has pension plan
need to support dependents
the age of spouse
the health condition of spouse
the employment status of spouse
spouse has pension plan
the types of investment sources
amount of lump-sum funds
investor has liabilities
reserve funds for safety purposes
Consultaúon record

I-

::
::
::
::

Fair

No Job
NO
NO

:: 60
:: Fair
:: No Job
:: NO
:: Lump-Sum Fund
:: 5000
:: NO
:: NO

Personal Financial Planning

Financial Flanning for Case

I-

PLANNERI

4

Your total investment amount ís : $5000
The risk level which is appropriate for you is : Low
The liquidity level which is appropriate for you is : High
Investment Strategy

You have not kept any reserve funds. Therefore, according
to your personal and financial profiles, we recornmend you to keep
approximately $1500 for emergency or safety purposes.
You can invest your resewe funds in savings accounts,
Canada Savings Bonds or redeemable term-deposits.
We recommend you to invest 83500 in the following types of investment
vehicie with their investment distributions.
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Consultation record

for:

Personal Financial Planning

n - PLANNER2

Financial Flanning for Case 4
Your net investment amount is : $3500
The risk level which is appropriate for you is ; Low
The liquidity level which is appropriate for you is : Hígh
lnvestment Ðistributions
We recommend you to distribute approximateLy $3400 in 2 types of
investment vehicie.

You can keep the remaining $100 as part of your reserve funds in
savings accounts, Canada Savings Bonds or redeemable term-deposits.

You can also invest the remaining amount as an additional amount in
any of the following types of investment vehicle.
Invest approximately 82000 in Term-Deposits or GIC
Invest approximately 81400 ín Canøda Savíngs Bonds

Information on Investment Vehicle Types
The appropriate type of term-deposits or GIC investment that suits
your investment profile is:
Sh-ort-Term term-deposits or GIC

lnvestment Distributions for Case 4

Economic Conditions favour
Types of Income Investment
Fixed Income

Investment Vehicles

Investment
Amount

Term-Deposits or GIC
Canada Savings Bonds

$2000
$1400

Investment

Term-Deposits or GIC
Canada Savings Bonds

$2000
$1400

Income

Term-Deposits or GIC
Canada Savings Bonds

$2000
$1400

Investment

Variable Income

Fixed and Variable
Investment
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(5)

Case 5:

A

young woman currently working as a full-time waitress,

has

$5,000 available for investment. She has a $4,000 car loan which need

to be paid off within a year.
Consultation record

for:

Personal Financial Planning

the name of the investor
the age of the investor
the marital status of the investor
the health condition of the investor
the employment status of the investor
the investor has pension plan
need to support dependents
the types of investment sources
amount of lump-sum funds
investor has liabilities
the types of liabilities
the remaining amount of car payments
the number of years left for paying car loans
reserve funds for safety purposes

Consultation record

for:

I-

PLANNERI

:: Case 5
:: 25
:: Single
:: Excellent

:: Steady Job or Business
:: YES
:: NO
:: Lump-Sum Fund

:: 5000
:: YES
:: Car Payments
:: 4000

::

1

:: NO

Personal Financial Planning

Financial Flanninq for Case

I-

PI-ANNERI

5

Your total investment amount is : 85000
The risk level which is appropriate for you is : Medíum
The liquidity level which is appropriate for you is : Low
trnvestment Strategv

Your investment potentiai is limited because your total amount of
liabilities and reserve funds deductions exceed your total investment
amount.

The strategy we recommend is to keep part of your investment funds for
emergency or safety purposes and to pay off your liabilities on the
due dates.

It is usually better to pay off your liabilities directly
you are allowed to do

so.
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provided

The following summarized your liabilities information as well as the
approximate amount of reserve funds that you should have.
Since you have not kept any reserve funds, and therefore, according
to your personal and financial profiles, we recommend you to keep
approximately $1000 for emergency or safety purposes.

You can invest your reserve funds in savings accounts,
Canada Savings Bonds or redeemable term-deposits.
Your total amount of short-term liabilities is: $4000
You can invest the remaining $4000 in short-term investment and
this amount to pay off your liabilities on their due dates.

8.3

use

Discussion

A brief discussion on the test results for the above five test cases is
presented
(1)

in the followings.

Case

X.

to Case 3;

The results from test cases 1 to 3 illustrate the appropriate types

of

investment vehicle according

to the information

provided by the

investors. For each test case, the vehicle types that should be considered
under different economic scenarios are mostly the same but the investment

amount distributed to these vehicle types varies. This

is appropriate so

that the investors can achieve higher retum under a different economic
scenario.

(2\

Case 4:

The investor has low risk profile and high liquidity profiles, and
the vehicle types that the investor can consider under all three economic
scenarios are the same because the investment potential

for the investor

is limited to low risk and high liquídity investment vehicles.
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(3)

Case 5:

The total investment amount for the investor is $5,000 but she still
has $4,000 car loan which is due

in a year. It is better for her to save

up $4,000 for paying off her car loan. Also, approximately $1,000 of
reserve funds is appropriate for

her. As a result, her investment

is limited because her net investment amount is

potential

zero.

In this research, the consultation results on all test cases generated

by

the prototype are reasonable given the assumptions used in this stage of research.

Based on this simplified approach, the direction
presented

in the following, concluding,

chapter.
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for future research will

be

Chapter

XX

CONCI.USTONS

After the analysis and the validation on the different stages of
development as

well as the investment

recornmendations

on the investment

portfolio on different test cases, the research prototype has demonstrated

a

simplified approach of applying ES on investment planning is feasible. The
results of the test cases are within the acceptable perforrnance range as compared

to the recornmendations made by the financial experts. The concept used for
implementing the application domain has been tested

for its feasibility

accuracy. Based on the above studies, the short and long term
directions

9.1

will

and

research

be presented.

Ðirections for Further Research
Some

of the proposed modifications of the system for future research,

such as to include more detailed information and to relax the assumptions made

in the current

9.1-.1-

research prototype are discussed

in the following

sections.

Modification of the Input Information

For simplicity, only crucial information on the investors is

used

as the personal criteria. These criteria are not very detailed but they

are

suffîcient to demonstrate the objectives of the prototype. In order to have more
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precise results, more detailed information on the personal criteria and other
relevant information are needed. Some of the proposed modifications that can
be included in future development are presented as follows.

(l)

Age-Group:
The age-group of the investors can be classified into more detailed
categories with a smaller range

(2)

of age in each of

them.

Ðependent [nformation:
The prototype does not use "the number of dependents", instead it

only deals with the types of dependent that the investors have. Detailed
dependent information should be obtained by considering the number of
dependents

in each of the applicable

categories.

The methods used in determining the risk and liquidity levels in
some

of the personal criteria should also be modified. In the prototype,

the lowest risk level and the highest liquidity level associated with
different categories of the dependent and liabilities information are being
used as the risk and liquidity levels of these two personal

criteria. If

the

investors have more dependents, the risk level associated with the
dependent information should be lower than the one that
(3)

is

chosen.

Employment [nformation:
The income level on the employment information of the investors

in

the

prototype. In the future, the employment information can include

the

has not been used because tax implications are not considered

income level of the iiivestors. This can indicate whether the investors are

in a high or low tax bracket and hence determine the suitability for capital

gain or income return investment. Capital gain income should
tL2

be

preferred when the investors are

in high tax brackets. The tax

law

imposed in the environment can also affect the types of investment return.
(4)

R.etirement Savings Flans:
One can legitimately argue that the pension plans criterion
prototype is too simplified.

It is true that there are many different

in the
types

of retirement savings plans and the amount that the investors would have
contributed to those plans might

vary.

Investors might not be able to

answer precisely the question as to whether they have good retirement
savings plans. One way to estimate the total amount

of contribution

to

the retirement savings plans is by obtaining how many years ago they
have bought the plans and what average amount they have contributed to
those plans per year.
(s)

Xnvestment Amount:

The information on the current investment portfolio can also

be

included for comparison with the revised investment portfolio. This will
indicate whether the current investment is suitable for the investors and

will

in buying

or

The prototype assumes that only one type of iiabilities will

be

also include reconìmendations on the revised actions

selling some of the securities.
(6)

Liabilities [nformation:

applicable in each category of liabilities. In real life, there can be more

than one type of liabilities in each category. More detailed information
on the investors' liabilities should be analyzed, and therefore the strategy

used

in determining

the risk and liquidity levels associated with the

liabilities information should also be modified.
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(7)

Risk and X,iquidity ã-evels:

In our studies, four risk

levels and three liquidity levels

are

considered. In future research, detailed classification on the risk

and

liquidity levels can be considered as the complexity of the prototype
increases.

(8)

Weights of Fersonal Criteria:

In the research prototype, equal weights have been assigned to each
personal criterion. Certain personal criteria might be more significant to
some of the investors and, therefore, the weights associated with different

criteria should be adjusted accordingly.

(9)

Environmental Factors:
One can argue that the use of PÆ ratio is only a general rule of

thumb and is not reliable, although it is used widely by investors. The
considerations of more detailed information on the environmental factors

that will affect the investment decisions should also be included. One
may consider the use of leadíng indìcators which are able to forecast the

direction of the real economy several months ahead (see Nelson, 1987
[41]).

(10)

lnvestment Vehicles;
More detailed classification on the different features in each type
of investment vehicles should be included so that the recommendations can
be more precise.
Instead of the general approach of the prototlpe

in classifying

the

risk level of the investment vehicles, an alternaúve method such as the use

of beta approach in measuring the systematic risk of investment vehicles

rt4

can be incorporated

in the system.

In the long run, specific investment vehicles should also be included
so that the users can consult the expert's opinions from the system in
order to make their precise investment decisions.

9"L.2 Adjustment of the Assumptions
Apart from including more detailed information on the personal criteria
used in the research prototype, the assumptions made can also be relaxed. They

should be relaxed gradually so that the prototype

will gradually include

more

detailed and precise information on the investors. This may include the
assumptions made on the goals

or objectives of the investors, the investment

profiles of the investors, and the allocation of investment amount to different
investment vehicles.

(t)

Goals and Objectives of Investors:
Different investors will have different investment goals or objectives

that they want to achieve in the futwe. The goals and objectives of the
investors can be very complex. The prototype should be able to verify

whether the stated goals are achievable or
reasonable investment range as compared

not. If they are outside

the

to the investment potential of

the investors, the appropriate explanations on limited investment potential
should be presented to them.
One way to simplify the complexity of this parameter is to consider

the amount required by the investors in the future and the time horizon

for those requirements.
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(2)

lnvestment Frofiles:
The method used in assigning the risk and liquidity profiles to the
investors is based on the reasonable profiles that suit the investors' ability

for investment according to their personal criteria. Other risk and liquidity
profiles might also suit the investors depending on their willingness. For
example,

if

an investor can afford medium risk, he or she might also be

able to afford a medium-low or high risk to a certain extend. The use

of certainty factors can be included in the assignment of risk and liquidity
profîles. The adjusted risk profiles of the investors might vary accordingly.

For example, it might include medium risk level with 60Vo certainty and
medium-low risk level with 407o certunty or any other combination of

risk levels. By relaxing the assumptions made on the risk and liquidity
levels, one can also relax the assumptions on implementing typical
investor situations. Consequently, the other risk and liquidity profiles that
are not applicable
(3)

in our research can gradually be included.

[nvestment Ðistributions:

In the research prototype,

the diversification

of the investment

portfolio on the number of vehicle types used is fixed according to the
amount available for investment. As more detailed information on the

personal criteria

or more

personal criteria have been included, the

diversification of the portfolio can be adjusted accordingly.

The number

of types of

investment vehicle included

recornmended portfolio can be increased from

in

the

five. Variable distribution

of the investment amount can be used depending on the types of

return

suitable for the investors as well as the environmental conditions favour
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the types of investment return.

The diversification of the investment portfolio can also be
determined by the date of maturity
dates

of the securities so that the maturity

will be spread over a period of time rather than having all mature

at the same time. This can avoid the high tax rate on the taxable income.

9"2

Ðevelopment Tool

In addition to the useful features of PC Easy, the computing tool used in
the future should be able to handle more memory and also provide a more
friendly input environment.

In the next stage of ¡esearch, it is not necessary to consider the above
proposed modifications

all at once because ESs

development

is an on-going

process. In every development stage, certain assumptions are made so as to
simplify the development process. In every successive stage of development, the
assumptions made

in the previous

stage can be relaxed gradually. Once the

assumptions have been relaxed, more parameters

The complexity of the ES

will

will

be included

gradually increase and

in the studies.

it will be able to provide

more precise results.
One should also carefully define the scope of the prototype so that the
information required from the investors, on the economy and on the investment
vehicles are balanced.

r17
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Appendix A

Questionnaire Listing

Alt

questions that are included

"

What is your name?

'
.

How old are you?
What is your marital

in the prototype are listed in the following.

status?

Single
Married
Divorced
Separated

"
.
.
u

How old is your spouse?
What is the health condition of your spouse?
What is the employment status of your spouse?
Does your spouse have pension plan?

.

'What

is your health condition?
Excellent
Good
Fair
Bad

What is your employment status?
Steady Job or Business
Part-Time Job or Unsteady Business
No Job or Business

"

Do you have any pension plan?
Yes
No

Do you need to support any dependents (not including yoúr
Yes

No

'

Which of the following do you have to support?
Parents or Senior DePendents
Older Children
Younger Children

119

spouse)?

Questionnnire Listing

Appendix A

.

Which of the following investment sources is applicable to you?
Lump-Sum Funds
Take-Home Income
Investment Income
Current Investment

.'
.
.

'What is
What is
What is
W'hat is

.

Have you saved up any reserve funds for emergency or safety purposes?

your
your
your
your

lump-sum amount available for investment?
amount of monthly take-home income available for investment?
amount of monthly investment income available for investment?
total amount of current investment?

Yes

No

n

Do you have any liabilities that has not been deducted from your investment
amount?
Yes

No

"

Which of the following types of liabilities that has not been deducted -rom your
invesÍnent amount is applicable to you?
Short-Term Loans
Long-Term Loans
Mortgage Payments
Car Payments

"
n
.
"

'What

u
',

What is your remaining amount of mortgage debts?
What is the number of years left for paying off your mortgages?
Can you pay off your mortgages in a lump-sum?

is your remaining amount of short-term

loans?

What is your remaining amount of long-term loan" J
What is the number of years left for paying off your long-term loans?
Can you pay off your long-term loans in a lump-sum?
Yes
No

Yes
No

'
'
"

'What is your remaining amount of car payments?
'What is
the number of years left for paying off your car payments?
pay off your car in a lump-sum?
you
Can
Yes
No

r20
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Analysis Results

Appendix B

Graph 8.1:
Frequencv

of Tvæs of Investment Vehicle in Risk and Liquiditv Matrix
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Appendix B

Graph B.2a: Distribution of Risk Level
FREQUENã BÀR C&RÎ
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Analysis Results
Graph 8.3.la:
Risk Level associated with Aee-Group
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Graph 8.3.lb:
Liquiditv Level associated with Aee-Group
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Appendix B

Analysis Results
Graph 8.3.2a:

Risk Level associated with Health Conditions
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Liouiditv Level associated with Health Conditions
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Graph 8.3.3a:
Risk Level associated with Emplovment Status
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Graph 8.3.4a:
Risk Level associated with Dependent Circumstances
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Graph 8.3.5a:

Risk Level associated with Liabilities Information
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Graph 8.3.6a:

Risk Level associated with Investrnent Amount
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Graph 8.3.7:
Risk Level associated with Retirement Savinqs Plans
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Appen"díx C

Sample Consultation

Sample Consultation:
The following illustrates an example on a typical investor and the detailed
procedures used

is

to arrive at the consultation results. The consultation

process

obtained through two knowledge bases, PLANNERI and PL-ANNER2. The

fi.st part of the consultation uses Plannerl to determine whether the investor is
suitable for investment and what are the relevant investment strategies. The
consultation

will

then proceed to use Planner2 to determine the appropriate types

of investment vehicle for the investor.
married couple, in their 40's, have $30,000 frorn the maturity of a GIC
investment and also $tr 0,000 frorn their savings accounts for investment.
T'hey have two children, one is seventeen and the other is ten years old.
.4,

The husband is steadily employed as a computer engineer. They have a
$50,000 closed-end mortgage to be paid off over a ten-year period and a
$5,000 car loan which is due

in a year. They have not kept any reserve

funds for emergency or safety purposes. Both of them have excellent health
conditions.

C.1-

Consultation from FXAIII/ERI
Personal and financial information obtained from the investor is used to

determine their risk and liquidity profiles. These are calculated by pooling all

the personal criteria of the investor together. The risk and liquidity levels of
each personal criterion used are presented in the following sections. As an
illustration, input information from the investor described above is listed here.

t32
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the name of the investor
the age of the investor
the ma¡ital status of the investor
the health condition of the investor
the employment status of the investor
the investor has pension Plan
need to support dependents
the types of dependents

:: Testing
:: 45
:: Married
:: Excellent

:: Steady Job or Business
:: YES
:: YES

:: Older Children
Younger Children

the age of spouse
the health condition of spouse
the employment status of spouse
spouse has pension plan
the types of investment sources

:: 45
:: Excellent
:: No Job
:: NO
:: Lump-Sum Fund

amount of lump-sum funds
the current investment amount
investor has liabilities
the types of liabilities

:: 30000

Current Investment

::

10000

:: YES
:: Mortgage Payments
Car Payments

:: 50000
the remaining amount of mortgage debts
the number of years left for paying the mortgage:: 10
:: NO
open-end mortgage debts
payments
:: 5000
of
car
the remaining amount
the number of years left for paying car loans :: 1
:: NO
reserve funds for safety purposes

The risk and liquidity levels associated with each of the seven personal criteria

are

determined in the following sections.

(1)

Age-Group:

The investor is 45 years old and belongs to the middle-aged group.
The risk and liquidity levels associated with age-group are (see Table 6.1.i):
Medium (risk factor = 3)
Rtsk level:
Liquidiry
(2)

level:

Medium (liquidity factor = 2)

Flealth Conditions:

The invesror has excellent health. The risk and liquidity
associated with health conditions are (see Table 6.I-2):

Medium-high (risk factor = 4)
level:
Liquídiry level: Low (liquidíry factor = I)
Rísk

r33

levels

Sample
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(3)

Employment Status:

APqendix C

The investor is steadily employed as a computer engineer. The risk
and tiquidity levels associated with employment status are (see Table 6.1.3):

level:
Liquidiry level:
Risk

(4)

Medíum-high (risk factor = 4)
Low (liquidity factor = I¡

Fension Flan:

The investor has contributed through the company's pension progmm.
The risk and liquidity leveis associated with having pension plans are (see
Table 6.1.4):
Risk

(5)

level:

Medium (risk factor = 3)

Ðependents' Circumstances:

The dependents of the investor are his spouse and two children. The
risk and liquidity levels of each type of dependents is shown in the following.

Table C.1a: Dependent's Circumstances
Dependent's Information

Spouse:

45 years

o1d

Excellent Health

No Job
No Pension Plan
Average risk and liquidity factors

spouse

Risk Level
(Risk factor)

LiquiditY Level
(Liquidity factor)

Medium (3)
Medium-high
Low (1)

Medium (2)
Low (1)
Hieh (3)

I¡w

of

(4)

(1)

(3+4+I+l)14
=2.25

Child:

17 years old

Medium

Child:

10 years old

Low (1)

134

(3)

(2+I+3)13

-2
Medium (2)

Hieh (3)
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Risk Level:

The overall risk level associated with having dependents is the lowest
risk factor of the spouse and the two child¡en (see Table C.la), that is, the low
risk level associated with supporting the child who is 10 years old.

Liquidiry Level:

The overall liquidity level associated with having dependents

is

the

highest liquidity factor of the spouse and the two children (see Table C.1a), that

is, the high liquidiry level associated with supporting the child who is 10 years
old.

(6)

[,iabilities Information:
$50,000 closed-end mortgage debt to be paid over

a 10 year period,

$5,000 car loan to be paid within a year.

Total amount

of

liabilities deductions includes portion

of the closed-end

mortgage and the short-term car loan.

mortgage =
=
Car loan
=
Total amount of liabilities deduction =
=

Portion of closed-end

($50000

/

lO)

*

2

$100m
$5000

$100m + $5000
$150m

The remaining amount of liabiüties includes the remaining mortgage debt, that
is,

$50000-$10000 = $40000
which will be paid over the next 10 years. This amount is grcater than $5000.
The risk and liquidity levels associated with liabilities information are (see Table
6.1.6):

Low (rísk factor = I)
Level:
Liquidiry Level: Medium (Iiquidity factor = 2)
Risk

13s

Sample

Consultation

(7)

f,nvestment Á.mount:

(a)

Resenve

F

Appendíx C

unds:

Since the investor is married and has to support children, and has not

kept any reserve funds for safety purposes, the amount of reserve funds that he
should have is:
The larger amount of $20ffi or l)Vo of the total invesûnent amount
afær liabilities deductions (see Table 6.1.7a).

=
=

Larger

of { $2000 , or lOVo of

Larger

of {

$2000 , or $25@

($40000

- $15000)

}

}

The investor should therefore keep $2500 for safety purposes.

(b)

P{et nnvestment Amount:
The net investment amount of the investor is the total investment amount

after liabilities and reserve funds deductions.

Net Investment Amount

=
=

$40000
$22500

- $15000 - $2500

to Table 6.1.7b shows that the net investment amount is bet'ween
$20,000 and $40,000, the risk and liquidiry levels associated with the
Reference

investrnent amount are as follows.

Level:
Liquidíry Level:
Risk

(8)

Medium (risk factor = j)
Medium (liquidíty factor = 2)

Risk and Liquidity Frofiles:
After the risk and liquidity factors associated with the seven personal criteria

for investnent have been determined individually, the average risk and liquidity factors
are calculated by the weighted-average method. The weight associated with the seven
personal criteria are equal. The risk and liquidity factors associated with the seven
personal criteria are summarized below.

t36
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Risk and Liquidity Factors of Fersonal Criteria

Risk Factor
Criteria
3
Age Group
4
Health Condition
4
Employment Status
3
Pension Plan
Dependents' Circumstances
Liabilities Information
3
Investnent Amount
Fersonal

:
=
Average Liquidity Factor =
=
Average Risk

Factor

Liquidity Factor
2
1
1

1

J

1

2
2

(3 + 4 + 4 + 3 + 1 + 1 + 3)

/I

2.7143

(2 +

I + 1 + 3 + 2 + 2) I ø

1.6667

Reference to Table 6.1.8 shows: medium rísk profiIe and medium líquidity profile arc
appropriate for the investor.

The information on the name, risk profile, risk factor, liquidity profile and the
net investment amount of the investor are transported to an external text file.

for the investor is greater than zero, the
to consult Planner2 for further information on the types of

Since the net investment amount
investor can proceed

investrnent vehicle that he should consider.

137
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The following presents the result from PLANNERI for the investor.

Financial Flannins for Testins
Your total investment amount is : $40000
The risk level which is appropriaæ for you ís : Medium
The liquidity level which is appropriate for you is : Medium
Investment Strategv

You have not kept any reserve funds. Therefore, according
to your personal and financial profiles we recommend you to keep
approximately $2500 for emergency or safety purposes.
You can invest your reserve funds in savings accounts,
Canada Savings Bonds or redeemable term-deposits.
We recommend you to keep approximately 815000 for paying off your
liabilities in short-term.
You can invest the above amount in savings accounts, Canada
Savings Bonds or redeemable term-deposits.

It is usually better to pay off your liabilities directly provided
you are allowed to do

so.

The following summarized your liabilities information:

Your total amount of short-term liabilities is: $5000
Your total amount of long-term liabilities which cannot be
paid in a lump-sum is 850000 , and
you need to pay off approximately $10000 of this amount in
short-term.

'We recommend you to invest
$22500 in the following investment
distributions.
investment
vehicle types with their
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C.2

Consultation from PI-4,NNERZ
The input information required by Planner2

will

be transported from an external

text file as determined through the consultation process of Plannerl. The information

on the environment will also be transported from an external text

file.

The relevant

information required by Planner2 is summa¡ized below:
Table C.2a: Input Information for Plønner2

fnvestor fnformation:
name

Risk Profile
Liquidity Profile
Risk Factor
Net Investrnent Amount

Medium
Medium
2.7143
$22sm

Economic Information:
Nominal Inærest Rate
Inflation Rate
Price to Eamings Ratio

(1)

of the investor

Name

13Vo
5Vo

10 times

Environmental Circumstances:
The real interest rate is calculated by the difference of the nominal interest rate

and the inflation rate, that is:

I37o-5Vo=87o
87o of real interest rate is suitable for fixed income return investments (see Table
6.2.I). 10 times of PÆ ratio is suitable for variable income return investment (see
Table 6.2.2).

By assigning return factors to the different types of investment retum (see
Table 6.2), the economic profiles suitable for the types of income return under the
cunent economic conditions can be determined by using the weighted-average method
(see Table C.2b).

r39
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Table C.2b: Current Economic Profiles
Economic Conditions
Real Interest Rate
PÆ Ratio

=

Economic

=

I3Vo

10 times

profile = .}(l

+ 3) /

Types of Income
Return

Return
Factor

Fixed

1

Variable

J

2

The current economic factors favour fixed and variable income investment according
to the calculated economic profile (see Table 6.2). According to the current economic
factors and the risk and liquidity profiles
Appendix E)

of the investor, the database BOTH2

will be searched for the appropriate types of

(see

investment vehicle.

The list of appropriate invesûnent vehicle types that suits the investment profiles

of the investor and the minimum

amount required

for the investrnent vehicles

presented as follows.

Table C.2c: List of appropriate Types of Investment Vehicle
Vehicle Type

Minimum Investment Amount

MINr = $500
1: Mutual Funds
MNz = $3000
2: Bonds
MIN¡ = $3000
3: Blue-Chip Stocks
MIN¿ = $3000
4: Treasury Bills
Mhfs = $1000
5: Term-deposits or GIC
MIN. = $500
6: CSB
MIN? = $10
7: Savings Accounß
* MD.{* is the minimum amount required for investment in vehicle type k.

t40
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(2)

Number of lnvestment Vehicle Types:

Appendix C

The diversification on the number

of

investment vehicle types

determined by the net investment amount. The investor should consider

four

will be
types of

invesÍnent vehicle since he has $22,500 for investment (see Table 6.3.2). The
distribution of investment in the four vehicle types is presented as follows.
Table C.Zdz Investment Distributions
Fercentage of

1:
2:
3:
4:

Investment

Investment Amount

=
DIST2 =
DIST3 =
DIST4 =
DISTr

4O7o
3O7o
2OVo

lOVo

*

$90m
$6750
$4500

$2250

DISTM is the amount distributed to vehicle type M.

(3)

Screening Frocess

for the appropriate Vehicle Types:

Choose the appropriate investnent vehicle types for the investor

if

For M=nto4 do
For K=1to7 do
If DXSTM > MINK then
Choose Vehicle Type K

The actual amount invest in vehicle type k is:
the larger integer of (DIST¡a

/ DENOÐ *

DENOK

@ENOK is the denomination for vehicle type k).
Choose Vehicle Type

(i)

l:

DISTr = $9000

Action:

choose Mutual Funds.

(ii)

Actual amount invested in Mutual Funds is:

(iii)

[arger integer of (9000/50)] * $50 = $9000
Mutual Funds is then excluded from the list of vehicle
141

types.

Sample

Consultation
Choose Vehicle Type

(i)
(iÐ
(iii)
(iv)

APpendix C
2z

DIST2 = $6750

Action: choose Corporate Bonds.
Actual amount invested in Corporate Bonds is:
o
üarger integer of (6750/1000)l $1000 = $6000
Corporate Bonds is then excluded from the list of vehicle
Remaining amount is $6750 - $6000 = $750

types.

Choose Vehicle Type 3:

(i)

DIST3 = $4500

Action:

choose Blue-Chip Stocks.

(ii)

Actual amount invested in Blue-Chip Stocks is:

(iii)

[arger integer of (4500/500)] * $500 = $4500
Blue-Chip Stocks is then excluded from the list of vehicle

types.

Choose Vehicle Type 4:

(i)

DIST4 = $2250 not

>

$3000 =

MI\

of Treasury Bills

Action: Treasury Bills is not chosen

(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

DIST4

= fi2250
Action:

choose Term-deposíts

or GIC

Actual amount invested in Term-deposits or GIC is:

*
[targer integer of (225011000)] $1000 = $2000
Term-deposits or GIC is then excluded from the list of vehicle types.
Remaining amount: 52250

- $2000 =

$250

The screening process is done after four passes as all the four investment
vehicle types have been selected for the investor, and they are summarized as
follows.
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Table C.Ze: [nvestment Distributions for the Types of Investment Vehicle
Investment Amount

Investment Vehicle Types
Mutual Funds
Corporate Bonds

$9000
$6000

Blue-Chip Stocks

s4s00

Term-deposits or GIC

$2000

The total remaining amount after distributing to all investment vehicle types is $1,000

which includes $750 from vehicle type 2 and $250 from vehicle type 4. The investor
can keep the $1,000 from the above as part of his reserve funds or invest in any of
the above four vehicle types.

(4)

Additional Information on the Choser¡ Investment Vehicle Types:

The appropriate type of mutual funds, the type of corporate bonds and the
investrnent term of term-deposits or GIC will be determined for the investor.

(i)

Mutual Funds:
The investor should consider equiry funds investment because the
economic conditions favour both fixed and variable income retun investment
and the risk factor for the investor is 2.7143 (see Table 6.4.2b).

(ii)

Corporate Eonds:
The investor can consider mediwn-term bonds which mature in 3 to

years because the liquidity profile

10

of the investor is medium (see Table

6.4.2c).

The investor should consider investment-grade bonds because the risk
factor lies in the upper range of medium risk level (see Table 6.4.2c).

(iii)

Term-Deposits

or GIC:

The investor can invest in medium-term (2 to 5 years) term-deposits or
GIC's because of his medium level liquidity profile (see Table 6.4.2a).
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The foilowing presents the result from PLANNER2 for the investor.

Financial Planning for Testine
Your net investment amount is : $22500
The risk level which is appropriate for you is : Medíum
The liquidity level which is appropriate for you is : Medium
Investment Ðistributions
We recommend you to distribute approximately $21700 in 3 investment
vehicle types.

You can keep the remaining

.$800 as part of your reserve funds in
savings accounts, Canada Savings Bonds or redeemable term-deposits.

You can also invest the remaining amount as an additional amount in
any of the following investment vehicle fypes.
Invest approximately 811200 ín Mutual Funds
Invest approximately $6000 ín Bonds
Invest approximaæly 84500 in Blue-Chip Stocks

Information on trnvestment Vehicle Tvpes
The type of corporate bonds that suits your investment profile is:
M edium-T erm Hi gh-Grade B onds

The type of mutual funds that suits your investment profile is:
Balanced-Funds
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DOMAIN :: "Personal Financial Flanning

Appendtx D

I"

-

PLAIT{F{ERL

GLOBAI. KB DATA
PROMPTEVER :: Personal Financial Planning I - PLANNER1
This program uses personal and financial informaúon of the investor to deærmine the

TITLE

::

invesûor's investment stmtegy.
"Personal Financial Planning I - PLANNERI"
"By: Clare Chung"
"@ The University of Manitoba"

NUMBER OF RIILES :: 99

CALCULATE.RISK.AND-LIQUIDITY.RULES
RULEOOl

If

1)

the age of the investor is known, and

2) the marital status of the investor is known, and
3) the health condirion of the investor is known, and
4) the employment status of the investor is known, and
5) the investor has pension plan is known, and
6) the level of risk associaæd with the dependent circumstances of the investor is known, and
7) the total investment amount is known, and
8) the risk level associated with having liabilities is known,
Then 1) it is definite OmVo) that You¡ risk factor is tttttttthe level of risk associated with the age
of the investor plus the level of risk associaæd with the health condition of the investorl plus
the level of risk associated with the dependent circumstånces of the investorl plus the level

of risk associated with the employment status of the invesorl plus the level of risk
associated with pension plan of the investorl plus the level of risk associaæd with the
amount of investmentl plus the risk level associaæd with having liabilitiesl divided by

71,

and

2) it is definiæ (lW%o) that Your liquidity

factor is ttttttthe level of liquidity associaæd with

the age of the investor plus the level of liquidity associated with the health condition of tlte
investorl plus the level of liquidity associated with the dependent ci¡cumstances of the
investorl plus the level of Iiquidity associated with the employment status of the investorl
plus the level of liquidity associaæd with the amount of investmentl plus the liquidity level
associated

DESCRIPTION

::

with having liabilitiesl divided by

61.

calculaæ risk-factor and liquidity-factor

of investor

RULEO02

If

1) Your risk factor
2) Your risk factor

is greater than or equal to 1, and
is less than or equal to 1.5,
Then it is definite (lW%o) that the level of risk which is appropriate for you is Low.
DESCRIPTION :: investor with low risk prohle
RULEOO3

If

1) Your risk factor
2) You¡ risk factor

is greater than 1.5, and
is less than or equal ro 2.5,
Then ir is definite (lNVo) that the level of risk which is appropriate for you is Medium-Low.
DESCRIPTION :: invesúor with medium-low risk profile
I(UI.IIUU+

F--it
Then

Your risk factor is greater than 2.5, and
2) You¡ risk factor is less tfran or equal to 3.5,
it is definite (lCfZo) that the level of risk which is appropriate for you is Medium.
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with medium risk profÏle

R.ULEOO5

If

1) Your risk factor is greater than 3.5, and
2) Your risk factor is less than or equal to 4,
Then it is definite (lW%o) that the level of risk which is appropriate for you is Medium-High.
DESCRIPTION :: investor with medium-high risk profile
RULEOT2

If

Your liquidity factor is great€r than or equal to l, and
Your liquidity factor is less than or equal to 1.5,
Then it is def,rnite (100?o) that the level of liquidity which is appropriaæ for you is Low.
DESCRIPTION :: invesúor with low liquidity profile

1)

2)

RULEOT3

If

1)

Your liquidity factor is greaær ttran 1.5, and
Your liquidity facor is less than or equal rD 2.5,
Then it is definite (1007o) that the level of liquidity which is appropriaæ for you is Medium.
DESCRIPTION :: investor with medium liquidity profile

2)

RULEOT4

If

l) Your liquidity facúor is greater fhan 2.5, and
2) Your liquidity factor is less than or equal to 3,
Then it is definite (l00Eo) that the level of liquidity which is appropriaæ for you is High.
DESCRIPTION :: investor with high tiquidity profile
PERSONAL.INFORMATION.RULES
RULEOO6

If

1) the age of the investor is greater than or equal to 18, and
2) the age of the investor is less t}lan or equal to 35,

Then 1) it is definiæ

2)

(1007o) that the level of risk associated with the age of the investor is high
level of risk, and
it is definite (lW%o) that the level of liquidity associated with the age of the investor is low

level of liquidity.
DESCRFTION :: investor is young
RULEOOT

If

1) the age of the investor is greaær than 35, and
2) the age of the inves¡or is less than or equal to 55,
Then 1) it is definiæ (l00%o) that the level of risk associated

with the age of the invesûor is medium

level of rish and

2) it is definiæ

(lMVo) that ttre level of liquidity associated with the age
medium level of liquidity.
DESCRIPTION :: inves¡or is middle-aged

of the investor

is

RULEOOS

if

the age of the investor is greater than 55,
that the level of risk associated with the age of the inves¡or is low level

Then 1) it is definite (1N7o)

of risk, and
ir is def,rnite (1007o) that the level of liquidity
level of liquidity.
DESCRIPTION :: investor is old

2)

t47
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RULBO09

If

the health condition of the investor is Excellent,
thæ the level of risk associaæd wittr the health condition of the investor
is high level of risk, and
2) ir is definite (ItÙVo) that the level of liquidity associaæd with the health condition of the
investor is low level of liquidity.
DESCRIPTION :: investor has excellent health

Then 1) it is definite (lffiVo)

RULEOlO
If
the health condition of the investor is Good,
Then 1) ir is definite (INVo) that the level of risk associaæd with the health condition of the investor
is medium level of risk, and
2) it is definiæ (lNVo) that the level of Iiquidity associaæd with the health condition of the
investor is low level of liquidity.
DESCRIPTION :: investor has good health

RULEOll

If

1)

the health condition of the investor is Fai¡, or
the health condition of the investor is Bad,
Then l) it is definite (lOf%o) that the level of risk associaæd with the health condition of the investor
is low level of risk, and
2) it is definite (INVo) ttrat the level of liquidity associated with the health condition of the
investor is high level of liquidity.
DESCRIPTION :: investor has fair or bad health

2)

RULEO12

If

the employment status of the investor is Steady Job or Business,

Then 1) it is definiæ (lW%o) that the level of risk associated with

the employment stan¡s of the
investor is high level of risk, and
2) it is definite (1007o) that the level of liquidity associated with the employment status of the
investor is low level of liquidity.
DESCRIPTION :: investor has steady job or business
RULEO13

If

l) the employment status of the investor is Pan-dme Job or Unsteady Business, or
the employment status of the investor is No Job or Business,
Then l) it is defïnite (l@7o) that the level of risk associated with the employment status of the
2)

investor is low level of risk, and
(lW%o) that the level of liquidity associated with the employment stanrs of the
investor is high level of liquidity.
DESCRIPTION :: investor has part-time job or unsteady business

2) it is definite

RULEO14

If

the investor has pension plan,

Then it is def,rniæ (læEo) that ttre level of risk associated

with pension plan of the investor is medium

level of risk
DESCRIPTION

::

investor has pension plan

RULEO15

If

the investor does not have pension plan,

Then it is def,rnite (1007o) that the level of risk associated with
level of risk
DESCRIPTION

::

investor does not have pension plan

148
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T.JNT-RULE S

RULEO16

Î¡T

2)
Then 1)

2)

the amount available for investment after liabilities and reserve funds deductions is greâter
than 0, and
the amount available for investment after liabilities and reserve funds deductions is less than
or equal to 10000,
it is defrnite (lW%o) that the investor should invest, and
ir is definiæ (I00Vo) that the level of risk associated with the amount of investment is low

level of risk, and
ir is definiæ (1ffi7o) that the level of liquidity associated with the amount of investment is
high level of liquidity.
DESCRIPTION :: invesûor has small investment amount

3)

RULEOlT

If

l)

2)
Then 1)

2)

3)

the amount available for investrnent after liabilities and reserve funds deductions is greater
than 10000, and
the amount available for investment after liabilities and reserve funds deductions is less than
or equal to 20000,
it is definite (lW%o) tltat the investor should invest, and
it is definite (1007o) that the level of risk associated with the amount of invesrnent is
medium-low level of risk, and
it is definiæ (Iffi%o) that the level of liquidity associated with the amount of invesEnent is

high level of liquidity.

DESCRIPTION

::

investor has medium-small investrnent amount

R{.JLEO18

If

1)

the amount available for investment after liabilities and reserve funds deductions is greater
than 200ffi, and
2) the amount available for investnent after liabilities and reserve funds deductions is less than
or equal to 400@,
Then 1) it is definite (I007o) tJrat the investor should invest, and
2) ir is definite (lNVo) that the level of risk associated with the amount of invesrnent is
medium level of risk, and
3) it is definite (Lffi%o) ttrat the level of liquidity associated with the amount of investrnent is
medium level of liquidity.
DESCRIPTION :: investor has medium investment ¿rmount
RULEO19
the amount available for investment after liabilities and reserve funds deductions is greaær than
40000,
Then 1) it is definite (l00Vo) that the investor should invest, and
2) it is definite (lffiVo) ttlat the level of risk associated with the amount of investment is high

If

level of risk, and

3) it is definite (lffiVo) that the level of liquidity

associated

with the amount of investment is

low level of liquidity.

DESCRIPTION

::

investor has large investment amount

RULEO20

If

the types of investment sources is known,

amount is [[[type I investment source plus type
2 investment sourcel plus type 3 investrnent sourcel plus type 4 investrnent sourcel.
DESCRIPTION :: calculaæ the total investment amount

Then it is definite (lNVo) that the total investment

T}T
TT ìEtIì'f
¡\u!pv¿¡

if

the types of investment sources is Lump-Sum Fund,
(lW%o) that type I invesunent source is the amount of lump-sum funds.
DESCRIPTION :: lump-sum fund for investment

Then it is dehnite
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RUI,EO22

If

the types of investrnent sources is Investment Income,
definite (lW%o) tlnt type 2 investrnent source is the monthly investment income for
invesÍnent.
DESCRIPTION :: monthly investrnent income for investrnent

Then it is

RUI,EO23

If

the types of investrnent sources is Take-home Income,
definite (lNEo) that type 3 investment source is the monthly øke-home income for
investnent.
DESCRIPTION :: monthly take-home income for investment

Then it is

RULEO9S

If

the types of invesÍnent sources is Cu¡rent Investrnent,

Then it is definite (lW%o) that type 4 investment
DESCRIPTION

::

source

is the cu¡rent investment amounl

curent investment amount

RULE0¿l{l

If

the investor has reserve funds for safety purposes,

Then it is definiæ (lWEo) that the amount

available for investrnent after liabilities and reserve funds
deductions is the amount available for investment after any necessary liabilities deductions.
investor has saved up resewe funds
DESCRIPTION

::

RULEO49

If

the amount available for investment after liabilities and reserve funds deduclions is less than
or equal to 0,
Then 1) it is definite (10070) that investor should not invesg and
2) it is definiæ (lNVo) that tfie level of risk associaæd with the amount of investment is low
level of risk, and
3) it is definiæ (1007o) that tle level of liquidity associated with the amount of investment is
high level of liquidity.
DESCRIPTION :: investor is not suitable for investnent
RULEOS6

If

1) the investor has reserve funds for safety purposes is not true, and
2) the marital ståtus of the invesúor is not Married, and
3) need to support dependents is not true,
Then 1) it is definiæ (1ffi70) that the amount of type 1 reserve funds is [0.05 times
available for investment after any necessary liabilities deductionsl, and
2) it is dehnite (l00%o) that the amount of type 2 reserve funds is 1000.
DESCRIPTION

::

the amount

investor has reserve funds and is not married and has no dependent

RULEOST

If

1)

the investor has reserve funds for safety purposes is not true, and
stâtus of the investor is Married, and
2) need to support dependents is not true, or
2) 1) the marital status of the investor is not Married, and

2) 1) 1) the ma¡ital

2) need to support dependens,
(IN%o) that the amount of type I reserve funds is [0.075 times the amount
available for investment after any necessary liabilities deductionsl, and
2) it is definite (L@Vo) that the amount of type 2 reserve funds is 1500.
DESCRIPTION :: investor has no reserve funds and is not marred but has dependents

Then 1) it is definiæ

RUI.EO88

If

1) the investor has reserve funds for safety purposes is not true, and
2) the mariøl status of the invesúor is Ma¡ried, and
3) need to support dependents,
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the amount of rype I reserve funds is [0.1 times the amount
available for investment after any necessary liabilities deductionsl, and
2) it is definite (l00%o) that the amount of typo 2 reserve funds is 20ffi.
DESCRIPTION :: investor has no reserve funds and is married and has dependents

Then 1) it is definiæ (Iffi%o) tlat

RULEOS9

If

I

reserve funds is gre¿ìter than the amount of type 2 reserve funds,
reserved for emergency or safety purposes
is the amount of type I reserve funds, and
2) it is definite (lNVo) that the âmount available for investrnent after liabilities and reserve
funds deductions is lthe amount available for investment after any necessary liabilities
deductions minus the amount of money reserved for emergency or safety pu¡posesl.
DESCRIPTION
find the appropriate amount of reserve funds and the net investment amount for an
investor

the amount of type

Then 1) it is dehnite (l@Vo) that the amount of money

::

RUT,EOgO

If

the amount of type 1 reserve funds is less than or equal to the amount of type 2 reserve funds,
GA07o) that the amount of money reserved for emergency or safety purposes
is the amount of type 2 reserve funds, and
2) it is definite (I00%o) that tìe amount available for investnent after liabilities and reserve
funds deductions is [the amount available for investment afær any necessary liabilities
deductions minus the amount of money reserved for emergency or safety purposesl.
find the appropriate amount of reserve funds and the net investment amount for
DESCRIPTION
investor

Then 1) it is def,rnite

::

LIABILITIBS.INFORMATION.RULES
RULEO24

if

1) the affordable risk level associated with having long-term loans is known, and
2) the affordable risk level associaæd with having long-term loans is less than dummy liabilities
risk level,

Then it is definite

QA07o) that dummy liabilities risk level is the affordable risk level associated wit}l
having long-term loans.
DESCRIPTION :: calculaæ the lowest liabilities risk level

ANTECEDENT:: YES
RULEO25

If

1) the affordable risk level associated with having mortgages is known, and
2) the affordable risk level associated with having mortgages is less tlnn dummy liabilities

risk

level,

Then it is definite

(l@Vo) that dummy liabilities risk level is the affordable risk level associated with
having mortgages.
DESCRIPTION :: calculaæ the lowest liabilities risk level

ANTECEDENT:: YES
RULEO26

If

1) the affordable
2) the affordable

risk level associated with having car loans is known, and
risk level associated with having car loans is less than dummy liabiliries risk

level,

Then it is definite (lNVo)

that dummy liabilities risk level is the affordable risk level associated witll
having car loans.
DESCRIPTION :: calculate the lowest liabilities risk level

ANTECEDENT:: YES
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R.ULEO27

If

1) the affordable liquidity level associaæd with having long-term loans is known, and
2) the affordable liquidity level associated with having long-term loans is greater than dummy

liabilities liquidity level,
definiæ (IWEI) that dummy liabilities liquidity level
associated wittr having long-term loans.
DESCRIPTION :: calculaæ the highest liabilities liquidity level

Then ir is

is the

affordable liquidity level

ANTECEDENT:: YES
RULEO23

TfT

2)

the affordable liquidity level associaæd with having mortgages is known, and
the affordable liquidity level associated with having mortgages is greaær than dummy

liabilities liquidity level,
dehniæ (lNVo) that dummy liabilities liquidity level

Then it is

is the affordable liquidity

level

associated with having mortgages.
calculaæ the highest liabilities liquidity level
DESCRIPTION
ANTECEDENT:: YES

::

RULEO29

the affordable liquidity level associaæd with having car loans is known, and
liquidity level associaæd with having car loans is greater than dummy

2) the affordable

liabilities liquidity level,
definite (l00Eo) that dummy liabilities liquidity level

Then it is

is the affordable liquidity

level

associated with having car loans.
DESCRIPTION
calculate the highest liabilities liquidity level
ANTECEDENT:: YES

::

RUI-EO3O

If

the investor does not have liabiliries,
ir is definite (lCf'Vo) that the risk level associaæd with having liabilities is high level of risk,

Then 1)

and

2) it is definite
3)

(ICf%o) that the liquidity level associated with having liabilities is low level of
liquidity, and
it is def,rniæ (lffiEo) that the amount available for investment after any necessâry liabilities
deductions is the total investment amounl

DESCRIPTION

::

investor does not have liabilities

RULEO3l

If

1) the types of liabilities is Short-Term Loans, and
2) the remaining amount of short-term loans is known, and
3) the number of years left for pâying off the investor's short-term
to 2,

Then 1) it is definite (l@Vo) that the amount of short-term

loans

loans is less than or equal

is the remaining amount of

short-term loans, and
2) it is definiæ (lÞ%o) that short-term liabilities is applicable.
DESCRIPTION :: short-term loans
RULEO32

If

1)

2)

the types of liabilities is Long-Term Loans, and
the remaining amount of long term loans is known, and
tne number õf years left for paying off the invesúor's long-term loans is less than or equal

¡)
to 2,
Then l) it is definiæ (lÞ%o) that the amount
ærm loans, and

2) it is definite (lW%o) that short-term
DESCRIPTION

::

of long-ærm loans is the remaining amount of long

liabilities is applicable'

long-ærm loans due in short-term
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R.UT.EO33

If

1) the types of liabilities is Mortgage Payments, and
2) tlre remaining amount of mortgage debts is known, and
3) the number of years left for paying off ttre mortgages is less than or equal to 2,

Then 1) it is definiæ (lW%o) tiat the amount of mortgage debts is the remaining

amount of mortgage

debts, and

2) it is definite (l@Vo) that short-term liabilities is applicable.
DESCRIPTION

::

mortgage payments due

in short-term

RULEO34

Then

1) the types of liabilities is Car Payments, and
2) the remaining amount of car payments is known, and
3) the number of years left for paying off the car loans is less than or equal to 2,
1) it is dehnire (lm%o) rlnt the amount of ca¡ payments is the remaining amount of ca¡
payments, and

2) it is definite (1N7o) that short-term
DESCRIPTION

::

car payments due

liabilities is applicable.

in short-term

RULEO35

If

1)

2)
3)

Then 1)

2)

the types of liabilities is Long-Term Loans, and
the amount of long-term loans

still owe after the deduction of the payments for the flrst two

years is less than or equal ¡o 5000, and
the number of years left for paying off the investor's long-ærm loans is greater fhart 2,
it is definite (lNVo) that the affordable risk level associated with having long-term loans is

high level of risk, and

it is definite (Iffi%o) ttrat the affordable liquidity level associated with having long-term loans
is low level of liquidity.
DESCRIPTION :: small amount of long-term loans due in long term
RULEO36

If

l) the types of liabilities is Long-Term Loans, and
2) the amount of long-term loans still owe after the deduction of the payments for the fi¡st two
3)

Then 1)

years is greater than 5000, and
ihe number of years left for paying off the invesúor's long-term loans is grcater tlnn 2,
ir is definiæ (l00%o) that the affordable risk level associated with having long-term loans is

low level of ¡isk, and

2) it is definite (lCfJ{lo) rtnt the affordable

liquidity level associated with having long-term loans

is medium level of liquiditY.
DESCRIPTION :: large amount of long-term loans due in long term
RULEO3T

If

l)
2i

3)
Then f)

the types of liabilities is Mortgage Payments, and
the amount of mortgage debts still owe after the deductions of payments for the first two
years is grcat€r than 5000, and
ihe number of years left for paying off the mortgages is greater than 2,
it ¡ definiæ 1t[f,7o) ttrat the affordable risk level associated with having mortgages is low

level of risk, and

(lffiVo) that the affordable liquidity level associated with having mortgages is
medium level of liquiditY.
DESCRIPTION :: large amount of mortgage payments due in long term

2) it is definiæ

RULEO3s

f--Ït

Zi
3)

the types of liabilities is Mortgage Payments, and tne amount of mortgage debts still owe after the deductions of payments for the
years is less than or equal ¡o 5000, and
ihe number of years lert for paying off the mortgages is greater than 2,
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that ttre affordable risk level associated with having mortgages is high

level of rish and
2) ir is def,rniæ (lW%o) that the affordable liquidity level associaæd with having mortgages
low level of liquidity.
DESCRIPTION :: small amount of mortgage payments due in long term

is

RULEO39

If

1) the types of liabilities is Car Payments, and
2) the amount of car payment still owe after the deductions of payments for the f,irst two yeårs

is less than or equal to 5000, and
the number of years left for paying off the car loans is greater ¡han 2,
Then l) ir is definiæ (l00Vo) that the affordable risk level associated wittr having car loans is high
level of risk, and
2) it is definite (1007o) that the affordable liquidity level associated with having ca¡ loans is
low level of liquidity.
DESCRIPTION :: small amount of ca¡ payments due in long term

3)

RULEO¿IO

If

1) the types of liabiliúes is Car Payments, and
2) the amount of car payment still owe after the deductions of payments for the first two years

is greater than 5@0, and
the number of years left for paying off the car loans is gteater than 2,
Then 1) it is definite (ICf'EI) that the affordable risk level associaæd with having ca¡ loans is low
level of risk, and
2) it is definiæ (lCÐVo\ that the affordable liquidity level associated with having car loans is
medium level of liquidity.
DESCRIPTION :: large amount of car payments due in long term

3)

RULEO4l

If

1)

the types of liabilities is Long-Term Loans, and

2) the remaining amount of long term loans is known, and
3) the number of years left for paying off the investor's long-term loans is greater than 2, and
4) open-end long-term loans is not true,

Then 1) it is definiæ (IO0Vo)

that the amount of long-term loans is [[the remaining amount of long
term loans divided by the number of years left for paying off the investor's long-term loansl
times 21, and
2) it is defîniæ (lCÐVo) that the amount of long-term loans still owe after the deduction of the
paymenß for the f,irst two years is [the remaining amount of long term loans minus the
amount of long-term loans], and
3) it is definite (lNVo) that long-ærm closed-end liabilities.
long-term closed-end loans
DESCRIPTION

::

R.ULEO42

If

1)

ttre types of liabilities is Mortgage Payments, and

2) the remaining amount of mortgage debts is known, and
3) the number of years left for paying off the mortgages is greater than 2, and
4) open-end mortgage payments is not true,
Then 1) ir is dehniæ (l00Eo) that the arnount of mortgage debts is [[the remaining amount of
morrgage debts divided by the number of years left for paying

off the mortgagesl times

21,

and

2) it is dehnite

(I@Vo) that the amount of mofgage debs still owe after the deductions of
payments for the first two years is lthe remaining amount of mortgage debts minus the
amount of mortgage debtsl, and
3) it is dehnite (IN%o) that long-term closed-end liabilities.
DESCRIPTION :: closed-end mortgage payments
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RUI.EO43

If

Then

1)

the types of liabilities is Car Payments, and

2) the remaining amount of car payments is known, and
3) the number of years left for paying off the ca¡ loans is greater than 2, and
4) open-end car payments is not t¡ue,

of ca¡ payments is [[the remaining amount of ca¡
of years left for paying off the car loansl times 21, and
is definite (lw%o) that the amount of car payment still owe after the deductions of

1) it is def,rniæ (lN%o)

that the amount.

payments divided by the number

2) it

payments for the f,irst two years is [the remaining amount of car payments minus the amount
of car paymentsl, and
3) it is definite (lNVo) that long-term closed-end liabilities.
closed-end car payments
DESCRIPTION

::

RULEO44

Then

1) the types of liabilities is Long-Term Loans, and
2) the remaining amount of long term loans is known, and
3) the number of years left for paying off ttre inves¡or's long-ærm loans is greater than 2, and
4) open-end long-term loans,
1) it is definite (IN%o) flrat open-end long-term loans is the remaining amount of long term
loans, and

2) it is definite (INVo) that long-term open-end liabilities.
DESCRIPTION

::

long-ærm open-end loans

RULEO45

If

1) the types of liabilities is Mortgage Paynents, and
2) the remaining amount of mortgage debts is known, and
3) the number of years left for paying off the mortgages is greater than 2, and
4) open-end mortgage payments,

Then 1) it is definite (l00%o)

that open-end mortgage payments is the remaining amount of mortgage

debts, and

2) it is definite (lffiVo) that long-term open-end liabilities.
DESCRIPTION

::

open-end mortgage debts

RULEO4ó

If

Then

1)

the types of liabilities is Car Payments, and

2) the remaining amount of car payments is known, and
3) the number of years left for paying off the car loans is greater than 2, and
4) open-end car payments,
1) it is definite

(1ffi7o) that open-end car payments is the remaining a¡nount of car payments,

and

2) it is deñnite
DESCRIPTION

::

(lW%o) that long-term open-end liabilities.

open-end cår pâyments

RULEO4T

Then

1) the investor does have liabilities, and
2) the affordable risk level associated with having long-term loans is known, and
3) the affordable risk level associated with having mortgages is known, and
4) the affordable risk level associated with having car loans is known, and
5) the affordable liquidity level associated lvith having long-term loans is lnown, and
6) the affordable liquidity level associaæd with having mortgages is known, and
7) rhe affordable liquidiry level associaæd with having ca¡ loans is known,
1) ir is def,rniæ (lWEo) rhat the risk level associated with having liabilities is dummy liabilities
risk level, and

2) ir is dehnite (1ffi7o)

rhat ttre liquidity level associated with having liabilities

is

dummy

liabilities liquidity level, and

3) it is definite (Lþd/o) ùat rhe amount oi liabilities that the invesior should pay off directly
amount of open-end long-term liabilities plus the 0otal amount of short-term
tia¡ititiesl plus the approximaæ amount of long-term liabilities that needed to be paid within

is [[toøl

two'yearsl, and
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4) it is definiæ (lw%o) that the amount available

for investment after any necessary liabilities
deductions is lthe total invesUnent amount minus the amount of liabüities that the investor
should pay off directlyl.
DESCRIPTION
calculaæ liabilities risk a¡rd liquidity levels and total amount of liabilities due in
short-term

::

RULEOT9

If

l)

2)

the investor does have liabilities, and
short-term liabilities is applicable,

Then ir is dehnite (L00Vo) that the total amount of shof-term liabilities is [[[the amount of long-ærm
loans plus the amount of mortgage debtsl plus the amount
of short-term loansl.
calculaæ fotal amount of short-term liabilities
DESCRIPTION

of car paymentsl plus the amount

::

RULEOSO

If

1) the invesúor does have liabilities, and
2) have long-brm open-end liabilities,

Then it is dehnite (I@7o) that toøl

amount of open+nd long-term liabilities
loans plus open-end mortgage paymentsl plus open-end car paymensl.
DESCRIPTION
calculaæ total amount of all open-end loans

is l[open-end long-term

::

RULEOSl

If

1)

the investor does have liabilities, and

2) long-term closed-end liabilities,
Then 1) it is definiæ (INVo) that the approximate
2)

amount of long-term liabilities that needed to be
paid within two-years is [[the amount of long-term loans plus the amount of mortgage debts]
plus the amount. of car paymentsl, and
it is definite (I007o) that the total amount of closed-end loans is [[[the approximate amount
of long-term liabilities that needed to be paid within two-years plus the amount of car
payment still owe afær the deductions of payments for the first two yearsl plus the amount
of mortgage debts still owe after the deductions of payments for the first two yearsl plus
the amount of long-term loans still owe after the deduction of the payments for the flr¡st two
yea¡s1.

DESCRIPTION

::

calculate tot¿l amount

of all closed-end

loans

SPOUSE.INFORMATION.RULES
RULEO50

If

l)

the age of spor¡se is over or equal !o 18, and

2) the age of spouse is less than or equal to 35,
Then 1) it is definiæ QNqo) that the level of risk associated with tìe age of spouse is high level
of risk,

and

2) it is definiæ (l@Vo) that the level of liquidity associaæd with the age of spouse is low level
of liquidity.
DESCRIPTION

::

spouse

is young

RULEO5l

If

l)

the age of spouse is over 35, and

2) the age of spouse is less than or equal to 55,
Then 1) it is definite (lW%o) that the level of risk associated
of risk,

2) it is definiæ (IffiVo)

that the level of liquidiry associated with the age

level of liquidity.
DESCRIPTION

::

with the age of spouse is medium level

and

spouse

is middle-aged
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R.ULÐ052

If

the age of spouse is over 55,
that the level of risk associaæd with the age of spouse is low level of

Then l) it is definiæ (l@Vo)

2)

risk, and

it is deñnite (l@7o) that the level of liquidity
of liquidity.
DESCRIPTION :: spouse is old

associated with the age of spouse is high levet

RULEO53

If

the health condition of spouse is Excellent,

Then 1) it is definiæ (lW%o) that the level of risk associaæd with the health condition of spouse is
high level of risk, and

2) it is definiæ (l@7o) that the level of liquidity associated

with the health condition of

spouse

is low level of liquidity.
DESCRIPTION

::

spouse has excellent health

RULEO54

If

the heatth condition of spouse is Good,
that the level of risk associated with the health condiúon of spouse is
medium level of risk, and
2) it is definiæ (lW%o) ttxat the level of liquidity associated with the health condition of spouse
is low level of liquidity.
DESCRIPTION :: spouse has good health

Then 1) it is def,rniæ (lC0Vo)

R[.JLEO55

If

1)

the healti condition of spouse is Fair, or
the health condition of spouse is Bad,
Then l) it is definiæ (1007o) that the level of risk associated with the health condition of spouse is
low level of risk, and
2) it is definiæ (lW%o) that the level of liquidity associated with the health condition of qpouse
is high level of liquidity.
DESCRIPTION :: spouse has fair or bad health

2)

RULEO56

If

the employment stâtus of spouse is Sæady Job or Business,

Then 1) it is definite (lW%o) that the level of risk associaæd

with the employment status of spouse
is high level of risk, and
2) it is definiæ (INVo) that the level of liquidity associaæd with the employment staus of
spouse is low level of liquidity.
DESCRIPTION :: spous€ has steady job or business
R{.JLEO57

If

1)

2)

Then 1)

the employment stâtus of spouse is Part-time Job o'r Unsteady Business, or
the employment status of spouse is No Job or Business,
it is deñnite (l@7o) that the level of risk associaæd with the employment stâtus of spouse

is low level of risk, and

2) it is definite Qffifo) that the level of liquidity associaæd with the employment

is high level of liquidity.
DESCRIPTION :: spouse has part-time job, unsteady business, or no job or business

status of

spouse

RULEOsE

If

spouse has

pnsion plan,

Then it is definite (læ7o)

that the level of risk associated with pension plan

level of risk
DESCRIPTION

::

spouse has pension plan
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does not have pension

Then it is dehniæ (l@7o)
of risk.
DESCRIPTION

::

Appendix D

plan,

that the level of risk associaæd with pension plan of spouse is low level

spouse does not have pension plan

RTJLEOdO

If

1) the age of spouse is known, and
2) the he¿lth condition of spouse is known, and
3) the employment status of spouse is known, and
4) spouse has pension plan is known,

Then 1) it is definite (lNVo) tlnt

the affordable risk level of spouse is [[[[ttte level of risk assæiaæd
wittr the age of spouse plus the level of risk associated with the health condition of spousel
plus the level of risk associaæd with the employment status of spousel plus the level of risk
associated with pension plan of spousel divided by 41, and
2) it is definite (l@7o) that the affordable liquidity level of spouse is tttúte level of liquidity
associated with rtre age of spouse plus the level of liquidity associaæd with the health
condition of spousel plus the level of liquidity associated with the employment st¿tus of
spousel divided by 31.
DESCRIPTION :: calculaæ the risk and liquidiry prohles of spouse

DEPENDENT-CIRC T.JMSTANCES-RULES
RI.JI.EO6l

If

Then

1)

2)

l)

the ma¡ital status of fhe investor is not Married, and
need to support dependents is not tn¡e,

it is definiæ (1ffi7o) that

the level of risk associaæd with the dependent cftcumstances of
the investor is high level of risk, and
2) it is definiæ (l00%o) that the level of liquidity associaæd with the dependent circumstances
of the investor is low level of liquidity.
DESCRIPTION
invesúor is not married and has no dependent

::

RI.JI,EO62

If

l)

2)

the marital status of the investor is Manied, and
need fo suppoÍ dependents is not true,

Then 1) it is definiæ OWqo)

that the level of risk associaæd with the dependent circumsfances of
the investor is the affordable risk level of spouse, and
2) it is definite (l@7o) tïat the level of liquidiry associated with the dependent circumstances
of the investor is the affordable liquidity level of spouse.
DESCRIPTION
investor is married but has no other dependents

::

RULEOó3

If

1)

the marital status

of the investor is not Married,

and

2) rhe affordable risk level associated with supporting parenfs is known, and
3) the affordable risk level associated with supporting children over 16 years old is known, and
4) the affordable risk level associated with supporting children under 16 years old is known,
5)
6)
7)

and

the affordable liquidity level associated with supporting parenfs is known, and
the affordable liquidity level associated with supporting child¡en over 16 years old is known,
and

the affordable liquidity level associaæd with supporting children under 16 yems old is
known,

Then 1) it is def,iniæ

(lN%o) thæ the level of risk associaæd with the dependent circumstances of
the investor is dummy dependent risk leve!, and
2) it is definiæ (lN%o) that the level of liquidity associated with the dependent circumsfances
of the investor is dummy dependent liquidity level.
DESCRIPTION
calculate the risk and liquidity levels of the inves¡or's dependents

::
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RULEO64

If

1) the marital ståtus of the investor is Ma¡ried, and
2) the affordable risk level associaæd with supporting parcnfs is known, and
3) the affordable risk level associated witlt supporting children over 16 years old is known, and
4) the affordable risk level associated with supponing children under 16 years old is known,

5)
6)
7)
8)

and

the affordable risk level of spouse is known, and
the affordable liquidity level associated with supporting parents is known, and
the affordable liquidiry level associaæd with supporting children is known, and
the affordable liquidity level associated with supporting child¡en under 16 years old is
known, and
9) the affordable liquidity level of spouse is known,
Then l) it is def,inite (1ffi7o) that the level of risk associaæd with the dependent circumsrances of
the investor is dummy dependent risk level, and
2) it is definiæ (IN%o) that the level of liquidity associated with the dependent ci¡cumstances
of the investor is dummy dependent liquidity level.
DESCRIPTION :: calculate the risk and liquidity levels of the investor's dependents
RULEO65

If

l) invesor need ¡o support dependents, and
the types of dependent is Pa¡ents or Senior Dependents,
Then l) it is definiæ (lNVo) that the affordable risk level associated with supporting
2)

parents is

medium-low level of risk, and
2) it is definite (lffiEo) that the affordable liquidity level associaæd with supporting parenrs is
high level of liquidity.
DESCRIPTION :: the risk and liquidity levels associated with supporting parents or senior dependents
RULEO66

If

l)
Then l)

2)

invesor need

ûo support dependents, and

the types of dependent is Older Children,
it is definiæ (lW%o) that the affordable risk level associaæd with supporting children over
16 years old is medium level of risk, and
2) it is definiæ (lWEo) that the affordable liquidity level associated with supporting children
over 16 years old is medium level of liquidity.
DESCRIPTION :: the risk and liquidity levels associaæd with supprting older child¡en
RULEO6T

If

Then

1)

investor need to support dependenfs, and

l)

it

2)

the types

of

dependent

is Younger Children,

is definiæ (l@Vo) that the affordable ¡isk level associated with supporting children under
16 yean old is low level of risk, and
2) it is definiæ (l@Eo) that the affordable liquidity level associated with supporting child¡en
under 16 years old is high level of liquidity.
DESCRIPTION :: the risk and liquidity levels associaæd with supporting younger children
RULEO6S

If

l)

2)

the affordable risk level associated with supporting parents is known, and
the affordable risk level associaæd with supporting parents is less than dummy dependent

risk level,

Then it

is definiæ (lWEo) that dummy dependent risk level is the affordable risk level associaæd wirh

supporting parents.

DESCRIPION :: find the lowest dependent risk level
ANTECEDENT:: YES
RULEO69
If

1\

thc qffnrdrhlp

2)

the affordable risk level associated with supporting children over 16 years old is less tlnn
dummy depndent risk level,

ricÞ lprrpl accmiafarl

rrrilh
crrnm*inc
r'¡E¡ ùuyl,vrs¡¡6
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Then it is definite (lCÐEo) that dummy dependent risk level is the affordable

risk level associated with

supporting child¡en over 16 years old.
DESCRIPTION
find the lowest dependent risk level

::

ANTECEDENT::

YES

RUT,EOTO

If

1)

2)

the affordable risk level associated with supporting children unde¡ 16 years old is known,
and

the affordable risk level associated with supporting children under 16 years old is less than
dummy dependent risk level,
Then it is definite (lWEo) ttrat dummy dependent risk level is the affordable risk level associated with
supporting child¡en under 16 years old.
DESCRIPTION :: find the lowest dependent risk level

ANTECEDENT::

YES

RULEOTl

If

1)

2)

the affordable risk level
the affordable risk level

Then it is definite (lNEo)
DESCRIPTION

::

ANTECEDENT::

of
of

spouse is known, and
spouse is less than dummy dependent risk level,
that dummy dependent risk level is the affordable risk level

find the lowest dependent risk level

of

spouse.

YES

RULEOT5

If

l)

the affordable liquidity level associated with supporting parents is known, and
the affordable liquidity level associated with supporting parents is greaær than dummy
dependent liquidiry level,
Then it is definite (lW%o) that dummy dependent liquidity level is the affordable liquidity level
associated with supporting parents.
DESCRIPTION
find the highest dependent liquidity level

2)

::

ANTECEDENT::

YES

RULEOT6

If

1)

2)

the affordable liquidity level associaæd with supporting children over 16 years old is known,
and
the affordable liquidity level associated with supporting child¡en over 16 years old is greaær

than dummy dependent liquidity level,
def,rnite (lNEo) that dummy dependent liquidiry level
associated with supporting children over 16 years oldDESCRIPTION
find the highest dependent liquidity level

Then it is

is the affordable liquidity

level

::

ANTECEDENT::

YES

RIjLEO77

If

l)

the affordable liquidiry level associated wiftr supporting children under 16 years old is
known, and
2) the affordable liquidity level associated with supporting child¡en under 16 years old is greater
than dummy dependent liquidity level,
Then it is definiæ (lW%o) that dummy dependent liquidity level is the affordable liquidity level
associated with supporting children under 16 years old.
DESCRIPTION :: find the highesf dependent liquidity level

ANTECEDENT:: YFS
RULEOTS

If

l)

2)

the affordable liquidity level
the affordable liquidity level

Then it is def,rniæ
spouse.

DESCRIPTION

::

ANTECEDENT::

of
of

spouse is known, and
spouse is greater than dummy dependent

liquidity level,

(læEo) that dummy dependent liquidiry level is the affordable liquidity level of
f,rnd the highest dependent liquidity level
YES
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RECOMMENDATTONS.RULES
RULEOS2

l--T

the investor does have liabilities, and

2) tle investor has reserve funds for safety purpses
3) the investor should not invest,

is not true, and

Then it is definiæ (l@9o)

that Your invesÍnent limitation is: Your investment potential is limited
because your total amount of liabilities and reserve funds deductions exceed your total
investnent amount. The straægy we recommend is to keep part of your investment funds for
emergency or safety purposes and to pay off your liabilities on the due dates. It is usually
betær ¡o pay off your liabilities directly provided you are allowed !o do so. The following
summarized your liabilities information as well as the approximate amount of reserve funds thæ
you should have. Information on the amount of reserve funds. Information on the amount of
any short-ærm liabilities. Information on the amount of any closed-end liabilities. Information

on the amount of any open-end liabilities. Information on the remaining investment amount after
the deduction of reserve funds.
DESCRIPTION
investor has liabilities and has no reserve funds and not very suitable for investrnent

::

RULEO33

If

l)

the investor does not have liabilities, and

2) the investor has reserve funds for safery purposes, and
3) the investor should not invest,
Then it is definite (lCÐEo) that You¡ investment limitation is: You¡ investrnent

poæntial is limiæd

because your total amount of liabilities due in short-term exceeds your total investment amount.
The strategy we recommend is to pay off your liabilities on thet due daæs. It is usually bener
to pay off your liabilities directly provided you âre allowed to do so. The following summarized
your liabilities information: Informæion on the amount of any short-term liabilities. Information
on the amount of any open-end liabilities. Information on the amount of any closed-end

liabilities.
DESCRIPTION :: invesûor has liabilities and has reserve funds and not very suitable for investment
R.ULEO84

If

l)

ttte investor does not have liabilities, and

2) the investor has reserve funds for safety purposes is not Eue, and
3) the investor should not invest,
Then it is defrniæ (lt07o) that Your investment limitation is: Yor¡¡ investment

potential is limited
because you have not kept any reserve funds and your total investnent amount is limiæd.
According to your personal and financial information, the snaægy we recommend is to keep
your investment in savings accounts for emergency or safety puryoses.
DESCRIPTION
investor has no reserve funds or liabilitie,s and not very suitable for invesfinent

::

RTJI.EO85

If

Then

1) ttÞ level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is known,

2)
3)

and

the level of liquidity which is appropriate fm you is lnown, and
ttte total investment amount is known,
it is definiæ (lMEo) that Investment Consultation for the investor is: Financial Planning for the
name of the investor. You¡ Otal investment amount is : $ the tot¿l invesrnent amount. The
risk level which is appropriate for you is : the level of risk which is appropriate for you. The
liquidify level which is appropriaæ for you is : the level of liquidity which is appropriaæ for
you.

DESCRIPTION

::

information on the investnent prof,rles of the investor

RULEOgl

If

short-term liabilities is applicable,

Then it is deflrniæ

OWqo) that the information on the amount of any short-term liabilities
total amount of short-term liabilities is: $ the total amount of short+erm liabilities.
DESCRIPTION :: information on short-term liabilities
161
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RULÐO92

If

long-term closed-end liabilities is applicable,
is defirniæ (lffiEo) that the informalion on t}re amount of any closed-end liabiliries is: You¡
total amount of long-ferm liabilities which cannot be paid in lumpsum is: $ the total amount
of closed-end loans , and you need to pay off approximately $ fhe approximate amount. of
long-term liabilities that needed to be paid within two-yeårs of this amount in short-ærm.
DESCRIPTION :: informaúon on closed-end liabilities

Then it

R.ULEO93

If

long-ærm open-end liabilities is applicable,
that the information on the amounf of any opn+nd tiabilities is: You¡
total amount of liabilities due in long-term but can be paid in lump-sum is: $ total amount of
open-end long-ærm liabilities.
DESCRIPTION :: information on open-end liabilities

Then it is definite (l@7o)

RULEO94

If

the invesúor has reserve funds for safety pu¡poses is not true,
on t}te amount of reserve funds is: You have not kept
any reserve funds. Therefore, according to yor¡r personal and financial prof,rles, we recommend
you to keep approximately $ the amount of money reserved for emergency or safecy purposes
for emergency or safety purposes. You can invest your reserve funds in savings accounts,

Then it is def,rniæ (lW%o) that the information

Canada Savings Bonds or redeemable term-deposits.
keeping reserve funds for emergency or safety puryoses

DESCRIPTION

::

RULEO95
If
the investor should invest,
Then it is definite (lNVo) that Your invesünent strategy is Invesünent Strategy: Information on the
âmounl of reserve funds. Investor has liabilities but cân still do investment. We recommend
you to invest $ tlre amount available for investment after liabilities and reserve funds deductions
in the following types of investment vehicle with thei¡ investment distributions. Please consult
Personal Financial Planning [I for frrrthe¡ information on the appropriate types of investment
vehicle.

DESCRIPTION

::

i¡vestor is suitable for investrnent

RULEO96

iÎl

the invesûor does have liabilities, and
the invesfor should invest,
Then it is definite (1@7o) that the investor has tiabilities but can still do investrnent is: We
recommend you to keep approximaæly $ the amount of liabilities that the inves¡or should pay
off directly for paying off your liabilities in short-term. You can invest tlre above amount in
savings accounts, Canada Savings Bonds or redeemable termdeposits. It is rsually becer fo pay
off your liabilities directly provided you are allowed !o do so. The following summarized your
liabilities information: Information on the amount of any short-term liabilities. Information on
the amount of any openænd liabilities. Informarion on the amount of any closed-end liabilities.
DESCRIPTION :: investor is suitable for investment but has liabilities

2)

R.ULEO97

If

Then

1)

the investor does not have liabilities, and

2) the investor has reserve funds for safety purposes is not true, and
3) the investor should not invest, and
4) [the otal investment amount minus tlle amount of money reserved for emergency or safety

l)

purposesl is greater than 0,
it is deñniæ (lNVo) that the amount available for paying off liabilities after the deductions
of reserve funds is [the ¡otat investment amount minus fhe amount of money reserved for
emergency or safety purposesl, and
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on the remaining investment âmount after the
You can invest the remaining $ the amount available for

QA07o) that the information

of reserve funds

is:

paying off liabilities afær the deductions of reserve funds in short-ærm investrnenf and use
this amount to pay off your liabilities on thei¡ due dates.
DESCRIPTION :: informalion on the amount available for paying off liabilities
RULEO99

If

l)

the level of risk which is appropriate for you is known, and

2) the level of liquidity which is appropriate for you is known, and
3) the amount available for investment after liabilities and reserve funds deductions is known,
4)
5)

Then 1)

2)
3)

and

Inves[ment Consultation for the investor is known, and

Your investment sraægy is known,
it is def,rniæ (l@7o) that the information on the investment profiles of tïe investor is the
name of the investor. The level of risk which is appropriate for you is You¡ risk factor.
The level of liquidiry which is appropriaæ for you is You¡ liquidity factor. Net investment
amount is the amount available for investment after liabilities and reserve funds deductions,
and

send data to an extemal location, and
send daø to an external location.

DESCRIPTION

::

ANTECEDENT::

export the information on úhe investor's invesf.ment prohles to an external file
YES
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"Fersonal Financial Planning m - PI.ANNER2"

GLOBAT- KE DATA,
PROMPTEVER :: Personal Financial Planning II - PLANNER2
This program uses the invesúor's risk and liquidity pmfrles as well as the amount
available for investment !o determine the appropriaæ types of investment vehicles for
the investor.
TITLE :: "Personal Financial Planning II"
"By: Clare Chung"
"@ The University of Manitoba"

NUMBER OF RULES ::

71

CHO OSE.INVESTMENT'.VEHIC LES.R{JLES

RULElOl

If

1)

the ty'pe of income reû]rn is Fixed, and
1) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium, or
2) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium-High, and
3) the number of invesfment vehicle types used is greater than or equal to l,
Then 1) it is definiæ (lNVo) that the amount invesæd in vehicle fype I is lthe percentage of
investment amount allocated to vehicle type 1 times the net investment amountl, and
2) retrieve data base values for several parameters.
DESCRIPTION :: choose invesrnenf, vehicle rype I which favors fixed income return

2)

RULEl02

If

1)

the type of income rehrn is Fixed, and
1) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium, or
2) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium-High, and
3) the number of investment vehicle types used is greater than or equat o 2,
Then 1) it is definiæ (I@Vo) that the amount invested in vehicle typ 2 is [the percentage of
investment amount allocated to vehicle fW 2 dmes the net investment amountl, and
2) retrieve daø base values for several parameters.
DESCRIPTION :: choose invesunent vehicle We 2 which favors fixed income return

2)

RULEl03

If

1)

the type of income rehrn is Fixed, and
the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium, or
2) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium-High, and
3) the number of investment vehicle types used is greaær than or equal to 3,
Then 1) it is definite (lW%o) that the amount invested in vehicle E)'pe 3 is lthe prcentage of
invesEnent amount allocated to vehicles rype 3 timas the net investrnent âmountl, and
2) retrieve data bas€ values for several pammeters.
DESCRIPTION :: choose investrnent vehicle type 3 which favors hxed income retum

2) l)

RIJLElO4

If

1)

the type of income return is Fixed, and
the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium, or
2) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium-High, and
3) the number of investment vehicle types used is greaær than or equal to 4,
Then 1) it is definiæ OWqo) that the âmount invesæd in vehicle type 4 is [the percentage of
i¡vestrnent amount allocated o vehicle type 4 times the net, investment amountl, and
2) retrieve daø base values for several parameters.
DESCRIPTION :: choose invesrnent vehicle typr- 4 which favon fxed income return

2) l)
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RUT-E105

if

the type of incorne return is Fixed, and
l) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium, or
2) ûþ level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium-High, and
3) the number of investment vehicle types used is greater than or equal o 5,
Then l) it is def,rnite (I007o) that the amount invested in vehicle type 5 is [the prcentage of
investnent amount allocated to vehicle type 5 times the net invesfrnent amountl, and
2) retrieve data base values for several pârâmeters.
DESCRIPTION :: choose invesrnent vehicle üyp€ 5 which favors fixed income return
1)

2)

RUI.E106

If

l)

2)

Then 1)
Z)

the net invesÍnent amount is over 0, and
the net investment amount is less than or equal to 3m,
it is definite (lþ%o) that the numbe¡ of investment vehicle types used is l, and
it is definiæ (1007o) tlnt the percentage of investment amount allocaæd to vehicle fype I

is l.

DESCRIPTION

::

number

of investment vehicle used is one and its invesÍnent distribution

RULElOT

rf

Then

1) the net investment amount is over 3000, and
2) the net investment amount is less than or equal to
1) it is definite (l00Vo) that the number of investment vehicle types used is 2, and
2) it is definiæ (lW%o) that the percentage of investment amount allocaæd to vehicle

lm,

is 0.6, and
3)

it is definiæ (lMVo) that the percentâge of investment
is 0.4.

DESCRIPTION
R.ULElOE

rf

Then

l)
2)
1)

2)
3)

4)

::

number

¿¡mount allocaæd

typ I

to vehicle typ 2

of investment vehicles used is ¡wo and their investment distributions

fhe net investrnent amount is over lffi, and
the net invesÍnent amount is less than or equal to 25000,
it is definiæ (100Vo) that the number of investment vehicle q¡pes used is 3, and
it is definiæ (INVo) rhat the percentage of investrnent amount alloc¿æd to vehicle type I
is 0.5, and
it is def,miæ (lNVo) that the percentage of investment amount allocaæd to vehicle typ 2
is 0.3, and
it is definite (l@70) that the percentage of invesÍnent amount allocated to vehicles rype 3

is 0.2.
DESCRIPTION

::

number

of investment vehicles used is three and their invesrnent distributions

RULElO9
r) the net investrnent amount. is over

rf

Then

2)
1)

2)
3)

4)
5)

25ffi,

and

the net investnent amount is less than or equal to 50000,
it is definiæ (lNVo) that the number of investment vehicle types used is 4, and
it is def,rniæ (lC0%o) that the [lercentâge of investment amount allocaæd to vehicle type 1
is 0.4, and
it is definiæ (l@7o) that the percentage of investrnent amount atlocaæd to vehicle typ 2
is 0.3, and
it is deñniæ (l@7o) that the percentâge of investment amount allocated to vehicles type 3
is 0.2, and
it is definite (lCÐVo) that the percentage of investment amount allocaæd to vehicle type 4

is 0.1.
DESCRIPTION

::

number

of investment vehicles used is four and their investment distributions
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R{-JLE110

If

the net investment amounf. is greater than 50ffi0,

Then 1) it is definiæ (l@Vo) that the number of investment vehicle types used is 5, and
2) it is definiæ (lWVo) that the percentage of investment amount allocaæd to vehicle type I
is 0.3, and

3) it is definite

(IN%o) that the percentâge of investment amount allocaæd to vehicle typ 2
is 0.3, and
4) it is definite (lW%o) tìat the percentage of investrnent amount allocaæd to vehicles type 3
is 0.2, and
5) it is definiæ (INVo) that the percentage of investment amount allocated ¡o vehicle fype 4
is 0.1, and
6) it is defTniæ (lN%o) that the percentage of investment amount allocaæd ¡o vehicle type 5
is 0.1.
DESCRIPTION :: number of investment vehicles used is five and their investment distributions
RULE116

If

1)

the type of income refirrn is Fixed, and

2)

retrieve data base values for several parameters.
choose the first invest¡nent vehicle type which favors fixed income rehrn

2) l) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Low, or
Ð Tfre level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium-Low, and
3) the number of investment vehicle types used is greater than or equal úo 1,
Then 1) it is dehnite (INVo) that tlte amount invested in vehicle tlpe I is lthe percentage of
investnent amount allocated to vehicle type I times f¡e net investment amountl, and
DESCRIPTION

::

RULE117

If

Then

l)

3)

the type of income rehrn is Fixed, and
1) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Low, or
2) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium-Low, and
the number of investment vehicle types used is greater than or equal o 2,

2)

rerieve data base values for several parameters.

2)

l) it is definiæ (lffiVo) that the amount invesæd in vehicle typ, 2 is [the percentage of
investrnent amount allocated to vehicle type 2 times the net investment amountl, and

DESCRIPTION

::

choose tl¡e second invesûnent vehicle t¡,pe which favors fixed income retum

RULE118

if-T

úre type of income renrrn is Fixed, and
the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Low, or
2) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium-Low, and
the number of investment vehicle types used is greater fhan or equal to 3,

2) l)
3)

l) it is dehniæ

(lWEo) that the amount invesæd in vehicle type 3 is [the percentage of
investment amount allocated to vehicles type 3 times the nef investrnent amountl, and
2) retrieve daø base values for several parameters.
DESCRIPTION
choose ttre third invesûnent vehicle type which favors fixed income retum

Then

::

RULE119

If

1)

2)

the rype of income reû¡rn is Fixed, and
1) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Low, or
2) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium-Low, and
tire number of investment vehicle types used is greater than or equal to 4,

3)
Then 1) it is defrnite

(lW%o) that the amount invested in vehicle type 4 is lthe percentage of
investment amount allocated to vehicle type 4 times the net investment amountl, and
2) retrieve data base values for several parameters.
DESCRIPTION
choose the fourth investrnent vehicle type which favors fixed income return

::
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RUX.E120

If

1)

the type of income retum is Fixed, and
1) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Low, or
2) the level of risk which is appropriate for you is Medium-Low, and
3) tie number of investment vehicle types used is greater than or equal o 5,
Then l) it is definiæ (INVo) that the amount invested in vehicle rype 5 is [the percentage of
investment amount allocated to vehicle type 5 times the net investrnent amountl, and
2) retrieve daø base values for several parameters.
DESCRIPTION :: choose the ffth investrnent, vehicle type which favors fixed income return

2)

RULE148

If

1)

2)
3)

Then 1)

2)

the type of income reûrn is Both, and
1) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium, or
2) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium-High, and
the number of investrnent vehicle types used is greater than or equal to 1,
it is definiæ (lNVo) that the amount invesæd in vehicle type 1 is [the percenøge of
invesftnent amount allocated to vehicle type I times the net investment amountl, and

rerieve data base values for several pammeters.

DESCRIPTION

::

choose investment vehicle type

I

\¡/hich favours fxed and variable income return

RULE149

If

1)

the type of income rehrrn is Both, and
1) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium, or
2) the level of risk which is appropriate for you is Medium-High, and
3) the number of investment vehicle types used is greater than or equal o 2,
Then 1) it is definiæ (l@Vo) that the amount invesæd in vehicle typ 2 is lthe percentage of
investrnent amount allocated ¡o vehicle typ 2 times the net investment amountl, and
2) retrieve data base values for several parameters.
DESCRIPTION :: choose investment vehicle type 2 which favours hxed and variable income rehrn

2)

R[.JI-8150

If

l)

of income rehrn is Bofh, and
l)the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium, or
2) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium-High, and
3) the number of investment vehicle types used is greater than or equal to 3,
Then 1) it is definiæ (lNVo) that the amount invested in vehicle rype 3 is [the percentage of
investnent amount allocated to vehicles type 3 times the net investment amountl, and
2) retrieve data base values for several pammeters.
DESCRIPTION :: choose invesrnent vehicle type 3 which favors fxed and variable income return

2)

the type

RULE151

If

l) the type of income return is Both, and
2) l) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium, or
2)

the level of risk which is appropriate for you is Medium-High, and
the number of investment vehicle types used is greater than or equal o 4,
Then 1) it is def,rniæ (lW%o) that the amount invested in vehicle typ 4 is lthe percentage of
invesÍnent arnount allocated ûo vehicle type 4 rimes the net investrnent amountl, and
2) retrieve daø base values for several parameters.
DESCRIPTION :: choose invesûnent vehicle type 4 which favors frxed and va¡iable income refurn

3)

RULE152

If

l) the type of income return is Both, and
2) 1) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium, or
2)

the level

of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium-High,

and

3) the number of inveslment vehicle types used is greater than or equal to 5,
Then 1) it is definiæ (lW%o) tfrat the amount invested in vehicle type 5 is [the Frcentage
2)

of

investnent amount allocated to vehicle type 5 times the net investment amountl, and

rerieve daø base values for several parameters.
:: choose invesEnent vehicle type 5 which favors f,xed and variable income return

DESCRIPTION
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RU[,8153

If

1)

the type of income renrrn is Both, and
1) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is l¡w, or
2) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium-Low, and
3) the number of investment vehicle types used is greater than or equal to 1,
Then 1) it is definite (lN%o) that the amount invested in vehicle type 1 is lthe prcentage of
investrnent, amount allocated to vehicle type I times the net investrnent amountl, and
2) retrieve dâta base values for several pa¡ameters.
DESCRIPTION :: choose invesfment, vehicle type I which favors f,rxed and variable income return

2)

RULE154

If

1)

the type of income ret¡rrn is Both, and
1) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Low, or
2) the level of risk which is appropriate for you is Medium-Low, and
3) the number of investment vehicle types used is greater than or equal to 2,
Then 1) it is dehniæ ]ffiqo) that ttre amount invesæd in vehicle fyp 2 is lthe Frcentåge of
investment amount allocated to vehicle type 2 times the net investment amountl, and
2) retrieve data base values for several parameters.
DESCRIPTION :: choose investment vehicle typ 2 which favors fixed and variable income return

2)

RULE155

If

1)

the type of income reh¡rn is Both, and
the level of risk which is appropriate for you is low, or
2) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium-Low, and
3)the number of investment vehicle types used is greater than or equal to 3,
Then 1) it is dehnite (lWEo) that the amount invesæd in vehicle type 3 is [the percentage of
investnent amount allocated to vehicles type 3 times the net investment amountl, and
2) retrieve data base values for several parameters.
DESCRIPTION :: choose investrnent vehicle type 3 which favors f,rxed and variable income return

2) l)

RULE156

If

l)

the type of income return is Both, and
the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Low, or
2) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium-Low, and
3) the number of investment vehicle types used is greater than or equal to 4,
Then 1) it is definite (lWEo) that the amount invested in vehicle type 4 is [the percentage of
investrnent amount allocated to vehicle type 4 times the net investment amountl, and
2) retrieve data base values for several parameters.
DESCRIPTION :: choose investment vehicle type 4 which favors fixed and variable income return

2) l)

RULE157

If

1)

ttre type of income rehrrn is Bofh, and
1) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Low, or
2) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium-Low, and
3) the number of investment vehicle types used is greater than or equal to 5,
Then
it is def,rniæ (lNVo) that the âmount invested in vehicle type 5 is lthe percentage of
investment amount allocated to vehicle type 5 times the net investment amount], and
2) retrieve data base values for several parameters.
DESCRIPTION
choose investrnent vehicle type 5 which favors fixed and variable income return

2)

l)

::

RULE158

If

1)

the type of income return is Va¡iable, and
the level of risk which is appropriate for you is Medium, or
2) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium-High, and
3) the number of investrnent vehicle types used is greater than or equal to 1,
Then 1) it is definite (10070) that the amount invested in vehicle rype I is lthe percentage of
investrnent amount allocated to vehicle type I times tlte net investrnent amountl, and
2) retrieve data base values for several parameters.
DESCRIPTION :: choose investrnent vehicle type 1 which favors variable income return

2) l)
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R.ULE159

if

1)

2)
3)

Then 1)

2)

the type of income reûrn is Variable, and
1) the level of risk which is appropriate for you is Medium, or
2) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium-High, and
the number of investment vehicle types used is greater than or eqt:nl tn 2,
it is def,rniæ (lNVo) that the amount invested in vehicle typ 2 is [the percentage of
investment amount allocated to vehicle tryp 2 times the net investment arnountl, and
retneve datå base values for several parameters.
choose invesÍnent vehicle type 2 which favours va¡iable income renrn

DESCRIPTION

::

RULEl60

If

1)

2)
3)

Then 1)

2)

the type of income rehrn is Variable, and
1) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium, or
2) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium-High, and
the number of invesLment vehicle typs used is greater tllan or equal o 3,
it is definiæ (lW%o) that the amount invested in vehicle type 3 is lthe percentage of
investment amount allocated to vehicles type 3 times the net investment amountl, and

refieve data base values for several parameters.
:: choose invesûnent vehicle type 3 which favors variable income return

DESCRIPTION
RULE161

If

l) the type of income return is Variable, and
2) 1) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium,
3)

or

2)

the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium-High, and
the number of investment vehicle types used is greater than or equal to 4,

Then 1) it is dehniæ (I@Vo) that the amount

invested in vehicle type 4 is [the percentage of
invesfment amounf allocated to vehicle type 4 times the net invesfment amountl, and
2) retrieve data base values for several parameters.
DESCRIPTION
choose investrnent vehicle type 3 which favors variable income return

::

RULE162

If

l) the type of income retum is Variable, and
2) 1) the level of risk which is appropriate for you is Medium, or
3)

2)

the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium-High, and
the number of investment vehicle types used is greater than or equal o 5,

l) it is dehniæ (lNVo)

that the amount invested in vehicle rype 5 is [the percentage of
investrnent amount allocated to vehicle type 5 times the net investment amountl, and
2) retrieve data base values for several parameters.
choose investrnent vehicle type 5 which favors variable income return
DESCRIPTION

Then

::

RULE163

If

1)

the type of income reûlü is variable, and
1) the level of risk which is appropriate for you is Low, or
2) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium-Low, and
3) the number of investrnent vehicle types used is greater than or equâl to l,
Then l) ir is definiæ (lW%o) that the amount invesæd in vehicle type I is lthe prcentage of
invesgnent amount allocated to vehicle type 1 times the net investment, amountl, and
2) retrieve data base values for several parameters.
DESCRIPTION :: choose investnent vehicle type I which favors variable income return

2)

RULE164

If

.F¡.^ll¡v¡¡

1)

2)
3)

the type of income return is Variable, and
1) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Low, or
2) the level of risk which is appropriate for you is Medium-Low, and
tlre number of investment vehicle types used is greater than or equal o 2,

1\
.I-fì-ira \rvv
11^ o/^\
/urr rhaf rha 4m^rrnf inwectprl in wahinle. n¡rre ? ic fthe nêrcentâse- ôf
¡l i¡
¡, ir
Ð uw¡¡¡uw
invesEnent amount allocated to vehicle type 2 times the net invesünent amountl, and
2) retrieve daø base values for several parameters.
choose investrnent vehicle typ 2 which favors variable income return
DESCRIPTION

::
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RULE165

If

1)

of income return is Va¡iable, and
1) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Low, or
2) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium-Low, and
3) the number of investment vehicle types used is greaær than or equal úo 3,
Then l) it is definiæ (lW%o) thæ the amount invested in vehicle typ 3 is lthe

2)

ttre type

percentage of
investrnent amount allocated t'o vehicles type 3 rimes the net investment amountl, and
2) retrieve data base values for several parameters.
DESCRIPTION
choose invesÍnent vehicle type 3 which favon variable income return

::

RULE16ó

If

l)

the type of income return is Va¡iable, and

2) 1) the level of risk which is appropriate for you is Low, or

2)the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium-Low, ând
the number of investment vehicle types used is greater than or equal to 4,
Then 1) it is definite (1ffi7o) that the amount invesæd in vehicle type 4 is [the percentâge of
invesEnent amount allocated to vehicle type 4 times the net investrnent amountl, and
2) retrieve data base values for several parameters.
DESCRIPTION :: choose investrnent vehicle typ 4 which favors variable income return

3)

R.ULE167

If

1)

the type of income rehrrn is Variable, and
1) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Low, or
2) the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you is Medium-Low, and
3) the number of investment vehicle types used is greater than or equal to 5,
Then l) it is definiæ (l@7o) that the amount invested in vehicle type 5 is lthe percentage of
investment amount allocated to vehicle type 5 times the net investrnent amountl, and
2) retrieve daø base values for several parulmeters.
DESCRIPTION :: choose invesfrnent vehicle type 5 which favors variable income return

2)

ENVIRONM ENT.FACT

OR

S.R ULE S

RULE138

If

l)

the current real interest rate is greater than 0, and
the current, real interest rate is less fhan or equal to 3,
is definite (l@Vo) that the investment return for the level of interest rate is variable income

2)

Then it

return.

DESCRIPTION

::

variable income rehrm for low level of interest rate

RULE139

If

1) the current real interest rate is grcåter than 3, and
2) the current real interest rate is less than or equal o

Then it is defîniæ

7,

(IN%o) that the investment rehrn for the level of interest rate is fixed and variable

income return.
DESCRIPTION :: fixed and variable income retum for medium level interest rate

RULEl4O

If

fhe cu¡rent, real interest rate is $eater ¡han 7,
(l@Vo) that the investment return for the level of inærest rate is hxed income

Then it is defîniæ
return,

DESCRIPTION

::

fixed income return for high level of interest rate
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RULE141

If

l)

the current price to earnings raúo is greåter fhan 0, and
the cu¡rent price to earnings ra[io is less t]ran or equal to 13,
is definite (lNEo) that the investment return for the level of price and earning ratio is variable

2)

Then it

income return.
DESCRIPTION :: variable income return for low level of price to earnings rario
RULE142

If

1)

the current price fo earnings ratio is greater than 13, and
the current price to earnings ratio is less than or equal to 17,
Then it is definiæ (lWEo) that the invesfment return for ttre level of price fo eârnings ratio is fixed
and variable income retum.
DESCRIPTION
fixed and variable income return for medium level price úo earnings ratio

2)

::

RULE143

If

the current price lo earnings ratio is greater than 17,
that the invesûnent return for the level

Then it is definite (lNEo)

of price to earnings ratio is firxed

income return.
DESCRIPTION :: f,rxed income return for high level of price fo earnings ratio
RULE144

If

l)

the curent real interest rate is known, and
the current price to eamings ratio is lnown,
Then it is definite (lN%o) that the renrrn factor for the type of income return is [[the level of interest
rate plus the level of price to earnings ratiol divided by 21.
DESCRIPTION :: calculate the income retum factor

2)

RULE145

If

l)

the return facûor for the type of income return is greater than or equal to 1, and
the return factor for the q¡pe of income return is less than or equal to 1.7,
Then it is definiæ (læEo) that the type of income return is Fixed.
DESCRIPTION :: f,rxed income rehrn

2)

RULE146

If

1)

the return factor for the type of income return is greâter than 1.7, and
the return factor for the type of income return is less than or equal to 2.3,
Then it is definite (lWEo) that the typ of income return is Both.
DESCRIPTION :: fxed and variable income return

2)

RULE147

If

l)

of income return is grcater than 2.3, and
of income rerurn is less than or equal to
Then it is definiæ (l@7o) that the type of income rehrn is Variable.

2)

the return factor for the type
the return factor for ttre type

DESCRIPTION

::

3,

variable income return

RULE168

If

1)

2)

the nominal interest rate is known, and
the in-flation rate is known,

Then it is definiæ

QWqo) that the current real interest rate

inflation ræel.
DESCRIPTION

::

calculaæ real interest rate
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ECOMMBNDATIONS-R ULES

R{JT,ElOO

If

l)

the level of risk which is appropriate for you is k¡own, and
for you is known, and

2) tlw level of liquidity which is appropriaæ
3) t}te net investment amount is known,

Then it is deñnite (Iffi%o) that Investment

Consultåtion for the investor is: Financial Planning for the
name of the invesfor. Your net investment amount is : $ the net invesEnent amount. The risk
level which is appropriaæ for you is : the level of risk which is appropriaæ for you. The
liquidity level which is appropriaæ for you is : the level of liquidity which is appropriaæ for
you.
DESCRIPTION
investrnent informaúon of investor

::

RULE11.1

If

1)

2)

Then 1)

2)

the number of investment vehicle types used is greater fhan or equat to l, and
fhe amount invested in vehicle type 1 is known,
it is def,rniæ QA0Vo) that the approximate investrnent amount allocated to investrnent vehicle
type I is [the greaæst integer not exceeding lthe amount invested in vehicle type I divided
by the denominations for investment vehicle fype ll times the denominations for investment
vehicle type ll, and
it is definiæ QWqo) that Investment Vehicle Type 1 is: Invest approximaæly $ the
approximaæ investrnent amount atlocaæd to investment vehicle type I in invesfrnent vehicle

type
DESCRIPTION

l.

::

amount

of investrnent in vehicle fype 1

RULE112

If

l)

2)

Then 1)

2)

the number of investment vehicle types used is greater than or equât to 2, and
the amount invested in vehicle typ 2 is known,
it is dehniæ (l@Vo) that the approximaæ investrnent amount allocated to investment vehicle
type 2 is [the geåtest integer not exceeding [the amount invested in vehicle typ 2 divided
by the denominations for invesEnent vehicle typ 2l times the denominations for investment
vehicle type 21, and
it is definiæ (lCÐVo) that Invessnent Vehicle Type 2 is: Invest approximaæly $ the
approximaæ investrnent amount allocaæd to investnent vehicle typ 2 in invesEnent vehicle

typ,2.
DESCRIPTION

::

amount

of invesrnent in vehicle typ

2

RI.JLE113

If

1)

2)

Then 1)

2)

the number of investrnent vehicle types used is greater than or equal to 3, and
the amount invested in vehicle type 3 is known,
it is definiæ (l@7o) that the approximate investnenf amount allocated to investrnent vehicle
type 3 is lthe g¡eatest integer not exceeding lthe amount invested in vehicle type 3 divided
by the denominations for investrnent vehicle type 3l times the denominations for investment
vehicle type 31, and
it is definiæ OWqo) that lnvestment Vehicle Type 3 is: Invest approximately $ the
approximate invesûnent amount allocaæd ûo investment vehicle type 3 in investment vehicle

tlpe
DESCRiPTION

3.

::

amount

of investrnent in vehicle type

3

RUI-E114

If

l)
Then l)

2)

the number of investment vehicle types used is gteater than or equal to 4, and
the amount invested in vehicle type 4 is known,
it is def,rniæ (lÞ%o) that the approximate investment amount allocated to invesrnent vehicle
tyçr- 4 is lthe greatest integer not exceeding [the amount invested in vehicle typ 4 divided
by the denominations for investrnenÊ vehicle type 4l times the denominations for i.nvestment
vehicle type 41, and
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2) ir is def,iniæ (lW%o) fhat Investrnent Vehicle Type 4 is:

Invest. approximaæly $ the
approximaæ investment amount allocaæd to invesEnent vehicle type 4 in invesEnent vehicle

type 4.
DESCRIPTION :: amount of investrnent in vehicle type 4
R.ULE115

If

1)

the number of investment vehicle types used is greaær Íhan or equal to 5, and
the amount invested in vehicle typ€ 5 is known,
Then 1) it is defrrniæ (lNVo) that the approximate investment amount allocaæd to investment vehicle
type 5 is [t]re greaæst inæger not exceeding [the amount invesæd in vehicle type 5 divided
by the denominations for investnent vehicle type 5l times the denominations for investment
vehicle type 51, and
2) it is definiæ (LN%o) that Investnent Vehicle Type 5 is: Invest approximaæly $ the
approximaæ invesEnent amount allocaæd to investment vehicle type 5 in investment vehicle
type 5.
DESCRIPTION :: amount of investnent in vehicle type 5

2)

R.ULEI36

If

1)

2)
3)
4)
5)

the
the
the
the
the

approximate
approximate
approximate
approximate
approximate

investment, amount allocated to investment vehicle type

I

is lnown, and

investment amount allocated to investrnent vehicle ryp 2 is known, and
investment amount allocated to investrnent vehicle type 3 is known, and
investrnent. amount allocated lo investment vehicle fype 4 is known, and
investrnent amount allæated to investrnent vehicle type 5 is known,

Then 1) it is dehnite (lNVo) ttnt

2)

the total amount distribuæd to the investment vehicle types is
[[[[the approximate investrnent amount alloc¿æd to investrnent vehicle type 1 plus the
approximate investment amount atlocaæd to invesrnent vehicle type 2l plus the approximaæ
invesment âmount allocaæd to invesEnent vehicle type 3l plus the approximate investment
amount allocaæd to investment vehicle type 4l plus the approximate investment amount
allocated to investrnent vehicle type 51, and
it is deflrnite (LNVo) ttnt You¡ investment disribution is: Investrnent Disributions: We

recommend you to distribuæ approximately $ fhe totâl amount distribuæd to fhe investment
vehicle types in the number of types of investrnent vehicle. Information on the left-over
amount after the distribution to investnent vehicle rypes.
DESCRIPTION
the approximate amount of invesrnent invesæd in the types of vehicle

::

RULE137
If
[the net investrnent amount minus the total amount disributed fo tìe investment vehicle fypes]

is greaær than 0,

Then 1) it is dehniæ

(lCÐ%o) that left-over amount after the distribution

to investrnent vehicle types

is [the net investment amount minus the tofal amount distributed !o the investment vehicle
typesl, and

2) it is defrniæ (L@Vo)

that information on the left-over amount aft€r the distribution to
is You can keep the rernaining $ left-over amount after the
disribution fo investment vehicle types as part of yotu reserve funds in savings ¿Fcounts,
Canada Savings Bonds or redeemable term-deposits. You can also invest the remaining
amount as an additional amount in any of ttre following types of investment vehicle.
invesúnent vehicle types

DESCRIPTION

::

the left over amount afær distributing the investment amount to di-fferent investrnent
vehicle types

RULE169

If

is suiable for investment,
rerieve data f¡om an extemal source, and
rerieve daø from an extemal source.

invesûor

Then 1)

2)

DESCRIPTION

::

get the environmental information
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RUr.E170

If

l)

Investment Consultation for tfre investor is known, and

2) You¡ investment distribution is known, and
3) Investment Vehicle Type I is known, and
4) Investment Vehicle TW 2 is known, and
5) Investment Vehicle Type 3 is known, and
6) Investment Vehicle Type 4 is known, and
7) Investment Vehicle Type 5 is known, and
8) additional information on tlp investment vehicles

used is known,
send data to an extemal location.
DESCRIPTION
export the consultation results to an external files
ANTECEDENT:: YES

Then

::

VEHICLE-INFORMATION.RT'LES
RULE121

If

1)

the invesrnent term for term-deposits or GIC is known, and
1) investment vehicle type I is Term-Deposits or GIC, or
2) investrnent vehicle type 2 is Term-Deposits or GIC, or
3) invesEnent vehicle type 3 is Term-Deposiß or GIC, or
4) invesrnent vehicle type 4 is Term-Deposits or GIC, or
5) invesrnent vehicle type 5 is Term-Deposits or GIC,
Then
it is definiæ (1ffi7o) that additional information on term-deposits or GIC invesÍnent is: The
appropriate type of term-deposits or GIC investment that suits your investrnent profile is:
the investment term for term-deposifs or GIC termdeposis or GIC, and
2) send daø to an extemal location, and
3) it is definiæ QWqo) that additional information on investment vehicle types is required.
information on term-deposits or GIC investnenf
DESCRIPTION

2)

l)

;:

RULE122

If

l)

2)

the level of liquidity which is appropriaæ for you is Low, and
1) investrnent vehicle type I is Term-Deposits or GIC, or

2) invesrnent vehicle ty¡r- 2 is Term-Deposiß
3) invesrnent vehicle type 3 is Term-Deposis
4) invesÍnent vehicle type 4 is Term-Deposits
5) invesunent vehicle type 5 is Term-Deposits

Then it is definite
DESCRIPTION

::

or GIC, or
or GIC, or
or GIC, or

or GIC,

(lW%o) thæ the investment term for ærm-deposits or GIC is Long-Term.
long-ærm ærm-deposis or GIC

RULE123

If

1)

the level of liquidity which is appropriate fm you is Medium, and
invesrnent vehicle type I is Term-Deposifs or GIC, or
2) investrnent vehicle type 2 is Term-Deposiß or GIC, or
3) investment vehicle type 3 is Term-Deposits or GIC, or
4) invesrnent vehicle type 4 is Term-Deposits or GIC, or
5) invesunent vehicle type 5 is Term-Deposits or GIC,
Then it is definite (lffi%o) that the invesunent term for ærm-deposits or GIC is Medium-Term.
DESCRIPTION :: medium-term ærm-deposis or GIC

2) l)

RULE124

If

1)

2)

the level of liquidity which is appropriate for you is High, and
1) investment vehicle type I is Term-Deposits or GIC, or
2) investment vehicle type 2 is Term-Deposits or GIC, or
3) investment vehicle type 3 is Term-Deposits or GIC, or
4) investrnent vehicle type 4 is Term-Deposits or GIC, or
5) investment vehicle type 5 is Term-Deposits or GIC,
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Then it is dehni¡e (l@70)
DESCRIPTION

::

that the investment term for ærm-deposits or GIC is Short-Term.
short-term term-deposits or GIC

RUT-E125

If

1)

the investment term of corporate bonds is known, and

2) the type of colporaæ bonds is known, and
3) 1) investment vehicle type I is Bonds, or
2) invesrnent
3) invesnnent
4) investment
5) invesrnent

vehicle typ,2 is Bonds, or
vehicle type 3 is Bonds, or
vehicle type 4 is Bonds, or
vehicle type 5 is Bonds,
Then 1) it is dehnite (lNVa) that the information on corporate bonds is: The type of corporate bonds
that suits your investment profile is: the type of corporaf€ bonds Bonds, and
2) send daø to an external location, and
3) it is dehniæ QA07o) that the additional information on invesrnent vehicle typs is required.
DESCRIPTION :: the types of corporate bond the invesúors should consider
RULE126

If

1)

the level of liquidity which is appropriate for you is Low, and
1) investment vehicle type I is Bonds, or
2) investment vehicle typ 2 is Bonds, or
3) invesrnent vehicle type 3 is Bonds, or
4) investment vehicle type 4 is Bonds, or
5) investment vehicle type 5 is Bonds,
Then it is definite (INVo) that the investment term of corporate bonds is Long-Term.
DESCRIPTION :: long-ærm corporate bonds

2)

RULE127

If

1)

the level of liquidity which is appropriate for you is Medium, and
investment vehicle type I is Bonds, or
2) invesrnent vehicle ¡yW,Z is Bonds, or
3) invesrnent vehicle type 3 is Bonds, or
4) investment vehicle type 4 is Bonds, or
5) invesrnent vehicle type 5 is Bonds,
Then it is definiæ (lffiVo) that the investment term of corporat€ bonds is Medium-Term.
DESCRIPION :: medium-term corporate bonds

2) l)

RUT-E128

If

l) the level of liquidity which is ap'propriate fm you is High, and
2) l) investment vehicle type I is Bonds, or
2) invesrnent
3) invesrnent
4) invesrnent
5) invesrnent

vehicle type 2 is Bonds, or
vehicle type 3 is Bonds, or
vehicle type 4 is Bonds, or
vehicle type 5 is Bonds,
Then it is definite (lWEo) that the investment term of corporate bnds is Short-Term.
DESCRIPTION :: short-term corporate bonds
RULE129

1)

Your risk factor is greater than 1.5, and

2) Your risk factor is less than or equal to 2.75, and
3) 1) invesrnent vehicle type I is Bonds, or
2)
3)
4)
5)

invesrnent vehicle type 2 is Bonds, or
investment vehicle type 3 is Bonds, or
investment vehicle typr- 4 is Bonds, or
investment vehicle type 5 is Bonds,
T1rcn ir ie dcfinite {lMlotr\
thnt the fvne of cnrrnrâte honds rs Hish-Grade.
\¡vv,v/
DESCRIPTION :: high-grade bonds
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RUI.El30

If

1) Your risk factor is greater than 2.75, and
2) Your risk factor is less than or equal to 4, and
3) 1) invesúnent vehicle type I is Bonds, or
2) investment vehicle tW 2 is Bonds, or
3)
4)
5)

invesunent vehicle type 3 is Bonds, or
invesunent vehicle tW 4 is Bonds, or

invesrnent vehicle type 5 is Bonds,
(lW%o) that the type of corporate bonds is Investment-Grade.
DESCRIPTION :: invesrnent-grade bonds

Then it is deFrniæ

RUI,E131
If
additional information on investnent vehicle rypes is required,
Then it is definitÊ (l00%o) that additional information on the investment vehicles used is: Information
on Investment Vehicle Types: Information on corporate bonds investment. Information on
mutual funds investment. Information on term-deposits or GIC invesrnenr
DESCRIPTION :: additional informalion on the investrnent vehicles used
RULE132

if-T

You¡ risk factor is greater than l, and
2) Your risk factor is less tian or equal to 2.2, and
3) l) investrnent vehicle type I is Mun:al Funds, or

2) invesrnent
3) invesunent
4) investnent

vehicle type 2 is Muh¡al Funds, or
vehicle type 3 is Munnl Funds, or
vehicle ryp 4 is Murual Funds, or
5) investment vehicle type 5 is Munral Funds,
Then it is definiæ (LNVo) that tfre type of mutual funds is Income-Funds.
DESCRIPTION :: income-funds invesrnent
RULE133
1) Your risk fact,or is greater than 2.2, and
2) Your risk factor is less than or equal to 2.8, and
invesrnent vehicle type I is Munnl Funds, m
3)
2) investrnent vehicle typ 2 is Mutual Funds, m
3) investnent vehicle type 3 is Mutual Funds, or
4) invesrnent vehicle type 4 is Muu¡al Funds, or
5) investment vehicle type 5 is Mutual Funds,

l)

Then it is deñniæ (lffiVo)
DESCRIPTION

::

that the type of mutual funds is Balanced-Funds.

balanced-funds investment

RULE134

If

1)

Your risk fac¡or is greaær than 2.8, and

2) Your risk factor is less than or equal to 4, and
3) 1) invesrnent vehicle typ 1 is Muual Funds, m
2) invesunent vehicle ryp 2 is Mutual
3) invesrnent vehicle type 3 is Mun¡al
4) invesrnent vehicle ty¡r-, 4 is Mutual
5) investnent vehicle type 5 is Mua¡al

Funds, or
Funds, or
Funds, or
Funds,

Then it is definiæ

(lÐ%o) that the rype of mutual funds is Equity-Funds.

DESCRIPTION

equity-funds investment

::

RULE135

If

l)

2)

the type of mutu¿l funds is known, and
1) investrnent vehicle type I is Mutual Funds, or
2) invesunent vehicle tryp.2 is Mun¡al Funds, or
2\
¡¡¡ I vùu¡¡v
Jrr intracmant

rrahi¡la

4) invesrnent
5) invesrnent

vehicle type 4 is Mumal Funds, or
vehicle type 5 is Mutual Funds,

fræ
ic Àrfr¡trral ¡Frrnrlc
s¡¡est m
v¡
rl Pv r? Lè
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Then l)

it is definite (l@7o) that the information on mutuål funds investment is: The rype of murual
funds that suits your investment profile is: tl¡e rype of mutual funds , and
2) send dâta !o an external location, and
3) it is definite (l@7o) thar additional information on investment vehicle types is required.
DESCRIPTION :: information on mutual funds invesÍnent
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Ð.4.T'AB,{SE: FIXEÐI

Risk

X-evel

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Medium-low
Medium-low
Medium-low
Medium-low
Medium-low
Medium-low
Medium-low
Medium-low
Medium-low
Medium-low
Medium-low
Medium-low

I-evel

T'ypes of
Xnvestrnent Vehicle

Minimurn
[nvestment
.A.mount ($)

Ðenominations
($)

High
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

Treasury Bills
Term-deposits or GIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts
Term-deposits or GIC
Treasury Bills
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts
Bonds
Mutual Funds
Treasury Bills
Term-deposits or GIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts
Bonds
Mutual Funds
Treasury Bills
Term-deposits or GIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts

3000
1000
s00

10m
500

10

10

1000

3000
500

500
1000
100

I-Íquidity
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1m

10

10

3000
s00
3000
1000
s00

1000
50
1000
s00
100

10

10

3000
500
300û
1000

1000
100
1000

5m

500
100

10

10
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ÐA.T'ABASE: FIXEÐ2

Risk l-evel

Minimum

LíquÍdity

Types of

Level

nnvestment \¡ehicle

ïnvestment

Ðenominations

Amount
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium-High
Medium-High
Medium-High
Medium-High
Medium-High
Medium-High
Medium-High
Medium-High
Medium-High

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
[,ow
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

l,ow
Low
Low
Low

Bonds

Mutual Funds
Blue-Chip Stocks
Treasury Bills
Term-deposits or GIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts
Bonds
Blue-Chip Stocks
Mutual Funds
Treasury Bills
Term-deposits or GIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts
Bonds
Growth Stocks
Risk Stocks
Mutual Funds
Blue-Chip Stocks
Treasury Bills
Term-deposits or GIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts

180

3000
500
3000
3000
1000
500

1000
50
500
1000
500

10

100
10

3000
3000
s00
3000
1000
500

1000
s00
50
1000
s00
100

10

10

3000
3000
3000
500
3000
3000
1000
500

1000

10

5m
5m
50
500
1000

5m
100
10
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D^4.T.4.EASE: VARI
R.isk l-evetr

f,iquidity
[.evel

Types of
ïnvestment Vehicle

Minimum

Investment

Ðenominations

A,¡nount

I.ow
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Medium-low
Medium-low
Medium-low
Medium-low
Medium-low
Medium-low
Medium-low
Medium-low
Medium-low
Medium-low
Medium-low
Medium-low

High
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

Treasury Bills
Term-deposits or GIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts
Term-deposits or GIC
Treasury Bills
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts
Mutual Funds
Bonds
Treasury Bills
Term-deposits or GIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts
Mutual Funds
Bonds
Treasury Bills
Term-deposits or GIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts

181

3000
1000
500
10

1000
3000
s00
10

500
3000
3000
1000
500

1000

s00
100
10

s00
r000
100
10

50
1000
1000
500
100

10

10

500
3000
3000
1000
500

100
1000
500
100

10

10

10m
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ÐAT.{BASE:
Risk }-evel

VARZ

l,iquidity
l-evel

Types of
Investment Vehicle

Minimum

[nvestment

Ðenominations

,4.mount

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium-High
Medium-High
Medium-High
Medium-High
Medium-High
Medium-High
Medium-High
Medium-High
Medium-High

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

Low
l,ow
Low
Low
Low
L,ow

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

Blue-Chip Stocks
Mutual Funds
Bonds
Treasury Bills
Term-deposits or GIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts
Blue-Chip Stocks
Bonds
Mutual Funds
Treasury Bills
Term-deposits or GIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts
Growth Stocks

Risk Stocks
Bonds

Blue-Chip Stocks
Mutual Funds
Treasury Bills
Term-deposits or GIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts
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3000
s00
3000
3000

500
50

1000

s00

1m0
1000

s00

100

10

10

3000
3000
500
3000
1000
500

500
1000
50
1000
500
100

10

10

3000
3000
3000
3000
500
3000
1000
500

5m
500
50
1000
s00
100

10

10

s00
1000
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Risk

tr-evel

Minimum

f,Íquidity

T'ypes of

Level

Investment Vehicle

lnvestment

Ðenominations

,4.rnount

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Medium-low
Medium-low
Medium-low
Medium-low
Medium-low
Medium-low
Medium-low
Medium-1ow
Medium-1ow
Medium-low
Medium-low
Medium-low

High
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
High
High
High
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

Treasury Bills
Term-deposits or GIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts
Term-deposits or GIC
Treasury Bills
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts
Mutual Funds
Bonds
Treasury Bills
Term-deposits or GIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts
Mutual Funds
Bonds
Treasury Bills
Term-deposits or GIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts

183

3m

1000

10m

5m
1m

5m
10

10

10m

s00

3000
500

1000
100

10

l0

s00
3000

s0
10m

3mo
s00

1000
500
100

10

10

s00
3000
3000

r00

1000

1000
1000

1000
500

5m

10

10

100
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R.ish X-evel

Liquidity
I-evel

Types of
nnvestment Vehicle

Minimum

[nvestment

Ðenominations

.4inount
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium-High
Medium-High
Medium-High
Medium-High
Medium-High
Medium-High
Medium-High
Medium-High
Medium-High

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

Mutual Funds
Bonds

Blue-Chip Stocks
Treasury Bills
Term-deposits or GIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts
Mutual Funds
Bonds

Blue-Chip Stocks
Treasury Bills
Term-deposits or GIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts
Bonds
Growth Stocks

Risk Stocks
Mutual Funds
Blue-Chip Stocks
Treasury Bills
Term-deposits or GIC
Canada Savings Bonds
Savings Accounts

184

s00
3000
3000

30m
1000
500

50
1000
s00
1000

sm
100

10

10

500

50
1000
s00
1000
s00

3000
3000
3000
1000
500

r00

10

10

3000
3000
3000

1m0
s00
s00
50
s00

s00
3000
3000
1m0
500
10

1000
500
100
10
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